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It Takes Two: Partner Effects on Unintended Pregnancy in Dyads 

Emily Cheshire Brown 

ABSTRACT (ACADEMIC) 

Background: Just under half of pregnancies in the United States are unintended. And 

unintended births are particularly high among married and cohabiting adult women. Though 

family planning behaviors occur in a dyadic context with potentially joint influences of men and 

women on contraceptive use and pregnancy, most research on pregnancy and contraceptive use 

is based on reports from only women. Methods: I examined the pregnancy beliefs and 

contraceptive values of both members of cohabiting and married adult couples to determine how 

these individual-level characteristics come together at the dyad-level to shape pregnancy 

outcomes for the couple. I performed multinomial logit structural equation modeling analyses 

using longitudinal data from the National Couples Survey. I included demographic covariates 

that have been implicated in prior research as influential for contraceptive use and unintended 

pregnancy. Results: The male partner’s pregnancy beliefs and contraceptive values significantly 

predicted dyadic risk of unintended pregnancy even after accounting for female partner’s 

responses on these variables. Non-Hispanic Black race and low socioeconomic status emerged as 

risk factors. Discussion: This study indicates that dyadic analyses are needed to account for male 

partner influences to appropriately model risk for unintended pregnancy in research. The 

findings of this research also highlight demographic groups that may benefit from targeted 

dyadic intervention. 

  



 
 

It Takes Two: Partner Effects on Unintended Pregnancy in Dyads 

Emily Cheshire Brown 

ABSTRACT (PUBLIC) 

Background: Just under half of pregnancies in the United States are unplanned at conception. 

Unintended births are particularly high among married and cohabiting adult women. Though 

family planning behaviors occur in a couple context, and men and women likely both influence 

contraceptive use and pregnancy, most research on pregnancy and contraceptive use is based on 

reports from only women. Methods: I examined beliefs about positive outcomes of pregnancy 

and values for contraception to be effective of men and women in cohabiting and married adult 

couples to determine how these individual-level attitudes come together to shape pregnancy 

outcomes for the couple. I used existing longitudinal data from the National Couples Survey, the 

theory of triadic influence, and structural equation modeling to test whether my hypothesized 

relationships between attitudes and behaviors were supported. I also accounted for demographic 

factors that prior research has flagged as influential for contraceptive use and unintended 

pregnancy. Results: The male partner’s pregnancy beliefs and contraceptive values significantly 

predicted whether the couple became unintentionally pregnant (or was at high risk of becoming 

so) even after accounting for their female partner’s responses on these variables. Non-Hispanic 

Black race and low socioeconomic status emerged as risk factors. Discussion: The results of this 

study highlight the importance of including both men and women in research to reach a more 

nuanced understanding of the factors that shape unintended pregnancy. The findings of this 

research also suggest that couples in specific demographic groups may benefit from targeted 

intervention to help them attain their reproductive goals.  
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Introduction 

Almost half (45%) of pregnancies in the United States are unintended (Finer & Zolna, 

2016). Unwanted pregnancy can have negative consequences for the child, such as substance use 

during pregnancy and increased odds of maltreatment in early childhood (Guterman, 2015), as 

well as costs for the nation. Sonfield and Kost (2013) estimated that the government paid $12.5 

billion for unintended births in 2008. Beyond the well-established negative consequences of 

unintended pregnancy is the internationally established reproductive right that women should be 

able to make decisions about and control the timing, spacing and number of their children 

(United Nations Population Fund, n.d.). With this right to reproductive health and the costs of 

unintended pregnancy in consideration, the United States has sought to improve access to 

universal reproductive health as a Millennium Development Goal (United Nations Statistics 

Division, 2012) and a Healthy People 2020 Goal (U.S. Department of Health and Human 

Services, 2013). Unfortunately, between 1990 and 2010 the unmet need for family planning in 

the U.S. increased (United Nations Statistics Division U.S. Snapshot, 2012). Unmet need refers 

to the percentage of women aged 15 to 49 who are married or in a consensual union, fertile and 

sexually active, not using any method of contraception, and report not wanting any more children 

or wanting to delay the birth of their next child for at least two years. The indicator also includes 

pregnant women whose pregnancies were unwanted or mistimed at the time of the conception 

(United Nations Statistics Division Handbook, 2012).  

Although the literature on unintended pregnancy tends to focus on adolescent and single 

women, over half of pregnancies among cohabiting women and over a quarter among married 

women are unintended (Finer & Zolna, 2011). As further evidence that unintended pregnancy is 

not restricted to teens, Finer and Zolna (2014) found that pregnancy rates for women over 30 
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actually increased from 2001 to 2008 and that this increase was driven by an increase in 

unintended pregnancy.  

Unintended pregnancies are often the result of inconsistent or incorrect contraceptive use 

(Finer & Henshaw, 2006), which is common among young adults who state that they do not 

desire to be pregnant at this point in their lives (Kaye, Suellentrop, & Sloup, 2009). There is 

extensive literature and theoretical reasoning that supports the role that individual attitudes play 

in shaping health behaviors in general and contraceptive use specifically (e.g., Ajzen, 1985; 

Bandura, 1986; Becker, 1974, etc.). However, contraceptive use and sexual behavior also occur 

in a dyadic context. Despite this, most research on pregnancy and contraceptive use is based on 

reports from women only (Becker, 1996; Grady, Klepinger, Billy, & Cubbins, 2010; Santelli et 

al., 2003). This is a shortcoming because a joint influence of men and women on contraceptive 

use and pregnancy has been suggested (e.g., Grady, Tanfer, Billy, & Lincoln-Hanson, 1996; 

Kraft et al., 2010); by not including the reports from both members of the dyads, we cannot grasp 

a full understanding of the processes at work.  

In this research, I examined the pregnancy beliefs and contraceptive values of both 

partners in romantic dyads to determine how these individual-level characteristics come together 

at the dyad-level to shape contraceptive use and pregnancy outcomes for the couple. Given the 

evidence that unmet need is negatively associated with socioeconomic factors (e.g., Finer & 

Zolna, 2016; Hall, Moreau & Trussell, 2012), I examined whether dyad risk for unintended 

pregnancy differed across couples in different socioeconomic groups. I also examined whether 

risk for unintended pregnancy differed across other social dimensions, including race/ethnicity, 

religiosity, and marital status, among others. More specifically, I addressed these research 

questions:  
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1. To what extent do the values of both men and women for contraceptive method 

efficacy predict a couple’s unintended pregnancy risk, controlling for other relationship 

and individual characteristics? 

2. How do beliefs about unintended pregnancy influence one’s own and one’s partner’s 

value for contraceptive method efficacy (i.e., do men’s pregnancy beliefs influence 

women’s contraceptive values and vice versa), controlling for other relationship and 

individual characteristics?  

3. To what extent do pregnancy beliefs of both men and women directly or indirectly 

predict a couple’s unintended pregnancy risk, controlling for other relationship and 

individual characteristics? 

4. To what extent do relational and social factors, including race and ethnicity and 

socioeconomic status, predict a couple’s attitudes and unintended pregnancy risk? 

To address these research questions, I used data from the National Couples Survey which 

was collected by Grady, Billy, Klepinger, Cubbins and Tanfer (2009) in 2005 and 2006 with the 

Battelle Centers for Public Health Research and Evaluation (BCPHRE). As part of this survey, 

Grady and colleagues (2009) examined contraceptive and disease-preventive decision-making 

and outcomes in adult heterosexual romantic couples across two waves. Responses were 

collected from both members of the couples so this data allows for exploration of how attitudes 

of two individuals may come together to shape the dyad-level outcome of unintended pregnancy.  
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Literature Review 

Prevalence and Impact of Unintended Pregnancy among Cohabiting and Married Adults 

 In this research I focused on contraceptive behavior and unintended pregnancy among 

cohabiting and married adults for several reasons. First, the incidence of unintended pregnancy is 

high in these groups. In 2011, which is the most recent analysis of unintended pregnancy 

available, cohabiting women were found to have the highest unintended pregnancy rate at 141 

per 1,000 - a rate that was four times the rate for non-cohabiting women (Finer & Zolna, 2016). 

While married women have lower rates of unintended pregnancy than single or cohabiting 

women, their proportion is still higher than might be expected, with 24% of pregnancies among 

married women being unintended (Finer & Zolna, 2016). Similar findings have been revealed 

from research using a nationally representative sample of men, with cohabiting and married men 

having higher likelihood of unmet contraceptive need compared to non-cohabiting unmarried 

men (Hossain, Bronner, Dennis, & Udo, 2016). Second, unintended births are higher among 

married and cohabiting women than among single women, who are more likely to end 

unintended pregnancy with abortion (Finer & Zolna, 2011; Finer & Zolna, 2016; Zolna & 

Lindberg, 2012). Third, there are negative consequences of unintended pregnancy and 

unintended birth for women and their families. There is greater risk the unintended child will be 

exposed to maternal risk behaviors such as cigarette smoking and delayed antenatal care, lower 

likelihood the mother will breastfeed, and higher likelihoods of infant or child mortality, 

maternal depression, maternal anxiety, and child maltreatment (Gipson, Koenig & Hindin, 2008; 

Guterman, 2015). Unintended births are also associated with increased relationship conflict, 

decreased relationship satisfaction, and increased likelihood that a relationship will end 

(Sonfield, Hasstedt, Kavanaugh, & Anderson, 2013). As it has been difficult to tease out whether 
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these negative outcomes of unintended births are due to some other demographic factors that also 

contributed to the unintended pregnancy, Kost and Lindberg (2015) used a variation of 

propensity score matching to determine the outcomes of unintended pregnancies accounting for 

contextual factors. Prior to applying the weights, they observed that births to young, unmarried, 

and less educated mothers were less likely to receive prenatal care or to be breastfed and more 

likely to be born pre-term or low birthweight. Births to young, cohabiting, non-Hispanic Black, 

low-educated, and multiparous mothers were more likely to be unintended. After adjusting the 

distributions, essentially matching each intention status on demographic composition, they still 

found that pregnancies that were unwanted were less likely to be recognized within the first six 

weeks, less likely to receive early prenatal care, more likely to be low birth weight, and less 

likely to be breast-fed for any length of time. These findings altogether reveal a population of 

cohabiting and married women who have a high incidence of becoming unintentionally pregnant, 

who are more likely to then go on to have unintended births, and to give birth to children who are 

more likely to have corresponding long-term developmental risks associated with not receiving 

prenatal care and having low-birth weight. In order to reduce the burden on this population of 

women, it is important to better understand the factors that contribute to unintended pregnancy.  

Factors that Influence Risk for Unintended Pregnancy 

 Theory of triadic influence. In a review of literature on unintended pregnancy, Santelli 

and colleagues (2003) urged researchers to study pregnancy not solely at the individual level but 

as consequence of a system of interrelated social and economic influences. One theory that does 

so is the theory of triadic influence (TTI) (Flay & Petraitis, 1994), which provides a useful 

explanatory framework for organizing relevant research and understanding risk for unintended 

pregnancy.  
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Brian Flay and John Petraitis developed the TTI in 1994 in response to the state of the 

field of health promotion, specifically the area of adolescent substance use, which they perceived 

to be disjointed (Flay & Petraitis, 1994). There was not enough comparison and integration of 

existing theories and instead, pieces of the puzzle offered by sociologists, social psychologists, 

developmental psychologists, personality psychologists and biologists remained separate from 

each other rather than forming a whole that could be used to guide research and practice 

(Petraitis, Flay & Miller, 1995). In other words, there was not yet a satisfactory macro-level 

theory that organized the disparate hypotheses and micro-level theories into a single framework, 

and this dearth made understanding risk behavior or developing effective interventions difficult 

(Flay & Petraitis, 1994).  

In a systematic review, Petraitis and colleagues (1995) evaluated fourteen multivariate 

theories that had empirical support of explaining at least parts of health risk behavior such as 

substance use. Theories in their review included two cognitive-affective theories [theory of 

reasoned action (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975), theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1985, 1988)], two 

social learning theories [social learning theory (Akers, 1977), social cognitive theory (Bandura, 

1977, 1986)], two social attachment theories [social control theory (Elliott, Huizinga, & Ageton, 

1985; Elliott, Huizinga, & Menard, 1989), social development theory (Hawkins & Weis, 1985)], 

and four theories that focused on intrapersonal characteristics like self-esteem and coping [self-

derogation theory (Kaplan, 1975; Kaplan, Martin, & Robbins, 1984), multistage social learning 

model (Simons, Conger, & Whitbeck, 1988), family interaction theory (Brook, Brook, Gordon, 

Whiteman, & Cohen, 1990), and social ecology model (Kumpfer & Turner, 1990–1991)]. Their 

review also included analysis of four somewhat comprehensive theories that had potential to be 

the framework they were seeking but were flawed by downplaying behavior-specific beliefs, not 
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including mechanisms of indirect influence, or testability [domain model (Huba & Bentler, 

1982), peer cluster theory (Oetting & Beauvais, 1987), problem behavior theory (Jessor, 

Donovan, & Costa, 1991), and model of vulnerability (Sher, 1991)]. In their review, they then 

showed how constructs from all of the theories could complement each other by mapping on to a 

three types by three levels of influence matrix (Petraitis et al., 1995). While not mentioned in 

their 1995 theoretical review, other theories that were discussed in their seminal work (Flay & 

Petraitis, 1994) as informing the TTI included the health beliefs model (Becker, 1974; Janz & 

Becker, 1984), Rogers’ (1983) protection motivation theory, the big five personality trait theory 

(Digman, 1990), and Johnston’s (1991) work on sociocultural climates.  

The TTI framework uses an ecological approach that describes three types of influences 

(personal/biological factors, social influences/contexts, and environmental/ cultural contexts) as 

streams that flow through three major tiers of influence (ultimate, distal, and proximal). 

Personal/biological influences are factors that eventually shape self-efficacy regarding behaviors. 

Social influences are characteristics of the immediate context or micro-environment that shape 

normative beliefs about behaviors. Environmental/cultural influences are characteristics of the 

macro-environment that shape beliefs, attitudes, and values regarding behaviors (Flay, Snyder, & 

Petraitis, 2009). These attitudinal, social and intrapersonal influences each shape health 

behaviors directly and through interactions with each other (Flay & Petraitis, 1994). By 

including distal and ultimate influences on behavior the authors hoped that TTI would not only 

provide a clearer explanation of health risk behaviors but also shift the focus of health promotion 

programs to distal and ultimate factors which might have greater impact on changing behaviors 

(Flay et al., 2009).  
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Flay and Petraitis (1994) developed the framework in the context of adolescent substance 

use, and extant literature that has been guided by the TTI framework has primarily examined 

substance use and/or delinquent behaviors among child (Alamian & Paradis, 2012; Beets et al., 

2009), adolescent (Chun, 2015; Donath et al., 2012; Flay, Graumlich, Segawa, Burns, & 

Holliday, 2004; Velderman et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2016) and college student samples (Bavarian 

et al., 2014; Pardavila-Belio et al., 2015; Subramaniam et al., 2015). However, the framework 

can be used to explain the influences shaping any health-related behavior (Flay et al., 2009). A 

few studies have applied TTI (in varying degrees) to examine clusters of health risk and health 

promoting behaviors that go beyond substance use to include constructs such as eating breakfast, 

vegetable and fruit consumption, exercise, and foot-checking among diabetics [e.g., Lippke, 

Nigg, & Maddock, 2012; Velderman et al., 2014; (review) Wiefferink et al., 2006]. A handful of 

studies have applied TTI to examine sexual behaviors, primarily incidence of sexual intercourse 

(Beets et al., 2009; Flay et al., 2004; Hellerstedt, Peterson-Hickey, Rhodes, & Garwick, 2006; 

Tortolero et al., 2010) and contraceptive use (Flay et al., 2004; Sieving, Bearinger, Resnick, 

Pettingelll, & Skay, 2007; Velderman et al., 2014) among adolescents. Most relevant to the 

current research, one study applied TTI to explore pregnancy desire among low-income 

adolescents and found a positive association between intrapersonal feelings of hopelessness and 

attempts to become pregnant (Fedorowicz, Hellerstedt, Schreiner, & Bolland, 2014).  

As the framework is comprehensive, it can be a helpful to work backwards from a health 

behavior through the theoretically important proximal, distal, and ultimate factors. Figure 1 

provides a visual representation of how this study’s variables of interest fit within the TTI 

framework and the remainder of this introduction is organized to follow this order from proximal 

to ultimate. 
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Figure 1. 

Conceptual Model Showing Relevant TTI Streams of Influence on the Outcome  

Ultimate environmental contexts 
 

 Reproductive health technologies (P/B) (E/C) 
 Family ideologies (S) (E/C) 
 Hegemonic systems based on gender, race, ethnicity, and wealth (S) (E/C) 

Distal variables 
 

 Personal characteristics (P/B): 
o Age 
o Sex  

 Social positioning (S) (E/C): 
o Age 
o Gender 
o Race and ethnicity 
o SES factors including income and education 
o Religiosity 

 Interpersonal situations (S):  
o Marital status 
o Relationship duration 
o Relationship satisfaction 
o Previous children  

Proximal variables 
 

 Motivation to seek/avoid pregnancy:  
o Beliefs about pregnancy consequences (P/B) (E/C) 
o Partner's beliefs (S) (E/C) 

 Behavior-specific attitudes:  
o Value for effectiveness (P/B) (E/C) 
o Partner’s value (S) (E/C) 

Outcomes  Consistent contraceptive use 
 Risky contraceptive use 
 Unintended pregnancy 

Notes: streams are indicated by: personal/biological factors = (P/B), social influences = (S), and environmental/cultural contexts = 
(E/C) 
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Proximal influences are cognitive or emotional factors that affect decision making, such 

as social normative beliefs, attitudes about specific choices or behaviors, and intentions to 

engage in a behavior (Flay, 1999; Flay et al., 2009). Proximal influences are the closest in 

temporal ordering to a behavior, tend to be specific to the behavior, and have direct effects on a 

behavior (Flay et al., 2009). Consequently, proximal constructs tend to be the strongest 

predictors of a behavior, and in terms of degrees of causation, proximal factors would be 

considered immediate predictors (Flay et al., 2009). In this study, one's level of concern about 

the efficacy of contraception choices represents the most proximal influence on contraceptive use 

and unintended pregnancy, because such concerns are specific to contraceptive behavior and 

occur in close temporal proximity to the behavior. It is important to note that even though TTI 

drew from theories that assume rational behavior (e.g., theory of reasoned action, theory of 

planned behavior), TTI asserts that proximal decisions are not always rational and instead 

include both cognitive and affective elements (Flay et al., 2009). Also, while proximal factors 

might be easiest to change and are often the focus of interventions, the effects of these 

interventions are likely to also be minimal because the participants’ attitudes and decisions can 

change again (Flay et al., 2009). 

As noted above, proximal influences such as attitudes are shaped by expectations of 

outcomes of a behavior and evaluations or values placed on those outcomes (Flay, 1999). A 

person’s affective and cognitive evaluations, expectations, general knowledge, and beliefs 

emerge from the individuals’ experiences in their social environments (Flay, et al., 2009). In this 

study, the next level of proximal influence includes affective and cognitive expectations 

regarding the potential outcomes of contraceptive behavior, specifically pregnancy. Each person 
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has beliefs about the potential consequences of a pregnancy occurring, and these beliefs are the 

basis of value for contraceptive efficacy. 

Social factors at the proximal level also include the influence of a partner's beliefs and 

concerns, as other members of a group help to establish social norms that inform a person’s 

cognitive evaluations and behaviors (Flay, 1999). Theoretically, the desire to please a partner or 

meet a partner's expectations would also drive contraceptive behaviors. Thus a partner's beliefs 

about the consequences of a pregnancy may influence one's own beliefs about that possibility or 

they may directly influence one's own value for contraceptive effectiveness. 

Distal variables are constructs that conceptually are located further upstream from a 

behavior outcome than proximal variables, generally temporally precede proximal variables, and 

may be less easily altered. In terms of degrees of causation, distal variables could be thought of 

as predisposing influences (Flay et al., 2009). Distal influences include multiple sources of 

diversity that may shape a person’s upbringing, socialization, cultural identity, faith, values, 

social position, motivation to comply with others, experiences with privilege/marginalization, 

and access to health care (Flay, 1999; Flay et al., 2009).  

Distal factors in this study include personal characteristics, social positioning, and the 

interpersonal characteristics of the dyadic relationship. For example, a person's biological 

maturity (age) and gender may influence pregnancy consequences and contraceptive choices. A 

person's gender may also influence how they experience the dynamics of a romantic dyad. Social 

positioning factors such as age, gender, race and ethnicity, religiosity, and especially 

socioeconomic status may also indirectly shape outcomes by influencing socialization, 

opportunities, values, pregnancy consequences and contraceptive options. Age, sex and ethnicity 

exert influence in both the personal and social streams of the TTI framework (Flay, 1999). The 
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interpersonal social context of the dyad and normative influences are of great importance to one's 

expectancies and values, so characteristics such as marital status, relationship satisfaction, 

relationship duration, and number of children are also included as distal influences in this study.  

Ultimate factors are the furthest removed from a behavior of interest and typically 

include background factors such as inherited traits, personality dispositions, family systems, and 

aspects of the macro-environment in which we live such as sociocultural heritage and class 

conflict (Flay & Petraitis, 1994; Flay et al., 2009). Many ultimate factors provide meaning to 

diversity within a population, giving factors such as gender, race, or income their larger salience 

and context. Some ultimate causes can be hard to capture as they are at such a scale as to be 

constant across most national study samples and are not easily changed (Flay & Petraitis, 1994). 

In terms of degrees of causation, ultimate factors could be thought of as underlying causes of 

behaviors (Flay et al., 2009). Though ultimate factors are hardest for any single individual to 

change, the TTI authors advocated for health promotion programs to address these factors 

because change in ultimate factors would have lasting effects on a wide range of behaviors 

beyond the risk behavior of focus (Flay et al., 2009). Regarding contraceptive behaviors and 

pregnancy risk, ultimate factors could include the state of reproductive health technologies, 

national economic prosperity/uncertainty, dominant ideologies about family, entrenched 

gendered power dynamics, and larger hegemonic systems based on race, ethnicity, and wealth. 

While these may be a shared context for all couples in a sample, this context shapes the 

magnitude and nature of influence of the distal and proximal factors downstream. 

A final postulate of TTI is that causal constructs in one stream can interact with or sway 

those in another to influence behavioral decisions (Flay et al., 2009). Pathways of influence do 

not remain constrained within a specific personal, interpersonal, or environmental stream. For 
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example, a social characteristic of a person, such as socioeconomic status, may influence that 

person’s personal expectations of the consequences of a future pregnancy and thereby shape their 

contraceptive use. 

 The empirical evidence of theoretical predictors of contraceptive use and 

pregnancy. The following is a review of research on factors associated with contraceptive use 

and pregnancy, organized by tiers of influence in the TTI starting with proximal predictors. 

 Proximal personal value for contraceptive efficacy. The relationship between attitudes 

and use is such that positive opinions about a method are significantly associated with intention 

to use (Fazekas, Senn & Ledgerwood, 2001) and use of the method (Harman & Amico, 2009; 

Sangi-Haghpeykar, Posner & Poindexter, 2005) whereas fears or negative perceptions about a 

contraceptive method are associated with cessation or reduced likelihood of using the method 

(Frost, Lindberg, & Finer, 2012; Higgins & Wang, 2015; Kaye et al., 2009; Mosher & Jones, 

2010; Sheeran, Abraham & Orbell, 1999). Negative misperceptions regarding safety, side 

effects, and efficacy particularly abound for the more effective hormonal methods (Frost, et al., 

2012; Kaye et al., 2009; Merkh, Whittaker, Baker, Hock-Long & Armstrong, 2009). For 

example, in a review of qualitative research with men, their heavy reliance on withdrawal was 

related to their beliefs that hormonal methods are unhealthy/harmful for their partners (Hoga, 

Rodolpho, Sato, Nunes & Borges, 2014). In the National Survey of Reproductive and 

Contraceptive Knowledge, Hispanic and non-Hispanic Black men and women were less likely to 

know about important characteristics of IUDs and contraceptive pills, such as handling side-

effects or ease of discontinuing use when pregnancy is desired (Borrero, Farkas, Dehlendorf, & 

Rocca, 2013; Craig, Dehlendorf, Borrero, Harper, & Rocca, 2014). Consequently, Hispanic and 

non-Hispanic Black women and men may be less likely to explore the use of long-acting 
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reversible contraception or persist in use of hormonal contraception, which might increase their 

risk of unintended pregnancy.  

 While these studies have addressed the positive relationship between attitudes about a 

specific method and use of that method, and have addressed knowledge about specific methods, 

there is limited research regarding attributes that are important to users and very few studies 

regarding how value for the attribute of efficacy shapes contraceptive use and risk for unintended 

pregnancy (Marshall, Guendelman, Mauldon & Nuru-Jeter, 2016). Regarding which attributes 

are most important to users, contraceptive efficacy and side effects appear to be consistently 

among the top three factors women consider when choosing contraception (Grady, Klepinger, & 

Nelson-Wally, 1999; Lessard et al., 2012; Madden, Secura, Nease, Politi, & Peipert, 2015; 

Marshall et al., 2016). Other factors that have appeared in the top three include affordability 

(Lessard et al., 2012; Madden et al., 2015), ease of use and STI prevention (Madden et al., 2015; 

Marshall et al., 2016), safety (Madden et al., 2015), that the method not interfere with the 

pleasure of sex, and that the method reduce menstrual discomfort (Gomez & Clark, 2014).  

 To explore whether features that women value might shape their interest in IUDs, Gomez 

and Clark (2014) collected internet survey data from women aged 18–29 and found that features 

that women desired shaped their interest in IUDs. Specifically, those who valued long-term 

contraceptive efficacy had the highest likelihood of being interested in IUDs (Gomez & Clark, 

2014). Using data from women enrolling in the Contraceptive CHOICE Project (which is a study 

designed to increase use of long-acting reversible contraception by removing barriers to access), 

Madden and colleagues (2015) found that rating effectiveness as a woman’s top choice was 

associated with higher likelihood of selecting IUD methods, though the effect size was lower 

than that found by Gomez and Clark (2014). In the most recent work in this line of research, 
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Marshall and others (2016) examined whether the features that women value predict their 

contraceptive choices by using data from women ages 18–29 in the 2009 National Survey of 

Reproductive and Contraceptive Knowledge. In contrast to the findings of Gomez and Clark 

(2014) and of Madden and colleagues (2015), Marshall and others (2016) found that women who 

reported contraceptive efficacy to be “quite” or “very important” were not more likely to use 

highly effective methods than women who rated efficacy as less important. More research is 

needed to identify values of men regarding contraceptive efficacy and to explore these mixed 

findings regarding the connection between value for contraceptive efficacy and contraceptive 

use. 

 Proximal personal beliefs about a potential pregnancy. From a theoretical standpoint 

that assumes rational behavior (e.g., Theory of Reasoned Action), the expectation is that 

individuals who do not want to become pregnant would choose to use methods that can best help 

them meet their goal (e.g., highly effective methods) and consequently would not experience 

pregnancy. Conversely, individuals who do want to become pregnant would intentionally 

discontinue contraceptive use and consequently would become pregnant. There is research 

evidence that this is the case, at least some of the time. Research using large national datasets has 

shown that a top reason provided by women for discontinuing their contraception is to become 

pregnant (Curtis, Evens, & Sambisa, 2011) and we see differences in method choice such that 

women who plan to have more children in the next two years tend to choose temporary methods 

such as condoms or the pill and women who do not intend to have any/more children tend to use 

highly effective methods such as long-acting reversible contraception (Kraft et al., 2010) or 

sterilization (Mosher & Jones, 2010).  
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 However, this rational choice framework doesn’t explain the nearly half of pregnancies 

that are described by men and woman as unintended. To explore pregnancy intentions further, 

researchers have screened for individuals who report that they do not want any/more children 

and have probed for their pregnancy attitudes. The most common measures of pregnancy 

attitudes across these studies have been to ask respondents how important it is to them to avoid 

pregnancy right now (e.g., Frost & Darroch, 2008) – or alternatively to indicate again whether 

they want a pregnancy or not (Wilson & Koo, 2008), and how they would feel if they were to 

discover they were unintentionally pregnant [e.g., Frost, Singh, & Finer, 2007; Higgins & Wang, 

2015); Kaye et al., 2009 (sample was not pre-screened on intention, so attitudes were not 

necessarily about unintended pregnancy); Kraft et al., 2010; Yoo, Guzzo and Hayford, 2014]. 

The former measures are thought to capture rational cognitions that evaluate the practicality of 

an unintended pregnancy and the latter measure is thought to capture affective (and not 

necessarily rational) attitudes about an unintended pregnancy. Two studies have taken more 

nuanced approaches of examining orientation toward pregnancy by asking participants who were 

not trying to avoid pregnancy about how much they desire pregnancy-related experiences, such 

as playing with a child (Miller, Trent, & Chung, 2014), or by asking participants who were not 

trying to get pregnant how much they endorse beliefs about benefits of a pregnancy, such as that 

it would strengthen the relationship with their partner (Rocca, Harper, & Raine-Bennett 2013). 

Two other studies have used semi-structured interviews with women who were seeking 

contraception from clinics to learn more about their intentions, attitudes, and experiences with 

pregnancy using a qualitative approach (Aiken, Dillaway, & Mevs-Korff, 2015; Borrero et al., 

2015).  
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 These studies have revealed that plans/intentions to have children and affective attitudes 

or beliefs about a potential pregnancy can be separate constructs and not necessarily consistent 

with each other. For example, among those in a nationally representative sample of men and 

women aged 18–29 who reported not wanting to get pregnant and who indicated that it was 

important to them to avoid pregnancy, 20% of women and 43% of men said they would be at 

least a little pleased if they discovered they were pregnant (Kaye et al., 2009). In interviews that 

Aiken and colleagues (2015) conducted with women who did not want any more children, the 

women expressed positive attitudes about children generally and anticipations that they would be 

happy if they were to become pregnant, and yet these positive attitudes did not seem to change 

the women’s desires to use highly effective contraception.  

 In contrast to the observations by Aiken and colleagues (2015), other studies have 

revealed that pregnancy ambivalence, generally defined as inconsistency between the 

participants’ stated intentions to not have children and their reported attitudes, do shape 

contraceptive use and pregnancy outcomes. Women who report not wanting to be pregnant but 

also report that avoiding pregnancy is only a little/not important are more likely to use no 

contraception (Frost et al., 2007; Wilson & Koo, 2008), more likely to use ineffective methods 

(Frost & Darroch, 2008), more likely to be inconsistent in their use (Frost et al., 2007; Yoo et al., 

2014) and less likely to use more effective hormonal methods (Frost & Darroch, 2008; Wilson & 

Koo, 2008). Similarly, women who report not wanting to be pregnant but also report that they 

would be pleased/happy about an unintended pregnancy are more likely to use no methods (Frost 

et al., 2007), more likely to use ineffective methods (Higgins & Wang, 2015), more likely to be 

inconsistent in their use (Frost et al., 2007), and more likely to become unintentionally pregnant 

(Rocca et al., 2013). The more detailed measures have yielded mixed findings. In their study of 
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desires to have pregnancy-related experiences (labeled as motivations) among adolescent and 

emerging adult women, Miller and colleagues (2014) found that positive pregnancy motivations 

were negatively associated with consistent condom use. In contrast, in their study of expected 

consequences of pregnancy, Rocca and colleagues (2013) found no relationship between beliefs 

about positive pregnancy benefits and using contraception.  

 These studies indicate that it is important to measure attitudes or beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy even among couples who report not planning/wanting any children because there is 

evidence that pregnancy attitudes (which likely reflect beliefs about the consequences of 

pregnancy) shape contraceptive use and consequently risk for pregnancy. More research is 

needed that includes multi-item beliefs about pregnancy (approach used by Rocca et al., 2013), 

which provide a more nuanced measure of orientation toward pregnancy than single-item 

attitudinal measures. Such research could build or refute evidence of a relationship between 

pregnancy beliefs and risk for unintended pregnancy. If evidence suggests a relationship between 

pregnancy beliefs and risk for unintended pregnancy, then research is also needed regarding 

whether the relationship is mediated by value for contraceptive efficacy. Moreover, in this 

review only two studies (Kraft et al., 2010; Yoo et al., 2014) included men in their analyses, so 

more research is needed regarding men’s pregnancy beliefs and how they might shape their 

contraceptive use and reproductive outcomes.  

 Proximal social influence of partner expectations and concerns. In addition to the role 

that the aforementioned individual characteristics might play in shaping contraceptive behavior 

and risk for unintended pregnancy, it is important to consider the context. The sexual behavior 

that would result in unintended pregnancy occurs in a dyadic context. Moreover, the nature of 

available contraception is such that men who desire to use the most effective protection against 
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unwanted pregnancy must negotiate use of contraception by their female partners (Fennell, 

2011). Thus, contraceptive decisions are made in a dyadic context and the degree of cooperation 

of partners limits the influence that individual cognitive factors can have on outcomes by 

constraining individuals’ choices (Wilkinson, Holahan, & Drane-Edmundson, 2002). Despite 

this theoretical evidence of the importance of the dyadic context, most existing research on 

pregnancy beliefs have been limited to women (Yoo et al., 2014), research on contraceptive use 

and pregnancy is also based on reports from women (Becker, 1996; Grady et al., 2010), and 

previous research on male health has not included much focus on unintended pregnancy as an 

outcome of interest (Hossain et al., 2016). Consequently, we can only perceive a piece of the 

larger picture and are limited in our understanding of the processes that shape the risk of 

unintended pregnancy in couples.  

 There is some empirical evidence of the male partner’s influence on contraceptive use 

and pregnancy outcomes, which supports the use of reports from both members of the couple. 

Grady and colleagues (1996) noted that some men report participating in decision-making about 

contraception and see contraceptive use and decision-making regarding unintended pregnancies 

as a joint-responsibility (Grady et al., 1996; see also Miller, 2012). However, most studies on a 

partner’s influence rely on respondents’ reports about what they think their partners want. Kraft 

and colleagues (2010) found that believing a partner wants to use contraception positively 

predicted effective contraceptive use. Among a large sample of Latina women, perceiving that a 

partner would be upset by a pregnancy negatively predicted their own levels of happiness 

ascribed to a potential pregnancy (Aiken & Potter, 2013). Conversely, in a study of Puerto Rican 

and non-Hispanic Black young adults from low-income neighborhoods, respondents who 

thought that their partner would have positive feelings about a pregnancy were more likely to 
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anticipate positive feelings themselves (Carter, Kraft, Hock-Long, & Hatfield-Timajchy, 2013). 

Similarly, using nationally representative data from the National Survey of Fertility Barriers of 

women aged 25–45, Tichenor and colleagues (2016) found that women who perceived that their 

partners wanted a child reported more favorable attitudes about motherhood themselves. 

Regarding evidence of partner influence on contraceptive use, 41 % of women in the National 

Survey of Family Growth who stopped using condoms attributed their cessation to a partner who 

did not like using that method (Mosher & Jones, 2010). Moreover, almost a third of low-income 

women who were also non-Hispanic Black reported in interviews that their partners had 

pressured them to become pregnant or had engaged in overt sabotage of their contraceptive 

efforts, for example by throwing away their condoms and birth control (Borrero et al., 2015).  

 The few studies that have used data from both members of couples found that men’s and 

women’s method preferences independently predicted the type of method the couples used 

(Grady et al., 2010; Miller & Pasta, 1996) and neither partner had complete control over whether 

the couple engaged in disease-preventive behaviors (Billy, Grady & Sill, 2009). Bauer and Kneip 

(2013) used data from the German Family Panel Study (a cohort stratified random sample of 

German citizens) to test hypotheses about how men’s and women’s desires for children predict 

the couple’s outcome of stopping contraceptive use. They found support for a joint utility rule, 

such that both partners’ desires for children equally predicted whether the couple would stop 

using contraception. Not only is it important to consider the attitudes of both members of a dyad, 

it is important to collect data from both members rather than relying on proxy report, as proxy 

report might be inaccurate (Billy et al., 2009). Moreover, Harman and Amico (2009) found 

differences in structural relationships among the core variables between models analyzed at the 

individual and dyadic levels, evidence which further supports the necessity of using data from 
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both members to predict risk for unintended pregnancy. Few studies of unintended pregnancy 

have collected and incorporated fertility preferences of both partners (Gipson et al., 2008). 

 Distal personal and social influence of age. There are disparities in risk among age 

groups, with young adult women (Kim, Dagher & Chen, 2016; Kost & Lindberg, 2015; Zolna & 

Lindberg, 2012) and young adult men (Kågesten, Bajos, Bohet, & Moreau, 2015) having 

disproportionately more unintended pregnancies and more abortions (Jones, Finer & Singh, 

2010) than older adults. In the most recent available analyses, Finer and Zolna (2016) found that 

the unintended pregnancy rate peaked for women aged 20–24 and then generally decreased with 

age; the unintended pregnancy rate was 147 per 1,000 women for those 20 – 29 years of age 

compared to 59 per 1,000 women among those over the age of 30. Age has been consistently and 

positively associated with use of hormonal contraceptives and sterilization versus condoms (e.g., 

Daniels, Daugherty, Jones, & Mosher, 2015). There are also disparities in outcomes across age 

for unintended pregnancy, such that early or unplanned parenthood is more likely to interfere 

with educational and career achievement among adolescent and young adults than for older 

adults (Sonfield et al., 2013). Arnett’s theory of emerging adulthood (2000) proposes that while 

individuals aged 18–25 may be at a stage in the life course when completion of school and 

establishment of their careers are important developmental tasks, they are also exploring 

intimacy in committed relationships. Furthermore, life course theory (Elder, Johnson, & 

Crosnoe, 2003) proposes that social cues related to their relationship status or completion of 

school may incline them to begin family planning. These conflicting normative beliefs and 

developmental tasks could increase ambivalence about a potential pregnancy and reduce 

contraceptive use, thereby explaining age differences in unintended pregnancy.  
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 However, Kost and Lindberg (2015) found that unwanted pregnancies were more likely 

to belong to older mothers who are married and have two or more children already. Mosher, 

Jones, and Abma (2015) also found that women over the age of 35 had higher odds of not using 

contraception compared to younger women. More research is needed to explore age differences 

in unintended pregnancy and contraceptive use and to determine if these differences are 

explained by differences in beliefs about unintended pregnancy or perhaps choices related to 

values for contraceptive efficacy. 

 Distal personal and social positioning influence of sex and gender. Sex and gender 

heavily shape the experience of pregnancy and contraceptive choice. The nature of pregnancy as 

occurring within the body of a woman dictates that pregnancy and pregnancy prevention will be 

more salient for women. Sex and age also intersect for women in a way that they do not for men, 

given that fertility for women is restricted to a window in early adulthood (e.g., Leader, 2006) 

whereas men can continue to father children throughout the life course. Contraception too is 

likely to more salient for women than for men because the most effective and commonly used 

contraceptive options are hormonal (Mosher & Jones, 2010) and function within the female’s 

body. Previous research has indicated that women tend to make decisions about birth control and 

pregnancy whereas their male partners tend to make decisions about sexual activities and 

condom use (Fennell, 2011; Harvey, Bird, Galavotti, Duncan, & Greenberg, 2002; Smith, 

Fenwick, Skinner, Merriman, & Hallett, 2011; VanderDrift, Agnew, Harvey, & Warren, 2013). 

Because long-term couples often choose hormonal methods and because of the nature of these 

methods, men may only have an active role in contraceptive decisions in the beginning of the 

relationship (Fennell, 2011; Smith et al., 2011). Moreover, men who desire to be more involved 
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are often limited by contraceptive gate-keeping by their partners and institutional structures, such 

as pharmacy policies that prohibit men from filling their partner’s prescriptions (Fennell, 2011).   

 Consequently, there are likely gender differences in beliefs about a potential pregnancy, 

in perceptions of contraceptive methods, and in value for contraceptive efficacy. As mentioned 

above, men have not been often included in research regarding unintended pregnancy or 

pregnancy desires. Research on attitudes about parenthood suggests that fatherhood is a highly 

valued and normative part of adult men’s lives (Tichenor, McQuillan, Greil, Contreras, & 

Shreffler, 2011) just as motherhood is a highly valued and normative part of adult women’s lives 

(McQuillan, Greil, Shreffler, & Tichenor, 2008). Moreover, rather than parenthood being seen as 

a competing goal with career success, it appears that men and women perceive career success 

and parenthood to be part of a package deal (McQuillan et al., 2008; Tichenor et al., 2011). 

These findings suggest similar pregnancy intentions for men and women. However, there is 

some evidence of gender differences in attitudes about pregnancy and childbearing. Using data 

from a nationally representative sample of unmarried 18–29 year old men and women, 

researchers found that men had three times the odds of being ambivalent (reporting that it is 

important to them to avoid pregnancy but also reporting that they would be pleased, or reporting 

neutral/indifferent responses) about a potential pregnancy than women, and that ambivalent men 

were significantly less likely than men with clear pregnancy intentions to have used any method 

of contraception in the past month (Higgins, Popkin, & Santelli, 2012). While most US men and 

women appear to highly value parenthood, Koropeckyj-Cox and Pendell (2007) found a gender 

difference in acceptance of childlessness, with women being more likely than men to have 

positive attitudes about childlessness even after accounting for demographic factors. Lindberg 

and Kost (2014) examined whether descriptions of pregnancies in the National Surveys of 
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Family Growth as intended varied by gender. They found no gender differences in reports of 

pregnancies as intended but they did observe gender differences in levels of happiness associated 

with the reported pregnancies. The respondents were asked to rate their happiness on a ten-point 

scale ranging from 1 “very unhappy” to 10 “very happy.” While both men and women were 

generally happy in response to their pregnancies (reporting scores 7–10), 10 % more women than 

men rated their happiness in response to their pregnancies with scores 1–6 (Lindberg & Kost, 

2014). Similarly, in a study with non-Hispanic Black and Puerto Rican young adults, women 

were less likely than men to report feeling positive about a potential pregnancy (Carter et al., 

2013). 

 Aside from greater physical costs for women to experience pregnancy and childrearing, 

these gender differences in pregnancy intentions and perceptions of parenting may be also 

related to gendered economic costs of childbearing for men and women. Due to gender biases in 

organizational practices that value fathers over childless men and any women, men enjoy a 

baseline fatherhood bonus of an additional annual six percent of salary once they become fathers 

(Glauber, 2008; Hodges & Budig, 2010). In contrast, women appear to experience a motherhood 

penalty, such that women without children make more than women with children (Sonfield et al., 

2013). These pay gaps persist despite evidence that mothers do not differ from non-parents in 

work effort, work intensity, or job engagement (Kmec, 2011). Aside from gaps in pay between 

mothers and fathers and non-parents, there is also evidence that penalties surface in perceptions 

of employability (Kmec, Huffman & Penner, 2014), evaluation of requests for time off, and 

requests for flexible work arrangements (Munsch, 2016).  

 Findings from qualitative and quantitative studies suggest evidence of gender differences 

in perceptions about contraceptive methods. In a qualitative study, Littlejohn (2013) interviewed 
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88 women who did not wish to become pregnant about their experiences with hormonal 

contraceptive methods and their attitudes about contraception. Many of the women reported 

discontinuing their use or avoiding certain methods in an effort to avoid weight gain or 

heightened emotionality. In her analysis, Littlejohn argued that gendered pressures to be thin and 

gendered perceptions of negative emotions (i.e., anger, sadness) presented by women as 

irrational and inappropriate place women in a difficult position of preventing pregnancy while 

meeting cultural standards of desirability. While there is increasing pressure on men to maintain 

weight and while there is policing of men’s emotions, men would not be experiencing these side 

effects and likely have different perceptions of contraceptive options as a result.  

 Drawing on data from the National Survey of Men and National Survey of Women, 

Grady and colleagues (1999) observed gender differences in contraceptive values and attitudes. 

Men were significantly less likely than women to report health risks, ease of use, or amount of 

planning as “very important” factors when they were choosing a method. Women were 

significantly less likely than men to report protection against sexually transmitted infection as a 

“very important” factor. In terms of perceptions of specific methods, they found that men had 

less favorable perceptions of the birth control pill than women, women had less favorable 

perceptions of condoms than men, and that women perceived greater differences between 

methods than did the men. Grady and colleagues (1999) concluded that these gender differences 

in perceptions might complicate how couples choose a method. In a later study Grady and 

colleagues (2010) found that men’s and women’s method preferences both predicted the method 

the couple would use but differentially predicted use, such that women’s attitudes about 

hormonal methods were more important for dual-method use and men’s attitudes about condoms 

were more important for dual-method use.  
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 As mentioned above, there is limited research regarding value for contraceptive efficacy 

and most of the research used samples of women. However, Grady and colleagues (1999) did 

find gender differences in whether individuals rated pregnancy prevention as the most important 

contraceptive characteristic, with women prioritizing efficacy and men prioritizing both efficacy 

and disease protection (cf. Smith et al., 2011). When they examined the ratings of contraceptive 

efficacy more closely, they found that the gender differences in value for contraceptive efficacy 

were driven by marital status. Among single men and women their ratings of contraceptive 

efficacy were not very different. However, among married men and women, men were 9.5 

percentage points less likely than women to rate contraceptive efficacy as “very important.” This 

large gender effect was driven by married women (but not married men) being much more likely 

than single women to report that pregnancy prevention is “very important” (Grady et al., 1999). 

 Gender may also shape contraceptive use and reproductive outcomes for individuals in 

couples due to gendered power dynamics. Research on the role of power in contraceptive use has 

shown that in relationships wherein there is a power imbalance, the person with more power has 

more influence on which contraceptive method is chosen (e.g., Grady et al., 2010; Harvey et al., 

2002; VanderDrift et al., 2013). Women may have less power in their relationships and 

consequently reduced ability to negotiate contraceptive use. However, findings are mixed 

regarding the association of gender and power. Male adolescents were found to have greater 

emotional-intimacy and decision-making power in their heterosexual relationships (Tschann, 

Adler, Millstein, Gurvey, & Ellen, 2002) while the majority of women report holding or sharing 

power in their heterosexual relationships (Harvey et al., 2002). In interviews about contraceptive 

use and decision-making with Latino young adults, men and women both reported having 

participated in decisions about contraception, suggesting that contraceptive negotiations are a 
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reflection of circumstances in the relationship rather than gender (Pulerwitz & Dworkin, 2006; 

Zukoski, Harvey, Oakley, & Branch, 2011). Likewise, Grady and colleagues (2010) found no 

support for gendered division of decision-making power over contraceptive use, though they did 

find that women in cohabiting and married couples had greater influence over which method the 

couple used than women in dating relationships. In their study of German couples, Bauer and 

Kneip (2013) not only found support for a joint influence of men’s and women’s pregnancy 

desires on whether the couple would stop using contraception, but they were also able to 

statistically rule out hypotheses that only men (patriarchal) or only women (matriarchal) 

controlled the couple’s contraceptive outcomes. Instead they found that if one person strongly 

opposed having a child compared to their partner they could “veto” and the couple would 

continue to use contraception  and that the person with more bargaining power (in terms of 

relationship alternatives) had a stronger influence on couple contraceptive use (Bauer & Kneip, 

2013).  

 Distal social positioning influence of ethnicity and race. Race and ethnicity are part of a 

multicomponent spectra of diversity in socialization, opportunity, and social context. The 

literature describes several disparities in unintended pregnancy risk among racial and ethnic 

groups and proposed various potential mechanisms. Non-Hispanic Black women have 

unintended pregnancy and birth rates that are twice the rates of non-Hispanic White women 

(Finer & Zolna, 2016; Zolna & Lindberg, 2012), which might be explained by their greater non-

use of contraceptives (Dehlendorf et al., 2014; Mosher et al., 2015) and greater inconsistent use 

(Frost, et al., 2007; Vaughan et al., 2008; Yoo et al., 2014). Finer and Zolna (2016) found that 

non-Hispanic Black women had the highest rate of unintended birth in 2011, with 79 out of 

1,000 births being unintended compared to 58 per 1,000 births for Hispanic women and only 33 
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per 1,000 births for non-Hispanic White women. High unintended pregnancy rates persist for 

members of racial and ethnic minority groups even after controlling for income (Finer & Zolna, 

2016; Hossain et al., 2016) and maternal grandmother (rather than mother) education level 

(Sweeney & Raley, 2014). 

 Differences in risk for unintended pregnancy may be due to the methods of contraception 

that are used. Dehlendorf and colleagues (2014) found that among women aged 15–44 in the 

National Survey of Family Growth, Hispanic and non-Hispanic Black women were less likely 

than non-Hispanic White women to use highly or moderately effective methods such as IUDS 

and hormonal birth control pills. However, Daniels and colleagues (2015) found that levels of 

use of the most effective long-acting reversible forms of contraception were not significantly 

different between non-Hispanic Black and non-Hispanic White women. In two studies of data 

from men in the National Survey of Family Growth, non-Hispanic Black men were significantly 

more likely to have unmet family planning need than non-Hispanic White men (Hossain et al., 

2016), and Hispanic and non-Hispanic Black married men had higher odds of unintended 

pregnancy than non-Hispanic White married men (Lindberg & Kost, 2014).  

 This may be due to differences by ethnicity and race in desire to avoid pregnancy; 

Hispanic (Hayford & Guzzo, 2013; Yoo et al., 2014) and non-Hispanic Black (Barber, Yarger & 

Gatny, 2015; Rocca et al., 2013) young adults have reported anticipating more positive emotions 

and consequences of a hypothetical pregnancy than non-Hispanic White young adults. Among 

women in the National Survey of Fertility Barriers, those who were Hispanic, non-Hispanic 

Black, or Asian were more likely than non-Hispanic White women to report pregnancy 

ambivalence – they were neither trying to become pregnant nor trying to avoid pregnancy 

(McQuillan, Greil, & Shreffler, 2011). Among men in the National Survey of Family Growth, 
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Lindberg and Kost (2014) found racial differences in intention among single parents, such that 

births to single non-Hispanic Black men were almost three times as likely as births to non-

Hispanic White men to be reported as intended. Lindberg and Kost (2014) also found that 

cohabiting Hispanic men were more likely than non-Hispanic Black and non-Hispanic White 

cohabiting men to report their pregnancies as intended, and Hispanic men overall reported the 

highest happiness levels in response to their pregnancies, regardless of whether the pregnancies 

were intended. Similarly, Aiken and colleagues (2015) observed that Hispanic women in their 

sample anticipated happiness regarding an unintended pregnancy, perceived social pressure to 

have and want children, and viewed pregnancy as part of God’s plan and a blessing, though the 

researchers emphasized that this incongruence in intentions did not necessarily mean that they 

desired pregnancy or had lower intentions to use effective contraception.  

 The findings of Aiken and colleagues (2015) suggest that there may be differences across 

ethnicity and race in pressure to have and want children and views of motherhood that underlie 

these differences in unintended pregnancy rates. Research on data from the National Survey of 

Fertility Barriers provided evidence that attitudes about motherhood inform pregnancy intentions 

and that these attitudes about motherhood mediate relationships between demographic factors 

and female intentions to have children (McQuillan, Greil, Shreffler, & Bedrous, 2015). However, 

the aforementioned differences in perceptions of a potential pregnancy among women do not 

appear to be founded on differences in attitudes about motherhood. Tichenor and colleagues 

(2016) found differences by race/ethnicity compared to non-Hispanic White women for each 

measure of attitudes toward being a mother, however they were not in the directions suggested 

by observed differences in fertility or unintended pregnancy (i.e., that non-Hispanic Black and 

Hispanic women would have more favorable attitudes about motherhood.). Asian women had the 
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highest scores of endorsement compared to other ethnic groups for all four measures (feeling 

complete as a woman, always thinking she would be a parent, children making life more 

fulfilling, and important to have children). Non-Hispanic Black and Hispanic women had lower 

scores than non-Hispanic White and Asian mothers regarding the attitude that children make life 

more fulfilling, likely because women in these marginalized groups face more challenges raising 

children (Tichenor et al., 2016). Low SES Hispanic women had lower scores than high SES non-

Hispanic White women on every item except feeling complete as a woman, where they were 

similar to the reference group (Tichenor et al., 2016). There also appears to be an additional 

intersection of race, ethnicity, and gender regarding attitudes about parenthood as differences 

across ethnicity/race were found among women in their attitudes about motherhood (Tichenor et 

al., 2016) but were not found among men in their attitudes about fatherhood (Tichenor et al., 

2011).  

 Differences across ethnicity/race in unintended pregnancy rates among men also do not 

seem to be shaped by racially-driven differences in social economic incentives attached to 

fatherhood. In their study of income using data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, 

Hodges and Budig (2010) found that while all men enjoy an annual fatherhood bonus, there were 

clear racial/ethnic disparities in the bonuses earned (see also Glauber, 2008). The disparity was 

most evident among married men in occupations with high cognitive demands wherein non-

Hispanic White men earned on average an additional $6,032.50 per year for being fathers 

compared to $2,207.39 for Latino fathers and only $1,538.19 for non-Hispanic Black fathers 

(Hodges & Budig, 2010). If differences in parity across ethnicity/race were shaped by social 

incentives for fatherhood, we would see higher fertility and unintended pregnancy among men in 

racial/ethnic groups who enjoy the highest economic privilege associated with parenthood. 
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Instead, the research findings shared above reveal that the highest unintended pregnancy rates are 

among non-Hispanic Black men who have the least to gain economically from becoming fathers.  

 Disparities in unintended pregnancy across ethnicity/race may be explained by other 

contextual factors. Barber and colleagues (2015) found that 91% of the difference in 

contraceptive perceptions and 60% of the difference in expectations of pregnancy between non-

Hispanic Black and non-Hispanic White female adolescents in their sample were explained by 

non-Hispanic Black adolescents having higher religiosity, lower income, experiences growing up 

in single-parent households, and experiences of sex without contraception. Kim and colleagues 

(2016) found that race/ethnicity dropped out of a multivariate model of unintended pregnancy 

once other factors from their social ecological model were included and they also performed a 

decomposition analysis to further explain differences in unintended pregnancy rates. Their 

findings were that demographic factors including age, relationship status, public insurance, 

maternal age at first birth, and income accounted for 51% of the difference in unintended 

pregnancy rates between non-Hispanic Black and non-Hispanic White women. Seventy-three 

percent of the difference in unintended pregnancy rates between Hispanic and non-Hispanic 

White women was explained by age, level of education, relationship status, and nationality. 

Similarly, Guzzo, Nash, Manning, Longmore, and Giordano (2015) sought to deconstruct the 

significance of race/ethnicity for pregnancy and found that differences in pregnancy between 

non-Hispanic Black and non-Hispanic White participants became non-significant once they 

accounted for adolescent academic performance and early entry into sex. While including a host 

of psychological and social factors attenuated the difference in pregnancy between Hispanic and 

non-Hispanic White youth, Hispanic ethnicity remained a significant and strong predictor of 

pregnancy in early adulthood (Guzzo et al., 2015). More research exploring multivariate models 
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of risk for pregnancy is needed to clarify whether differences in unintended pregnancy and 

contraceptive use across ethnicity/race are due to differences in beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy, differences in value for contraceptive efficacy, or due to other social characteristics 

and experiences.  

 Distal social positioning influence of income. Income status is also a component of 

diversity in socialization, opportunity, and social context, and thus may also have an important 

influence on pregnancy risk outcomes. Income status is a contextual factor that may influence 

contraceptive use by shaping pregnancy beliefs and value for contraceptive efficacy and by 

constraining an individual’s ability to acquire contraception and other reproductive health 

services. Unintended pregnancy is high among poor women, as their rates were around five times 

that of high income women in 2008 (Finer & Zolna, 2014). Moreover, their rates of unintended 

pregnancy and unintended birth increased from 2001 to 2008 in contrast to high income women 

whose rates remained stable (Zolna & Lindberg, 2012). In 2008, 42% of the women procuring 

abortions were poor. Their abortion rate was more than five times that of high income women, 

and beyond this health burden a majority also carried the financial burden of having to pay for 

the procedure out of pocket (Jones et al., 2010). Though the most recent analyses have revealed 

declines in unintended pregnancy across all income groups since 2008, the negative association 

between income and unintended pregnancy remains quite strong (Finer & Zolna, 2016). Among 

a nationally representative sample of men in France, men who reported being in very difficult 

financial circumstances had higher likelihood of reporting a pregnancy as unintended (Kågesten 

et al., 2015).  

 Unintended pregnancy, birth, and abortion rates are likely high for poor and low-income 

individuals because of lower female use of contraception (Mosher & Jones, 2010) and not 
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because of more favorable female beliefs about unintended pregnancy (McQuillan et al., 2011; 

Rocca et al., 2013). Lower consistent use of contraception may be related to the costs associated 

with acquiring contraception that are not covered by insurance, as women with private insurance 

are more likely to use oral contraceptives than women covered by Medicaid (Frost & Darroch, 

2008; Vaughan et al., 2008) and women without insurance have higher odds of not using 

contraception (Dehlendorf et al., 2014; Mosher et al., 2015). This speculation is supported by 

results of the CHOICE Project, which revealed that two-thirds of women chose long-acting 

reversible methods of contraception when financial barriers were removed (Secura, Allsworth, 

Madden, Mullersman & Peirpert, 2011).  

 In interviews with women who reported not wanting any more children, the predominant 

reason they gave for not wanting any more children was the financial difficulty that a pregnancy 

would bring; and the low-income women, many of whom became pregnant again during the 

study, were not struggling with ambivalent intentions but rather lack of financial means and 

gaining access to the highly effective hormonal methods that they could not afford to buy out of 

pocket (Aiken et al., 2015). In contrast to the observation by Kaye and colleagues (2009) that 

many people are uncertain of the context for pregnancy planning, Borrero and colleagues (2015) 

noted in their interviews with low-income women that almost all of the women believed 

pregnancy planning should occur in a married and financially secure context and because almost 

none of them had achieved that context, they did not engage in pregnancy planning or prior 

thinking about their desires or intentions. Similarly, in interviews with low-income noncustodial 

fathers who had experienced unintentional pregnancies, nearly all of them reported clear 

expectations that fatherhood should occur when a man has secure legitimate employment, is 

earning enough money, and is in a stable romantic relationship (Augustine, Nelson, & Edin, 
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2009). These qualitative findings provide further evidence that low-income men and women 

value financial security for becoming pregnant and suggest that unintended pregnancy is a result 

of economic challenges to their efficacy of meeting family planning goals. The findings are also 

consistent with the findings of other research with low-income couples that they share similar, if 

not more, traditional values about marriage and parenthood as higher-income couples and that 

economic aspects of relationships and problems concerning money are particularly salient for 

low income couples (Trail & Karney, 2012).  

 In interviews among working-class and middle-class cohabiting couples, Sassler and 

Miller (2014) found that the working-class couples struggled with taking contraception 

consistently and often cited financial reasons including cost, not having insurance, schedule 

conflicts preventing a doctor’s appointment – consistent with previous research, but they also 

cited simply forgetting to buy condoms or take birth control as a frequent barrier to use. In 

contrast to the research emphasizing only financial barriers (e.g., Aiken et al., 2015; Rocca et al., 

2013), Sassler and Miller (2014) noted clear differences in pregnancy attitudes and planning 

between the working-class and middle-class couples in their study. The middle-class couples in 

their sample agreed on which contraceptive methods to use and on clear timelines about when to 

become pregnant – often presenting it as a distant goal once they had married and reached certain 

career milestones or had enjoyed enough married time alone together. Among the working-class 

couples they observed the opposite: many of the couples disagreed regarding whether and when 

to have more children and many working-class men appeared to have mentally separated goals of 

fatherhood from goals of financial stability or marriage and gave fatalistic responses to the 

possibility of a pregnancy occurring as a result of their inconsistent contraceptive use (Sassler & 

Miller, 2014). It is important to keep in mind that these observations by Sassler & Miller (2014) 
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regarding contraceptive disagreements and inconsistent contraceptive use are likely not due to 

poor communication skills or relationship issues among working-class couples, but are instead 

likely the result of external stressors on working-class couples that middle-class couples do not 

face (Trail & Karney, 2012). Fatalistic responses were also echoed in interviews with low-

income noncustodial fathers conducted by Augustine and colleagues (2009). In their interviews, 

Augustine and colleagues (2009) found that 47% of the pregnancies reported by men occurred in 

contexts wherein the father knew conception was possible with unprotected sex but did not take 

precautions to avoid pregnancy because his desire to avoid childbearing was simply weak or 

absent. These seemingly laissez-faire and fatalistic attitudes regarding contraceptive behaviors 

could reflect pregnancy ambivalence that is the result of underlying positive attitudes about 

parenthood that are competing with social ideals about parenthood (i.e., as occurring in a 

financially secure and married context) that are out of reach. Indeed, in their analysis of the 

intersections of race, ethnicity and class on female attitudes about motherhood, Tichenor and 

colleagues (2016) found that lower family income was associated with higher attitudinal 

endorsement of the importance of having children. Decisions to engage in unprotected sex and 

then to commit to raising any “unintended” children (in- or outside of married relationships) may 

be a way for economically disadvantaged men and women to attain conventional adult roles and 

identities of femininity/ masculinity without attaining financial success or marriage stability 

(e.g., Augustine et al., 2009; Musick, England, Edgington, & Kangas, 2009; Sassler & Miller, 

2014; Trail & Karney, 2012). More research is needed regarding the relationship between low 

income and risk for unintended pregnancy to determine whether differences in risk across 

income are due to access to contraception or due to attitudinal factors.  
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 Distal social positioning influence of education. As education also contributes to 

diversity in socialization, opportunity, and social context, it is not surprising that there are also 

great disparities across levels of education, such that women who have less than a college 

education have rates of unintended pregnancy that are two to three times that of women who 

have at least some college (Zolna & Lindberg, 2012). Among a nationally representative sample 

of women aged 20–44, Kost and Lindberg (2015) found that pregnancies that were mistimed or 

unwanted were more likely to belong to mothers who had less than a high school education. 

From 2001 to 2008 women with less than a college degree experienced an increase in unintended 

pregnancies while the unintended rate remained stable among those with college degrees (Finer 

& Zolna, 2014), though the gap between low and high education rates has narrowed (Finer & 

Zolna, 2016).  

 These higher rates of unintended pregnancy among women with low levels of education 

are due in part to differences in contraceptive use. Women with a high school education or less 

have been found to be more likely to not use any contraception (Frost et al., 2007; Mosher, 

Jones, & Abma, 2015) and to use contraception inconsistently (Frost & Darroch, 2008; Frost et 

al., 2007). Education also appears to modify the relationship between marital status and use of 

effective methods, such that women with less than a college education have low use of effective 

contraceptive methods regardless of whether they are cohabiting or married, but among women 

who have at least some college education cohabiters are more likely to use effective 

contraception than married women (Sweeney, 2010).  

 However, some of the difference in unintended pregnancy across education levels may be 

due to differences in beliefs about a potential pregnancy. In a nationally representative sample of 

unmarried young adults, Yoo and colleagues (2014) found that those with no high school degree 
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were more likely to report that they would be pleased by a hypothetical pregnancy despite 

reporting that avoiding pregnancy is important to them. Tichenor and colleagues (2016) found 

clear evidence of intersectionality across race, ethnicity, and education in attitudes about 

motherhood among women, and yet also found that women with lower education consistently 

endorsed the importance of having children and the importance of raising children more than 

women with higher education regardless of race/ethnicity. In contrast, using data from the 

National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, Musick and colleagues (2009) reported no differences 

among non-Hispanic White and non-Hispanic Black women in desired number of children across 

education level and instead suggested that differences in unintended pregnancy are due to lower 

access to abortion, ambivalence caused by relational and economic instability, and low sense of 

control/self-regulation. 

 Among men, research is limited but there is evidence that education is negatively 

associated with the likelihood of unmet family planning need (Hossain et al., 2016), and an 

unexpected pregnancy (Miller, 2012; cf. Lindberg & Kost, 2014); and risk of not using 

contraception at the time of an unintended pregnancy is three times higher among men without a 

high school degree (Kågesten et al., 2015). More research is needed with data from both men and 

women to explore whether differences in education level shape risk for unintended pregnancy 

through attitudes or if these differences in outcome are due to some other relationship.  

 Distal social influence of religiosity. Another component of diversity in socialization and 

social context is religiosity, but the literature regarding the role of religion in predicting 

contraceptive use and unintended pregnancy is mixed. Religious affiliation may reduce risk for 

unintended pregnancy, as women who had no religious affiliation had the highest rate of 

unintended pregnancy compared to women of various religious affiliations (Finer & Zolna, 2014; 
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Kim et al., 2016; cf. Finer & Zolna, 2016), except perhaps when compared to Catholic 

(Dehlendorf et al., 2014) or evangelical Protestant women (Burdette, Haynes, Hill & Bartkowski, 

2014). Other work has similarly indicated that unmet family planning need (Hossain et al., 2016) 

and unintended pregnancy (Kågesten et al., 2015) are higher among men with low levels of 

religiosity. Whereas any religious affiliation may be protective against unintended pregnancy, 

the findings regarding contraceptive attitudes and use are mixed. Hoga and colleagues (2014) 

found that men’s attitudes regarding contraception varied widely across religious 

denominations/groups, with some men taking an active role in contraceptive use in order to fill a 

role as provider of the family and other men avoiding contraception (particularly hormonal 

methods) out of deference to God’s will. This suggests that religious affiliation may be a 

protective or a risk factor for high risk contraceptive behavior depending on the specific 

denomination. However, in a study that measured both denomination and religiosity, Moreau, 

Trussell and Bajos (2013) found that French men and women who regularly practiced their 

religion were less likely to use hormonal methods or IUDs than those who were non-religious 

and this effect did not differ across denominations. This finding suggests that religiosity may be 

a risk factor for high-risk contraceptive behavior (e.g., dependence on less effective non-

hormonal methods) regardless of denomination. In contrast to the findings of Hoga and 

colleagues (2014) and Moreau and colleagues (2013) are the findings that even religiously 

affiliated women use hormonal contraception (Jones & Dreweke, 2011) and obtain abortions 

(Jones et al., 2010), suggesting that religiosity may not have much sway when it comes to 

women’s contraceptive decisions. Regarding beliefs about a potential pregnancy, there is some 

evidence that religiosity is associated with positive attitudes about childbearing. Tichenor and 

colleagues (2011) found that religiosity was associated with more favorable attitudes about 
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fatherhood among men. Using the same dataset, Tichenor and others (2016) found that women 

with high levels of religiosity were more likely than women with low levels of religiosity to 

report that they always thought they would be mothers, that motherhood would make their lives 

fulfilling, and that raising children is important to them. More research that includes data from 

both men and women is needed to determine whether religiosity increases or reduces risk, and 

whether it does so by influencing beliefs about a potential pregnancy or values for contraceptive 

efficacy. 

 Distal interpersonal context. Several aspects of distal interpersonal context, such as 

relationship status, duration, satisfaction, and previous children, may influence contraceptive use 

and unintended pregnancy.  

 Relationship status. In addition to the high incidences of unintended pregnancy and birth 

among married and cohabiting young adults mentioned in the introduction, from a theoretical 

standpoint it makes sense to include cohabiting and married young adults because their 

relationship statuses and age may allow family planning to be more relevant and negotiable. For 

example, among men in the National Survey of Family Growth, Lindberg & Kost (2014) found a 

positive relationship between age and likelihood that pregnancies were intended, but only among 

married men. This finding hints at the presence of social norms prescribing the appropriate 

context for childbearing being within marriage and after a certain age. While marriage has 

traditionally been viewed as the context for child-bearing (Sweeney, 2010), attitudes about 

childbearing within cohabiting relationships have become quite positive. Daugherty and Copen 

(2016) found that three-quarters of individuals in the National Survey of Family Growth agreed 

that it is okay for people who are living together but not married to have and raise children. 

Moreover, we have seen increasing proportions of births to cohabiting couples (Sweeney, 2010)  
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However, despite the risk for unintended pregnancy and the potentially greater salience of family 

planning among cohabiting and married couples, the literature on contraceptive use has largely 

focused on adolescents and single women; literature on contraceptive use among cohabiting 

women is limited (Sweeney, 2010). We do have some indications that exclusive, cohabiting and 

married couples differ from non-exclusive and dating couples in their contraceptive use and 

reasons for use (Cooper, Agocha, & Powers, 1999; Katz, Fortenberry, Zimet, Blythe, & Orr, 

2000; Mosher & Jones, 2010; Raine et al., 2010; Sweeney, 2010; Vaughan, Trussell, Kost, 

Singh, & Jones, 2008; Warren, Harvey, & Bovbjerg, 2011; Wilson & Koo, 2008). As cohabiting 

relationships have come to more closely resemble married relationships than dating relationships, 

more research is needed to explore any differences between these two relationship statuses in 

attitudes that may help to explain differences in risk for unintended pregnancy across these 

groups.  

 Relationship duration. Relationship duration has been positively associated with use of 

hormonal contraceptives and sterilization and negatively associated with use of condoms (e.g., 

Manlove, et al., 2011; Upadhyay, Raifman, & Raine-Bennett, 2016; Wilson & Koo, 2008). This 

association is explained by the salience, or importance, of the relationship, such that time in the 

relationship is positively associated with the emotional significance of the relationship which is 

in turn negatively associated with condom use (Manning, Flanigan, Giordano, & Longmore, 

2009). Aside from emotional significance, other similar relationship characteristics that appear to 

mediate or modify relationship duration in ways that influence contraceptive use include 

intimacy, conflict and commitment. Specifically, relationships that are shorter than six months 

and would typically be labeled as “casual” are more likely to include hormonal contraceptive use 

if they are high in intimacy and commitment and low in conflict (Manlove, Welti, Wildsmith & 
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Barry, 2014). Conversely, relationships that are long-term but high in conflict and low in 

intimacy and commitment are less likely to include hormonal contraceptive use (Manlove et al., 

2014). Other researchers have also found that hormonal contraception is more likely to be used 

in relationships that are secure and committed but not necessarily a certain prescribed length 

(Fennell, 2011; Raine et al., 2010). In relationships wherein there is a lack of trust or certainty 

about female use of contraception, some men decide to use condoms without negotiating with 

their partners (Fennell, 2011; Raine et al., 2010). Generally, however, couples eventually 

transition away from condoms because not using condoms is more romantic (Broaddus, Morris, 

& Bryan, 2010), pleasurable and spontaneous (Beckman, Harvey, Thorburn, Maher, & Burns, 

2006) and without fear of disease the couples are less motivated to use condoms (Noar, 

Morokoff, & Harlow, 2004; Williams & Fortenberry, 2011). Thus, relationship duration may be 

associated with reduced likelihood of unintended pregnancy due to a normative transition from 

condoms to more effective hormonal contraception.  

 The above finding by Manlove and colleagues (2014) suggests that it is important for 

researchers to include a measure of intimacy, conflict, and commitment when studying dyads 

and their contraceptive use. General relationship satisfaction is related to (and likely reflecting) 

intimacy, commitment, and conflict and as a measure it too has been associated with 

contraceptive use. Relationship satisfaction has been positively associated with partner 

involvement in women’s contraceptive services and their use (Kavanaugh, Lindberg, & Frost, 

2012) and discordance in relationship satisfaction may be marginally associated with decreased 

odds of condom use (Wildsmith, Manlove & Steward-Streng, 2015). Though Kavanaugh and 

colleagues (2012) associated relationship satisfaction with reduced risk for unintended pregnancy 

via improved contraceptive use, Carter and colleagues (2013) found that respondents who had 
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positive feelings about their relationship were more likely to anticipate feeling pleased about an 

unintended pregnancy. A positive connection between relationship satisfaction and pregnancy 

has also been found among international samples. Using data from the German Family Panel 

study, Kuhnt (2013) found that couples who had concordant satisfaction in their relationship 

were more likely to intend to have children in the next two years whereas couples wherein one or 

both people were dissatisfied were more likely to have discordant pregnancy intentions or to 

concordantly desire not to have children. In a more nuanced examination of the connection 

between relationship quality and likelihood of becoming pregnant using the Netherlands Kinship 

Panel Study, Rijken and Thomson (2011) found that female reports of medium relationship 

quality specifically (in contrast to poor quality or high quality) were positively associated with 

becoming pregnant by the second wave. Moreover, they found gender differences such that 

women’s perceptions of their relationship alone predicted whether they would become pregnant 

for the first time, but both men’s and women’s perceptions jointly predicted whether they would 

become pregnant with a second child, and the positive association for men was found for men 

reporting both medium and high levels of relationship quality (Rijken & Thomson, 2011). More 

research is needed to explore whether relationship satisfaction increases or decreases risk for 

unintended pregnancy and specifically how it influences beliefs about a potential pregnancy and 

value for contraceptive efficacy.  

 Parity. Contraceptive use is significantly lower among women who have no children than 

women who have children (Mosher & Jones, 2010), number of children is positively associated 

with odds of experience using very effective contraceptive methods (Gilliam et al., 2011), and 

Carter and colleagues (2013) found that respondents who already had one or more children were 

more likely to anticipate feeling upset about a new pregnancy. Using data from the Austrian 
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Generations and Gender Survey, Testa (2012) found that when there was individual-level 

disagreement in couples regarding pregnancy in the near future and the couples had no children, 

they were more likely to exhibit higher pregnancy intention and pregnancy-seeking behaviors at 

the couple level. In couples wherein there was disagreement and one or more children already in 

the home, the couples maintained contraceptive use and avoided pregnancy (Testa, 2012). These 

findings suggest that having no children might indirectly increase risk for unintended pregnancy 

by reducing contraceptive use and conversely, having children might indirectly reduce risk by 

reducing positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy and increasing contraceptive use. 

 However, number of children has been found to positively predict odds of unintended 

pregnancy among women (Kim et al., 2016) and men (Lindberg & Kost, 2014). This effect is 

nuanced such that the unintended pregnancy rate of women with one previous birth is twice as 

high as that of women who have had zero or two or more births (Finer & Zolna, 2011). Kågesten 

and colleagues (2015) observed that 68% of pregnancies that followed a previous unintended 

pregnancy were themselves unintended. Overall, these findings suggest a complex interplay 

between number of children, contraceptive use, attitudes and risk, while also emphasizing 

women’s continuing unmet need for greater control over the timing and spacing of births.  

 Ultimate predictors. As mentioned above, ultimate factors relevant to this study could 

include the state of reproductive health technologies [e.g., increased availability of long-acting 

reversible contraception contributing to reduced unintended births (Finer & Zolna, 2016)], 

economic prosperity or uncertainty [e.g., economic recessions associated with reduced fertility 

(Schneider, 2015)], dominant ideologies about family [e.g., U.S. cultural trend of delayed 

marriage extending exposure to risk of unintended pregnancy (Finer & Zolna, 2014), U.S. 

cultural expectations to desire and to have two children (McQuillan et al., 2015)], entrenched 
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gendered power dynamics [e.g., perceptions that good fathers are good workers leading to 

gendered pay inequity (Hodges & Budig, 2010)], and larger hegemonic systems based on race, 

ethnicity, and wealth [e.g., cultural values for a specific ideal family context and intersections of 

race, ethnicity, and class producing different attitudes about motherhood (Tichenor et al., 2016) 

and different economic benefits for fatherhood (Hodges & Budig, 2010)]. Some ultimate factors 

can be difficult to capture in national studies and the above examples of ultimate factors were not 

directly measured here. However as environmental forces that may shape attitudes and 

experiences and constrain choices and opportunities among couples in this sample, they are 

important to keep in mind when interpreting results.  

Research Contributions 

 As mentioned above, unintended pregnancy occurs in a dyadic context but extant 

research has been at the individual level of analysis, typically only collecting data about 

attitudes, contraceptive use, and pregnancy from women (Becker, 1996; Grady, et al., 2010; Yoo 

et al., 2014). The findings of research discussed above (Billy, et al., 2009; Borrero et al., 2015; 

Grady et al., 1996; Kraft, et al., 2010; Miller, 2012; Miller & Pasta, 1996; Mosher & Jones, 

2010) provide some evidence that men’s attitudes and behaviors shape their reproductive 

outcomes and this evidence supports the need for research that includes data from both members 

of the dyad. To help address this major gap in the literature, this study includes data from both 

men and women in romantic couples.  

 While there is research regarding knowledge of specific contraceptive methods (e.g., 

Craig, et al., 2014) and how perceptions of methods predict use of those methods (e.g., Frost, 

Lindberg, & Finer, 2012; Harman & Amico, 2009), there is little research that examines men’s 

and women’s value for  contraceptive efficacy and how they might shape risk for unintended 
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pregnancy. To help address this gap, this study measures how men’s and women’s value for 

contraceptive efficacy may predict their reproductive health outcomes. Specifically, research 

question (RQ) 1 is: To what extent do the attitudes of both men and women about the importance 

of contraceptive method efficacy predict a couple’s unintended pregnancy risk, controlling for 

other relationship and individual characteristics? 

 As there is limited research regarding value for contraceptive efficacy, there is also 

minimal research that examines how beliefs about a potential pregnancy might drive a person’s 

value for contraceptive efficacy. Moreover, there is a dearth of research regarding how a 

partner’s attitudes may shape an individual’s concerns within a dyadic context. To help address 

this gap, this study measures how men’s and women’s beliefs about a potential pregnancy shape 

their own and their partner’s value for contraceptive efficacy. Specifically, RQ2 is: How do 

beliefs about unintended pregnancy influence one’s own and one’s partner’s value for 

contraceptive method efficacy (i.e., do men’s pregnancy beliefs influence women’s contraceptive 

values and vice versa), controlling for other relationship and individual characteristics? 

 There is some research regarding attitudes about a potential pregnancy and their effect on 

contraceptive use (e.g., Frost, et al., 2007; Kraft et al., 2010) and pregnancy outcomes (e.g., 

Rocca, et al., 2013), but this research has not typically been at the dyadic level and has not 

explored value for  contraceptive efficacy as a potential mediator. To help address this gap, this 

study includes both men’s and women’s beliefs about a potential pregnancy and examines 

whether these beliefs directly shape risk for unintended pregnancy or indirectly affect couple’s 

reproductive health outcomes through value for contraceptive efficacy. Specifically, RQ 3 is: To 

what extent do pregnancy beliefs of both men and women directly or indirectly predict a 
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couple’s unintended pregnancy risk, controlling for other relationship and individual 

characteristics? 

 As noted throughout the review of distal factors that have been associated with 

pregnancy, gaps in understanding remain regarding how interpersonal relationship characteristics 

and social characteristics shape pregnancy outcomes. It is possible and likely that these 

characteristics exert influence over a couple’s risk for unintended pregnancy indirectly, by 

influencing their beliefs about a potential pregnancy or their value for contraceptive efficacy. To 

help address these gaps, this study includes many interpersonal relationship and social 

characteristics that have been associated with pregnancy in previous research and examines 

whether these distal characteristics directly shape risk for unintended pregnancy or indirectly 

affect couple’s reproductive health outcomes by influencing men’s and women’s positive beliefs 

about unintended pregnancy and contraceptive efficacy. Specifically, RQ 4 is: To what extent do 

relational and social factors, including race and ethnicity and socioeconomic status, predict a 

couple’s attitudes and unintended pregnancy risk? 

Finally, this study contributed a necessary and unique application of TTI to understand 

adult contraceptive behavior and risk for unintended pregnancy over time within committed 

relationships, a recommended area of research by Sieving and colleagues (2007). As mentioned 

above, extant literature that has been guided by the TTI framework has primarily examined 

substance use and/or delinquent behaviors (e.g., Bavarian, et al., 2014; Chun, 2015; Donath et 

al., 2012; Flay et al., 2004). Only a handful of studies have applied TTI to examine sexual 

behaviors (e.g., Fedorowicz et al., 2014; Hellerstedt, et al., 2006; Sieving et al., 2007; Tortolero 

et al., 2010) and none identified in this review examined contraceptive use or unintended 
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pregnancy among adults. Given that the original intent of TTI as a meta-theory was for it to be 

used to explain a variety of health behaviors, this study helps to fill a gap in its application.  

 Research questions and hypotheses. 

I aimed to address how, within cohabiting and married couples, the proximal beliefs 

about a potential pregnancy and proximal contraceptive values of each partner influence family 

planning outcomes and behaviors of the couple when controlling for individual and relationship 

characteristics. This overall research purpose can be broken down into the aforementioned sub-

questions and related hypotheses: 

1. To what extent do the values of both men and women for contraceptive method efficacy 

predict a couple’s unintended pregnancy risk, controlling for other relationship and 

individual characteristics?  

a. H1: Male and female contraceptive values that weakly value method efficacy will 

be positively associated with long-term pregnancy and pregnancy risk.  

2. How do beliefs about unintended pregnancy influence one’s own and one’s partner’s 

value for contraceptive method efficacy (i.e., do men’s pregnancy beliefs influence 

women’s contraceptive values and vice versa), controlling for other relationship and 

individual characteristics?  

a. H2: Each member’s pregnancy beliefs about unintended pregnancy will be 

positively associated with their value for contraceptive method efficacy. 

b. H3: Each member’s pregnancy beliefs about unintended pregnancy will be 

positively associated with their partner’s value for contraceptive method efficacy.  
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3. To what extent do pregnancy beliefs of both men and women directly or indirectly 

predict a couple’s unintended pregnancy risk, controlling for other relationship and 

individual characteristics?   

a. H4: More positive male and female pregnancy beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy will be positively associated with long-term pregnancy risk directly 

and through contraceptive values.  

4. To what extent do relational and social factors, including race and ethnicity and 

socioeconomic status, predict a couple’s attitudes and unintended pregnancy risk?  

a. H5: Cohabiting couples will have less positive pregnancy beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy and stronger value for contraceptive efficacy than married 

couples.  

b. H6: Couples with short relationship duration will have higher risk for unintended 

pregnancy reflecting limited investment and time to be receptive to the attitudes 

of the partner.  

c. H7: Couples with low relationship satisfaction will have less positive pregnancy 

beliefs and stronger value for contraceptive efficacy.  

d. H8: Having children already in the home will be associated with less positive 

pregnancy beliefs about unintended pregnancy and stronger value for 

contraceptive efficacy.  

e. H9: Young adult couples will have more positive pregnancy beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy, weaker value for contraceptive efficacy, and higher risk 

for unintended pregnancy.  
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f. H10: Hispanic and non-Hispanic Black couples will have more positive 

pregnancy beliefs about unintended pregnancy and weaker value for contraceptive 

efficacy than Other race and ethnicity couples and consequently higher risk for 

unintended pregnancy.  

g. H11: Low socioeconomic status couples will have less positive pregnancy beliefs 

about unintended pregnancy and stronger contraceptive values than among 

middle- or high-socioeconomic couples. However, low socioeconomic status will 

have a direct effect that positively predicts couple pregnancy risk due to financial 

constraints on consistent access to effective methods of birth control. 

h. H12: Religious couples will have more positive pregnancy beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy and weaker value for contraceptive efficacy.  
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Methods 

Data 

To answer these research questions, this study used data from the Married and Cohabiting 

Couples Study (waves 1 and 2), which were collected by Grady and colleagues in 2005 and 2006 

with the Battelle Centers for Public Health Research and Evaluation (BCPHRE). 

BCPHRE collected data from 674 heterosexual couples during two NIH-funded studies 

designed to explore contraceptive and disease prevention decision-making. The couples were 

married (n=413) or cohabiting (n=261). The women recruited to be in the sample were aged 20 – 

35 years. Their male partners ranged in age from 18 to 45 years, with no upper age limit. Only 

couples wherein the females were not pregnant, postpartum, or trying to get pregnant, and 

wherein neither person was sterile, and who had been together for at least a month were eligible 

for data collection. The couples in the dataset can therefore be defined as at risk of unintended 

pregnancy (Mosher & Jones, 2010). 

BCPHRE used a stratified, probability-proportional-to-size sample of compact clusters 

within four U.S. cities and their adjacent subdivisions. Baltimore, MD, Durham, NC, St. Louis, 

MO, and Seattle, WA were chosen as study sites for their diverse populations and accessibility. 

They used the Delivery Sequence File, a database maintained by the U.S. Postal Service that 

contains residential mailing addresses, to construct their sampling frame. For each site, segments 

were obtained by grouping at least 75 Census blocks. These segments were stratified into four 

strata by percentage of the population who were non-Hispanic Black. In the desired sample, 20% 

of married or cohabiting couples would have at least one partner who was non-Hispanic Black. 

Systematic sampling was then used to identify clusters selected with probability proportional to 

their size. Segments with high minority concentration were oversampled. Sample clusters 
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contained 66 physically adjacent addresses that were selected for eligibility screening. This 

cluster size was chosen to ensure that there would be 50 residential units that were occupied in 

each cluster.  

Female interviewers visited each address and verified its status as a residence and noted 

the number of age-eligible adults living there on a roster. If multiple couples or unattached adults 

lived at the address then the interviewer randomly selected a specific couple or individual using a 

sampling table that was generated for each address. Interviewers were able to collect this 

information from 65 percent of the selected addresses and 27 percent of these addresses had at 

least one age-eligible person. Seventy-nine percent of the potential respondents completed 

eligibility screening as well as 77 percent of respondent-recruited dating partners. To help recruit 

participants, the authors awarded $40 to each member of the married and cohabiting couples. 

Seventy-two percent of the married or cohabiting couples completed the survey. To collect the 

data for the first wave, two field interviewers took two laptop computers to each household and 

set up a separate station for each partner to complete a nearly identical computer-assisted survey. 

In the second wave approximately a year later, interviewers followed up with the women using 

the telephone.  

The sample was designed to have equal sample sizes from the four U.S. cities and equal 

numbers of screeners were initially allocated to each city and then allocated proportionally 

within the strata. This design and implementation allowed equal weights within each city but did 

not accommodate the desired racial distribution. BCPHRE adjusted the sampling rates in order to 

get the desired distribution of non-Hispanic Black couples and they collected an additional 

sample in Durham in order to increase the sample size. These changes introduced a small amount 

of unequal weighting across races within the cities. Two analysis weights were created to capture 
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this complex sampling design. A site-level weight was created that reflects the probability of 

selection for each address and each couple within that address and adjusts for non-response. 

Each site’s weight was then adjusted and combined into a study-level weight that allows data to 

be combined across sites and for each site to have equal impact on analysis.  

After committee and IRB approval was given to conduct this secondary data research at 

Virginia Tech, the data from the Married and Cohabiting Couples Study was downloaded from 

the ICSPR website to a password protected computer and later uploaded to a secure internet site 

(Scholar) to which only the primary researcher and committee chair had access.  

For the current study, the sample was restricted to couples who were in non-abusive 

cohabiting or married relationships at both waves and who were mutually not trying to get 

pregnant. Nineteen couples ended their relationship between waves. In nine couples, the female 

respondents reported that their partners had used physical force against them. Fifty-six couples 

reported stopping birth control intentionally in order to become pregnant. Therefore these sample 

criteria restricted the current study sample from 427 couples to 344 couples.  

Measures 

 In the following sections, I will briefly describe the variables involved in this study, how 

they relate to TTI and how they were measured. For more details about the items that were used 

to construct these variables, please see the   
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APPENDIX.  

 Outcome variable: Pregnancy risk. The categorical outcome variable reflects effective, 

consistent contraception use across Waves 1 and 2. Three categories were created from several 

Wave 1 and Wave 2 items.  

 Low Pregnancy Risk (consistent contraceptive use over time): included couples 

who reported using an effective contraceptive method without any unprotected 

sex at both waves. Effective methods included condoms and hormonal methods 

of birth control pill, IUD, implant, and injectable.  

 High Pregnancy Risk (non-use or inconsistent use): included couples who 

selected emergency contraception, natural family planning, withdrawal, or no 

method as their regular method at either wave, who responded at either wave that 

they had sex within the past four weeks without using any method, or who stated 

at Wave 2 that there were periods of time since the last wave when they were 

using no method but were not trying to become pregnant.  

 Pregnant: included couples who reported that they had one or more pregnancies 

with their partner since Wave 1 or who reported beginning dates for pregnancies 

that occurred after Wave 1.  

 Proximal predictor variables. I conceptualized the predictor and demographic variables 

in this study in terms of how they would fit within the TTI framework and sought an 

arrangement that would be consistent with theory and empirical work. I deemed contraceptive 

values to be the most proximal to contraceptive use and risk for unintended pregnancy because 

they are specific to contraception and because values about a behavior typically occur in close 

temporal proximity to that behavior. Beliefs about a potential pregnancy were also deemed to be 
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proximal to contraceptive use and risk for unintended pregnancy because they are specific to the 

outcome. 

 Contraceptive values. At Wave 1 participants were asked to rate the importance of 

pregnancy prevention efficacy in their choice of birth control method. Responses ranged from 

one “not at all important” to five “very important.” Each member of the dyad had one score 

representing the importance that their contraceptive method prevent pregnancy. Reports of the 

importance of efficacy were positively skewed, with men and women on average reporting that it 

was between “quite important” and “very important.” Due to low cell counts in the first four 

response categories, the measure of value for contraceptive efficacy was reverse-coded and 

dichotomized to reflect those who reported that contraceptive efficacy is not “very important.” 

Those who reported that contraceptive efficacy is “very important” and those who were missing 

responses on this item are the reference group (i.e. “very important” = 0, any response other than 

“very important” = 1). 

 Pregnancy beliefs. A scale score for each dyad member was created from four Wave 1 

Likert items concerning the potential consequences of a pregnancy occurring in the next six 

months to be (a) increased joy, (b) financial strain, (c) disruption, and (d) increased strain on the 

relationship. Responses to these items ranged from one “very strongly disagree” to five “very 

strongly agree.” These items were coded in the direction such that a higher score indicated more 

positive beliefs about a potential unintended pregnancy.  

 Distal predictor variables. Distal variables are variables that conceptually are located 

further from a behavior outcome than proximal variables but are not as removed from a behavior 

as ultimate variables. As applied to this study, they included demographic constructs that have 

been empirically related to contraceptive use or unintended pregnancy and are theoretically 
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further upstream from pregnancy risk, because they are not easily altered and generally 

temporally precede contraceptive use and attitudes.  

 Marital status. A variable was created to indicate whether the couples were still 

cohabiting at Wave 2, compared to those who were married at Wave 2.  

 Relationship duration. A continuous variable in units of months was created based on 

two Wave 1 items that asked participants for the month and date when they started to see each 

other on a regular basis. When there was discordance between participant responses within the 

couple, the average was used. When there was missing data for one participant, then the report of 

his or her partner was used for the couple. For the purpose of using relationship duration as a 

covariate, an indicator variable was created to reflect couples in the lowest quartile who had been 

regularly seeing each other for three years or less. 

 Relationship satisfaction. A Wave 1 item asked participants to indicate how happy they 

are in their relationships on a nine-point scale ranging from “extremely unhappy” to “extremely 

happy.” This item was skewed for both male and female respondents, with the majority reporting 

that they were “very happy” or “extremely happy.” To explore how dissatisfaction may influence 

attitudes and risk, a variable was created to indicate couples wherein at least one person reported 

a level of unhappiness (“extremely unhappy” to only “slightly happy”). 

 Number of children. A Wave 1 item asked participants how many children live with 

them at least half of the time in their households. If one person’s report was missing, then the 

partner’s report was used. If both reports were present but discordant, the higher of the two 

reports was used. For ease of incorporating number of children as a covariate, an indicator 

variable was created reflecting couples who have no children, with those who have at least one 

child at home in the reference group. 
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 Age. Male and female ages in years were calculated by subtracting participant birth years 

and months from the interview date at Wave 1. A “young adult” indicator variable was created to 

reflect couples wherein both partners were under the age of 30.  

 Race and ethnicity. At Wave 1 participants were asked “what race do you consider 

yourself to be?” They were allowed to select more than one race. Those who selected more than 

one race were then asked to select the race that best describes their racial background. 

Participants were also asked whether they consider themselves to be Hispanic, Latino or of 

Spanish origin. Indicator variables were created from these items to reflect whether both 

members of a couple are Hispanic, non-Hispanic Black, or non-Hispanic Other, following the 

categorization of Billy and colleagues (2009). The Other category is the reference group in these 

analyses and includes couples who identified as American Indian, Asian, Hawaiian, Pacific 

Islander, non-Hispanic White, multiracial, or interracial couples. If data was missing for one or 

both members of the couple, they were included in the reference group. 

 Low socioeconomic status. One aim of my research was to examine the interplay of 

attitudes and experience with risk for unintended pregnancy within a larger socio-economic 

context in order to determine if socioeconomic status limits the ability of the aforementioned 

variables to predict pregnancy risk. I have conceptualized socioeconomic status as an 

environmental factor that interacts with the stream of social influences on behavior and is distal 

in the sense that it is not easily altered and likely is established prior to risk behaviors and 

attitudes in the current relationship. To create a measure of socioeconomic status, I examined 

participant income and education.  

At Wave 1 participants were asked multiple items regarding their most recent 

employment and income. Reports of household income from both partners were compared and 
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combined into a couple-level variable. In instances when the reports differed, I coded the couple 

as having the higher of the two reported incomes. In instances when one report was missing, I 

coded the couple as having the income level that was provided by the other partner. In instances 

when a household income was not reported, other data was consulted to deduce a code including 

total individual income, salary, and hours worked, following the approach of Grady and 

colleagues (2010). Income for the couple and their number of children were then used in 

conjunction with the national poverty guidelines for 2005. A categorical couple-level variable 

was created to reflect whether the couple is below 100% of federal poverty level, at 100 – 199% 

of federal poverty level, or above 200% of federal poverty level. 

At Wave 1 participants were asked to indicate the highest grade or year of school they 

have completed as well as the educational degrees they have, if any. In order to include 

education as a covariate, an indicator variable was created to reflect couples wherein neither 

person had attained an advanced degree.  

A dichotomous socioeconomic status variable was created from income and education 

data: all low income couples were categorized as low socioeconomic status because their lack of 

access to money was considered a barrier to accessing other valuable social resources; couples 

with middle income and low education were also coded as low socioeconomic status; couples 

who had high income or middle income and high education formed the higher socioeconomic 

status group.  

Religiosity. A Wave 1 item asked participants if they consider themselves to be “very 

religious”, “somewhat religious,” or “not religious at all.” A couple-level indicator variable was 

created reflecting couples wherein the men and women both reported that they were “somewhat” 

or “very religious.” 
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Figure 2. 

Proposed Analytical Model. 
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Analysis 

Preliminary analyses. The first step of preliminary analyses was screening the data to 

examine normality, presence of outliers and other modeling assumptions (Muthén & Muthén, 

1998-2015). Standard structural equation modeling is based on the assumptions that relationships 

between variables are linear and additive, that residuals are uncorrelated with each other, that the 

data is multivariate normal, and that variables are on interval or ratio scales of measurement 

(Kline, 2004). In order for the multivariate normality assumption to be met, individual variables 

need to have univariate normal distributions. As a rule of thumb, Joreskog recommends that the 

test of relative multivariate kurtosis should have a value less than the absolute value of 2, though 

there is little empirical support for this guideline (Kline, 2004). If variables are not normally 

distributed then t-values of model paths and chi-square values used for evaluating model fit may 

be inflated (Kline, 2004). In order to analyze the demographic variables as covariates, it was 

necessary for those variables to have complete data. Missing data was addressed by identifying 

skip logic and incorporating information from all relevant items. Missing data was limited to the 

predictor variables and was at a very low level. There were two missing data patterns. Of the 344 

eligible couples, 342 couples were not missing any data. Two couples were missing responses 

for male positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy.  

Next I examined correlations among the variables to check that they were not too high 

and are consistent with TTI and extant literatures. It was important that the correlations were not 

too high because the variables should be measuring separate constructs and if there was a high 

correlation, then it is likely that the variables were measuring the same construct. The criterion 

for establishing whether two variables were too highly correlated was .85 (Kenny, Kashy, & 

Cook, 2006). Bivariate analyses were completed using SPSS v. 23 and AM v. 6.04 (American 
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Institutes for Research, 2011), a free software package that was designed to accommodate 

complex sampling assumptions. AM takes into account sampling design (design-adjusted 

weights) to provide correct standard errors but is limited in the analyses that are available, for 

example, offering only Pearson product moment correlations. To supplement these analyses, I 

used SPSS to estimate chi-square observed and expected cell counts. Following the 

recommendation of Hahs-Vaughn (2005), I calculated normalized weights so that SPSS 

estimates would take into account unequal probability of selection but these estimates do not take 

into account non-independence that likely exists within households or within study sites. None of 

the variables were correlated highly enough to warrant consolidations.  

Related to correlation among variables, the third step was to determine if there is 

independence in the responses of the dyad members. It was important to test for independence in 

responses because the participants in this sample are likely to have responses that are more 

similar or dissimilar to those of their partners than to those of other participants (Kenny et al., 

2006). The main influence of interest in this study is partner effect. Theoretical causes of this 

kind of non-independence include exposure, modeling, and internalization of displayed values 

and situations in which some other characteristic or behavior of one member influences the other 

person (Kenny, 1996). In any case, not testing for or ignoring non-independence and treating the 

individual as the unit of analysis when the dyad should be the unit of analysis can have negative 

implications for inference. My ability to accurately infer whether there are relationships among 

the variables would be hindered because the variances would be biased and consequently the 

statistical tests of significance, the p-values, and standardized regression coefficients would be 

biased (Kenny et al., 2006). These biased tests of significance could cause me to reject a true null 

hypothesis or to keep a false null hypothesis depending on the direction of the correlation 
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(Kenny et al., 2006). For these reasons, it was important that I test and report the level of non-

independence.  

In a design effect weighted bivariate test for non-independence for the continuous 

predictors variables of beliefs about unintended pregnancy, I derived the Pearson’s product 

moment correlation coefficient r = 0.24 (df = 342, p =.00) for the dyad members’ scale scores 

(Kenny et al., 2006). The statistical test of the null hypothesis that the correlation coefficient is 

zero was rejected, meaning that the responses of the dyad members were non-independent for 

positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy.  

When calculating whether there was non-independence in values for contraceptive 

efficacy (“very important” = 0, any response other than important = 1), I also controlled for the 

effects of the continuous beliefs about unintended pregnancy. Controlling for these independent 

variables was important because not doing so might have led to the conclusion that the dyad 

members’ responses were independent when they were not (Kenny et al., 2006). I examined the 

correlation of the dyad members’ scores on values for contraceptive efficacy while controlling 

for beliefs about unintended pregnancy by computing a partial correlation and partialing out the 

effects of those predictor variables (Kenny et al., 2006). Male and female values for 

contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” were significantly correlated (r = .28, df = 344, p 

= .00) while controlling for the effects of female and male beliefs about unintended pregnancy. 

These significant correlations indicate that the contraceptive values of the men and women in the 

sample are non-independent (one partner indicating that efficacy is not “very important” is 

associated with the other partner also rating efficacy as not “very important”) and therefore the 

unit of analysis for the study should be the dyad and statistical analyses of the relationships 
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among variables should account for the non-independence through correlation of the dyad 

member responses to the variables (Kenny et al., 2006).  

 Multinomial logit regression path analysis. When examining contraceptive use 

predictors over time, it can be tempting to drop women who become pregnant from the analyses 

because they do not have longitudinal data for use. However, this can bias the sample and lose 

important information about the long-term outcomes of Wave 1 predictors. Clearly, becoming 

pregnant is an important outcome in a study of contraceptive use. At the same time, simply 

classifying all women who become pregnant as high-risk (non- or inconsistent use) would result 

in misclassification, as a pregnancy might have resulted from device or user failure. Therefore, 

the outcome variable distinguishes three categories – low risk, high risk, and pregnant.  

The outcome variable for this study is categorical and therefore standard linear regression 

could not be used. Ordinal ranking of the pregnancy risk categories was considered but parallel 

assumptions were not supported by the data; rather, it was defined as nominal so that 

membership in the pregnant and high risk groups could be modeled simultaneously. The 

relationship between the predictors and the outcome variable were modeled using a logit 

function. For my dependent variable of pregnancy risk with three categories, the logit regression 

model expresses the probability of couples being in a given group compared to the reference 

group. The effect of the predictor is denoted by logit regression coefficient b. Compared to 

running the outcome groups separately as binary variables, running the analysis as a categorical 

logit function is more computationally efficient, minimizes standard error, and enabled me to 

observe how the predictors in the model influenced the likelihood of couples being in any of the 

three groups (Long, 1997). Structural equation modeling is the recommended method for 

analyzing dyadic data with distinguishable members (Kenny et al., 2006). Therefore I used a 
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type of structural equation modeling, path analysis, and a logit function to model the categorical 

dependent variable (pregnant, high risk, or low risk) and answer the research questions.  

I completed analyses for this research using Mplus v. 7.4 Base Program with Mixture 

Add-On (Muthén & Muthén, 2015) because it is able to estimate structural equation models with 

categorical outcomes and is also able to account for the complex sampling design with which the 

data was collected (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2012). The first step of structural equation 

modeling was to specify the model (Kenny et al., 2006). During this step, I entered the above 

analytical model into the Mplus statistical software. Distal predictor variables that are not caused 

by any other variables in the model – exogenous variables, such as race and ethnicity – were 

entered into the model first and were modeled to predict the proximal variables of male and 

female beliefs about unintended pregnancy and to predict the pregnancy risk outcome (Submodel 

A). In the second step of the model-specification process, proximal beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy were inserted into the potential pathway as a mediator specified to directly predict 

pregnancy risk outcomes, controlling for the exogenous demographic factors (Submodel B). 

 Last, male and female values for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” were 

included as a potential mediator as well. Theoretically, attitudes specific to a behavior are the 

most proximal to the behavior of interest. In this case, values for contraceptive efficacy are very 

specific to the behavior of contraceptive use. Comparatively, beliefs about the potential feelings 

and consequences that might arise from an unintended pregnancy, while clearly very relevant to 

contraceptive use, are broader and more distal to the behavior of interest. Indeed, values for 

contraceptive efficacy could be influenced by more general attitudes about unintended 

pregnancy. For this reason, the analytical model specified that contraceptive values about 

efficacy would be predicted by the aforementioned endogenous beliefs about unintended 
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pregnancy and exogenous demographic variables. In other words, values for contraceptive 

efficacy were placed between beliefs about unintended pregnancy and the pregnancy risk 

outcomes. Those who have positive beliefs about an unintended pregnancy would hypothetically 

be more likely to value contraceptive efficacy as less than “very important” (“very important” = 

0, any response other than “very important” = 1). Furthermore, this is a couple-oriented model 

of non-independence because I expected that each member of the dyad would influence both his 

or her own contraceptive values as well as those of the partner and that the actor and partner 

effects for both members would be positive (Kenny et al., 2006). In other words, if one’s partner 

has positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy, one will have values for contraceptive efficacy 

that place less importance on efficacy. Therefore I added paths from the proximal variables of 

the males to the proximal contraceptive values of the females and vice versa. Contraceptive 

values that indicated that efficacy was not “very important” then predicted the outcome variable 

of pregnancy risk controlling for endogenous beliefs about unintended pregnancy and exogenous 

demographic variables (Submodel C). Because contraceptive values were both predicted and 

predictors, they would be considered partially endogenous variables (Kenny et al., 2006) and 

potential mediators.  

 Model specification process. The first research question concerned exploring the 

influences of men and women in a dyadic model of couple pregnancy risk. In order to have a 

basis of comparison, I first specified a model that only included female variables. A robust 

maximum likelihood (MLR) estimator was used with the Type=Complex procedure in order to 

model the unordered categorical outcome and take into account any non-normality in the 

predictor variables and non-independence due to clustering by couple or city. Mplus’ approach is 

robust to non-normality by relaxing the assumption of underlying normality in the endogenous 
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variables and instead using a regression-based approach that only assumes conditional normality 

of the residuals in the regression of the categorical outcomes on the exogenous covariates 

(Muthén, B., 2001). The standard errors estimates were derived using a sandwich estimator 

(Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2002). Robust standard errors are most accurate when data are non-

normal and sample size is 200 or larger, which applies in this study. The demographic distal 

variables were entered first as predictors of female beliefs about unintended pregnancy and of 

pregnancy risk outcomes. These variables are considered to be exogenous because they are not 

predicted by anything else and the program does not make distributional assumptions about them 

(Muthén, L., 2009). For this reason, it was important that I did not have any missing data on the 

covariates. After specifying the initial model in MPlus, the model was determined by the 

program to be identified – that is, there was enough information provided by the variances and 

covariances to allow for unique estimates of the parameters. If there was not enough information 

then the regression estimation procedure would not have been able to converge on a good 

solution that fits the data (Kenny et al., 2006). In the third step, the MPlus program then 

iteratively estimated the parameters until it found the best fitting solutions (Kenny et al., 2006). I 

examined the parameter estimates and re-specified the model to constrain the paths for non-

significant exogenous variables to zero one variable at a time in order to preserve degrees of 

freedom and improve parsimony. Entering the demographic variables as covariates in the model 

helped to address the third research question, which concerned differences in beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy, contraceptive values, and risk across social sub-groups.  

The second research question explores whether proximal values for contraceptive 

efficacy as not being “very important” mediate the relationship between proximal beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy and couple outcomes in risk for unintended pregnancy. Once the 
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remaining demographic predictors were all significant, female beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy were added as a predictor of pregnancy risk. The results from this model reflected the 

direct effects of beliefs about unintended pregnancy on risk for unintended pregnancy while 

accounting for the demographic covariates. Next paths were added from the distal exogenous 

variables to proximal female value for contraceptive efficacy (“very important” = 0, any 

response other than “very important” = 1). After non-significant predictors of contraceptive 

values were constrained to zero, a path was added from proximal beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy to proximal contraceptive values and then a path from proximal contraceptive values 

to pregnancy risk. The results from this model reflected the indirect effects of beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy and helped to determine whether a person’s value for contraceptive 

efficacy as not “very important” is a mediator. This same process of entering variables based on 

their theoretical order and keeping the total number of model parameters under 33 by 

constraining non-significant paths to zero was used to specify a male-only model and then a 

dyadic model. The male-only model and the dyadic model helped to illuminate how our 

understanding of unintended pregnancy might be shaped by our sampling procedures (i.e., using 

data from only women or only men) and how this phenomenon might in reality be influenced by 

factors from both members of a dyad. Including variables from both men and women in the dyad 

further helped address an additional concern of the second research question being whether 

individuals influence their couple-level risk through partner effects.  

 Evaluating model fit and re-specification. The final step of structural equation 

modeling is to conclude whether the estimated model is a good fit for the observed data and then 

re-specifying the model if it is a poor fit. Model fit is often determined by comparing the 

estimated variance-covariance matrix to the observed matrix in a chi-square test. Mplus does not 
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produce chi-square statistics for multinomial logistic regression models because they use MLR 

estimation and numerical integration (Muthén, L., 2016). Instead, Mplus provides a loglikelihood 

value, AIC, and BIC. A difference test of loglikelihood values can be used to determine whether 

a nested model significantly differs from a less restricted model. AIC and BIC likewise do not 

serve as absolute indices of fit but can be used to compare nested models, with preference being 

for the model with lower AIC and lower BIC (Muthén, L., 2014). Whenever a path was 

constrained to zero I used difference testing and comparison of BIC values to confirm that the 

more parsimonious model was not a worse fit to the observed data. Once I reached a final 

female-only model, male-only model, and dyad model, I compared each model to a baseline 

model in which none of the variables are related to each other. Each was found to be statistically 

different from the null baseline model and to have lower BIC values, indicating that the observed 

variables are not unrelated to each other and that my estimated models are a better fit than the 

baseline model.  

Results 

Univariate Analyses 

 Regarding the nominal pregnancy risk outcome variable, the first category included 32 

couples who reported that they had one or more pregnancies since Wave 1. The second category 

included 96 high-risk couples. The third and reference category included 216 low-risk couples. 

Regarding the proximal value for contraceptive efficacy reported by men, about 30% responded 

that it was less than “very important” (“very important” = 0, any response less than “very 

important” = 1). Regarding female value for contraceptive efficacy, 23% responded that it is less 

than “very important.” Female beliefs about a potential unintended pregnancy ranged from four 

to 20 (higher scores indicate more positive beliefs about a potential unintended pregnancy), with 
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weighted mean of 11.20 (SD = 3.60). Male beliefs about a potential unintended pregnancy also 

ranged from four to 20, with a weighted mean of 12.07 (SD = 3.46). The scores reflecting beliefs 

about unintended pregnancy were fairly evenly distributed and fairly similar for men and 

women. These mean scores reflect fairly ambivalent beliefs about unintended pregnancy, 

considering that a neutral score of three for all four items would have yielded a scale score of 12. 

To clarify how the ambivalent mean scores arose, I examined responses on the individual scale 

items. Although no couples were trying to become pregnant, most respondents agreed that 

pregnancy in the next six months would bring joy and disagreed that pregnancy would strain 

their relationship. In contrast to these favorable attitudes toward pregnancy, most respondents 

agreed that pregnancy would strain their finances. Lastly, while more men disagreed that 

pregnancy would disrupt their lives, women were split in that equal percentages agreed and 

disagreed with the statement. 

 Thirty-four percent of the couples were cohabiting at Wave 2. The relationship duration 

ranged from six months to 23 years, with a mean of 77.6 months (6 years). About 26% of the 

couples had been together for 3 years or less. In 26% of the couples, at least one person reported 

some unhappiness in their relationship. The number of children living in the households ranged 

from zero to seven, with one child being the average (SD=1.41). Thirty-eight percent of the 

sample had no children living at home. Female participants ranged in age from 20 to 37 (M = 

28.09, SD = 4.28). Male participants ranged in age from 20 to 54 (M = 30.14, SD = 5.44). 

Approximately 43% of the couples in the sample were young adult (under age 30). Regarding 

ethnicity and race, 6% of couples were Hispanic, 20% were non-Hispanic Black, and 71% were 

non-Hispanic Other. Regarding socioeconomic status, 14% of couples fell below 100% of 

federal poverty level, 20% of couples were at 100 – 199% of federal poverty level, and 66% of 
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couples were above 200% of federal poverty level. Thirty-seven percent of women and 45 % of 

men had high school education or less. In 30% of the couples neither member had attended 

college. The low socioeconomic status indicator variable applied to 68 couples (20.9% of the 

sample). Sixty-three percent of women and 54.5% of men identified as “somewhat” or “very 

religious.” Approximately 43% of the couples were characterized by the men and women both 

reporting that they were “somewhat” or “very religious.” 

Bivariate Analyses 

 Tables 1–6 report the results of the tests of association among the variables used in the 

analyses. Table 1 shares the results of linear-by-linear association chi-square tests between 

ordinal values for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” and the nominal pregnancy risk 

outcome groups. There was a statistically significant association between female value for 

contraceptive efficacy (“very important” = 0, less than “very important” = 1) and each 

pregnancy risk outcome group, with a large proportion (70%) of females who ranked 

effectiveness as “very important” being in the low risk outcome group. In contrast, almost two 

thirds of the women who rated contraceptive efficacy as only moderately or less important were 

in the high risk group. The results for male value for contraceptive efficacy followed similar 

patterns. The association between male values for contraceptive efficacy and outcome risk group 

membership is explained by over two thirds of the men who rated contraceptive efficacy as only 

moderately or less important being in the high risk group and 72% of the men who rated 

contraceptive efficacy as “very important” being in the low risk reference group.  
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Table 1 

Weighted Chi-square Tests of Pregnancy Risk Outcome Group across Proximal Value for Contraceptive Efficacy, n=344 

 Pregnant High Risk Low Risk  
Value for Contraceptive  
Efficacy 

n = 32 
Observed (Expected) 

n = 96 
Obs (Exp) 

n = 216 
Obs (Exp) Weighted Χ2, df, p 

Female    28.02, 2, p=.00 
< “very important” n=72  13 (7) 33 (20) 26 (45)  
“very important” n=272 19 (25) 63 (76) 190 (171)  

Male     28.95, 2, p=.00 
< “very important” n=93 13 (9) 44 (26) 36 (58)  
“very important” n=251 19 (23) 52 (70) 180 (158)  
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 Table 2 shares the Pearson product correlation coefficients between positive beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy and the pregnancy risk outcome groups. The Pearson’s product correlation 

estimates treat beliefs about unintended pregnancy as normally distributed continuous variables 

but also address the sampling design. The estimates across male and female positive beliefs 

about unintended pregnancy were similar except for the associations between positive beliefs 

about unintended pregnancy and the pregnant group, wherein the association was stronger for 

male responses. Overall the correlations between positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy 

and the outcome groups were statistically significant but weak in strength.  
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Table 2 

Weighted Pearson Product Correlations between Positive Beliefs about Unintended Pregnancy and Pregnancy Outcome Groups for 

Men and Women 

Positive Pregnancy Beliefs Pregnant High Risk Low Risk 
Female, n=344 .14** .16** -.19*** 
Male, n=342 .17** .16** -.20*** 

  **p < .01, *** p < .001.  
Note:  For this analysis, the outcome groups are binary indicator variables; the reference group includes the other two categories.
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 Table 3 summarizes the chi-square results showing pregnancy risk outcome group 

membership across the demographic groups in the sample, with covariates organized in order of 

proximity to the outcome. Significant associations emerged for all but three of the covariates. 

Among couples wherein at least one person reported being unhappy, more were in the high risk 

group than expected by chance. In contrast, a majority of happy couples were in the low risk 

group. Among couples who had at least one child living with them, more were in the pregnant 

and high risk groups than expected by chance. Conversely, among couples who were childfree, 

more were in the low risk group than expected by chance. Age was significantly associated with 

outcome group membership, such that more couples under the age of 30 were in the low risk 

group than expected by chance and more couples over the age of 30 were in the high risk group 

than expected by chance. There were significant associations with pregnancy risk outcome group 

membership and each ethnic/racial group. Fewer Hispanic couples were in the high risk group 

than expected by chance, though this association was only marginally significant at p=.048. 

Conversely, more non-Hispanic Black couples were in the high risk group than expected by 

chance. There were significantly more couples who had Other race or ethnicity in the low risk 

group than expected by chance. Finally, there was a significant association between pregnancy 

risk outcome group and socioeconomic status, such that more low socioeconomic status couples 

were pregnant or high risk than expected by chance. Conversely, more middle and high 

socioeconomic status couples ended up low risk than expected by chance.  
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Table 3 

Weighted Chi-square Tests of Pregnancy Risk Group Membership across Distal Study Covariates (n=344) 

 Pregnant (n = 32) High Risk (n = 96) Low Risk (n = 216)  
Covariate Observed (Expected) Obs (Exp) Obs (Exp) Weighteda Χ2 , df, p 
Marital Status      

Cohabiting n=110 11 (10) 29 (31) 70 (69) 0.33, 2, p=.85 
Married n=234 21 (22) 67 (65) 146 (147)  

Duration    0.42, 2, p=.81 
≤ 3 years n=83 9 (8) 23 (23) 51 (52)  

> 3 years n=261 23 (24) 73 (73) 165 (164)  
Satisfaction    12.79, 2, p=.002 

1+ Not n=84 11 (8) 32 (23) 41 (53)  
 Satisfied n=260  21 (24) 64 (73) 175 (163)  

Kids    17.30, 2, p=.00 
0 n=137 9 (13) 25 (38) 103 (86)  

1+ n=207 23 (19) 71 (58) 113 (130)  
Age     8.94, 2, p=.01 

≤ 30 n=140 16 (13) 28 (39) 96 (88)  
> 30 n=204 16 (19) 68 (57) 120 (128)  

Ethnicity & Racea     
Hispanic n=19 4 (2) 2 (5) 13 (12) 6.07, 2, p=.05 

Non-Hispanic Black n=68  7 (6) 32 (19) 29 (43) 19.89, 2, p=.00 
Non-Hispanic Other n=251 19 (23) 61 (70) 171 (158) 11.70, 2, p=.003 

SES    15.97, 2, p=.00 
Low n=72 11 (7) 28 (20) 33 (45)  

Middle/High n=272 21 (25) 68 (76) 183 (171)  
Religiosity    2.29, 2, p=.32 

Religious n=149 17 (14) 44 (42) 88 (94)  
1+ Not n=195 15 (18) 52 (54) 128 (122)  

a Six couples in the reference group are missing.
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 Table 4 summarizes the chi-square results showing the differences in proximal female 

value for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” across the demographic groups in the 

sample, with covariates organized in order of proximity to the attitude. The observed and 

expected counts were reported by SPSS, however the chi-square test of association was derived 

from AM using design effect adjusted weights. Statistically significant associations were found 

for relationship satisfaction, number of children living at home, ethnicity and race, and low 

socioeconomic status. The significant association between female contraceptive values and 

relationship satisfaction is driven by there being more women in unhappy relationships who 

reported that contraceptive efficacy is not “very important” and more women in happy 

relationships who reported that contraceptive efficacy is “very important” than expected by 

chance. The significant association between female contraceptive values and parity were 

explained by more women than expected by chance who have at least one child living at home 

and reported that contraceptive efficacy was not “very important.” Conversely, more childfree 

women reported that contraceptive efficacy was “very important” than expected by chance. The 

significant associations between female contraceptive values and ethnicity and race were driven 

by more Hispanic women reporting that contraceptive efficacy is less than “very important” and 

more women in the reference group reporting that contraceptive efficacy is “very important” 

than expected by chance. Lastly, the association between female contraceptive values and low 

socioeconomic status reflects there being more low socioeconomic status women who reported 

that contraceptive efficacy is less than “very important” and more mid/high socioeconomic 

status women who reported that contraceptive efficacy is “very important” than expected by 

chance.   
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Table 4 

Weighted Chi-square Tests of Proximal Female Value for Contraceptive Efficacy across Distal Study Covariates, n=344 

 < Very  Important (n = 72) “very important” (n = 
272) 

 

Covariate Observed (Expected) Obs (Exp) Weighted Χ2 , df, p 
Marital Status     

Cohabiting n=110 21 (23) 89 (87) 0.30, 1, p=.58 
Married n=234 51 (49) 183 (185)  

Duration   1.48, 1, p=.22 
≤ 3 years n=83 13 (17) 70 (66)  

> 3 years n=261 59 (55) 202 (206)  
Satisfaction   5.33, 1, p=.02 

1+ Not n=84 26 (18) 58 (66)  
Satisfied n=260  46 (54) 214 (206)  

Kids   9.98, 1, p=.002 
0 n=137 18 (29) 119 (108)  

1+ n=207 54 (43) 153 (164)  
Age    0.05, 1, p=.83 

≤ 30 n=140 29 (29) 111 (111)  
> 30 n=204 43 (43) 161 (161)  

Ethnicity & Racea    
Hispanic n=19 9 (4) 10 (15) 9.36, 1, p=.002 

Non-Hispanic Black n=68 19 (14) 49 (54) 0.91, 1, p=.34 
Non-Hispanic Other n=251 42 (53) 209 (199) 7.76, 1, p=.005 
SES    8.63, 1, p=.003 

Low n=72 24 (15) 48 (57)  
Middle/High n=272 48 (57) 224 (215)  

Religiosity   2.29, 1, p=.13 
Religious n=149  39 (31) 110 (118)  

1+ Not n=195 33 (41) 162 (154)  
a Six couples in the reference group are missing. 
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 Table 5 summarizes the chi-square results showing the differences in male value for 

contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” across demographic groups in the sample, with 

covariates organized in order of proximity to the attitude. The chi-square tests revealed multiple 

statistically significant associations including with relationship status, relationship satisfaction, 

number of children living at home, socioeconomic status, and ethnicity and race. Regarding 

relationship status, more men in cohabiting relationships than expected by chance rated 

contraceptive efficacy as not “very important.” Regarding relationship satisfaction, significantly 

more men who were in relationship wherein at least one person was unhappy reported that 

contraceptive efficacy was only moderately or less important. Conversely, among those who 

were in happy relationships, more men than expected by chance rated contraceptive efficacy as 

“very important.” A similar pattern for the relationship between parity and contraceptive values 

emerged among male values as did among female values. More men who had at least one child 

living at home rated contraceptive efficacy as only moderately or less important than expected by 

chance. More men who were childfree than expected by chance rated contraceptive efficacy as 

“very important.” All three racial and ethnic groups showed significantly different patterns of 

contraceptive values than expected. More Hispanic and non-Hispanic Black men than expected 

by chance rated contraceptive efficacy as not “very important.” And more men who were from 

Other racial and ethnic groups than expected by chance rated contraceptive efficacy as “very 

important.” Finally, the significant association between male contraceptive values and 

socioeconomic status reflects there being significantly more low socioeconomic status men who 

rated contraceptive efficacy as only moderately or less important than expected and significantly 

more high socioeconomic status men than expected who rated contraceptive efficacy as “very 

important.”    
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Table 5 

Weighted Chi-square Tests of Proximal Male Value for Contraceptive Efficacy across Distal Study Covariates, n=344 

 < “very important” (n = 
72) 

“very important” (n = 
272) 

 

Covariate  Observed (Expected) Obs (Exp) Weighted Χ2 , df, p 
Marital Status     

Cohabiting n=110 35 (30) 75 (80) 4.08, 1, p=.04 
Married n=234 58 (63) 176 (171)  

Duration   2.55, 1, p=.11 
≤ 3 years n=83 27 (22) 56 (61)  

> 3 years n=261 66 (71) 195 (190)  
Satisfaction   12.61, 1, p=.00 

1+ Not n=84 35 (23) 49 (61)  
 Satisfied n=260  58 (70) 202 (190)  

Kids   19.43, 1, p=.00 
0 n=137 19 (37) 118 (100)  

1+ n=207 74 (56) 133 (151)  
Age    .005, 1, p=.94 

≤ 30 n=140 40 (38) 100 (102)  
> 30 n=204 53 (55) 151 (149)  

Ethnicity & Racea    
Hispanic n=19 12 (5) 7 (14) 14.98, 1, p=.00 

Non-Hispanic Black n=68  32 (18) 36 (50) 13.69, 1, p=.00 
Non-Hispanic Other n=251 46 (68) 205 (183) 34.60, 1, p=.00 

SES   15.04, 1, p=.00 
Low n=72 32 (20) 40 (53)  

Middle/High n=272 61 (74) 211 (199)  
Religiosity   0.85, 1, p=.37 

Religious n=149  43 (40) 106 (109)  
1+ Not n=195 50 (53) 145 (142)  

a Six couples in the reference group are missing.
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 Table 6 shares the results of tests of association between positive beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy and the demographic groups, with covariates organized in order of 

proximity to the beliefs. Both men’s and women’s positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy 

were negatively associated with having no children living at home and positively associated with 

low socioeconomic status. Some gender differences also emerged. Female positive beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy were negatively associated with young adult age. Male positive beliefs 

about unintended pregnancy were positively associated with non-Hispanic Black race and with 

higher religiosity. Overall the associations between these beliefs and the demographic variables 

were weak. 
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Table 6 

Weighted Pearson Product Correlations between Positive Beliefs about Unintended Pregnancy and Distal Study Covariates 

Variables Female Positive Pregnancy 
Beliefs 
n=344 

Male Positive Pregnancy 
Beliefs 
n=342 

Cohabiting -.09 -.07 
Duration ≤ 3 years -.10 -.09 
Unhappy .06 .06 
No Children -.21*** -.23*** 
Young Adult -.15** -.07 
Hispanic  .00 .05 
Non-Hispanic Black  .05 .19*** 
Low SES .19*** .14** 
Religious .02 .12* 

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. 
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Multivariate Analyses 

The final models for females only, males only, and couples revealed that is important to 

include attitudinal measures from both members of the dyad when examining dyad outcomes. 

Male variables significantly predicted the dyad outcome even while accounting for female 

variables. Below, I present the results of each model (female-only, male-only, dyadic), 

connecting them to my previously outlined research questions and hypotheses where appropriate.  

Female-only model. 

 Research question one: Do values for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” 

influence risk for unintended pregnancy outcomes? Figure 3 shows the final results for a model 

with distal covariates and only female predictors of risk for unintended pregnancy. As 

hypothesized (H1 for females: female value for contraceptive efficacy as not being “very 

important” will be associated with higher long-term risk outcomes), female value for 

contraceptive efficacy as not being “very important” positively predicted both whether the 

couple would have an unintended pregnancy (β = 1.55, p =.001) and whether the couple would 

be in the high risk outcome group (β = 1.43, p =.00) at Wave 2.  

 Research question two: Do positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy influence 

one’s own and one’s partner’s value for contraceptive method efficacy? As hypothesized (H2: 

positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy will be positively associated with one’s own value 

for contraceptive efficacy as not being “very important”), female positive beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy positively predicted (β =.12, p = .01) their value for contraceptive efficacy 

(“very important” = 0, all responses less than “very important” = 1). The influence of female 

positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy on her partner’s value for contraceptive efficacy as 

not “very important” (H3) will be explored later when I present the dyadic model.  
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 Research question three: Do both male and female positive beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy directly or indirectly predict a couple’s unintended pregnancy risk? As 

hypothesized (H4: more positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy will be associated with 

higher long-term risk outcomes directly and through values for contraceptive efficacy), female 

positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy directly positively predicted the likelihood of the 

couple becoming pregnant by Wave 2 (β = .14, p = .02). As stated above for research questions 

one and two, and indirect pathway for H4 was also supported. Female positive beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy positively predicted female value for contraceptive efficacy as not “very 

important” (β =.12, p = .01), which then positively predicted (β = 1.55, p =.001) likelihood of 

unintended pregnancy and positively predicted (β = 1.43, p =.00) likelihood of the couple being 

in the high risk outcome group. Female positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy did not have 

an independent direct effect on the likelihood of the couple being in the high versus low risk 

status group by Wave 2.  

 Research question four: Do relational and social factors influence beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy, values for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important”, and 

unintended pregnancy risk outcomes? Likelihood of the couple becoming unintentionally 

pregnant by Wave 2 was not directly predicted by any distal study covariates in the final female 

model. Instead, several indirect pathways connected social and relational factors to the 

pregnancy risk outcomes through beliefs about unintended pregnancy and values for 

contraceptive efficacy. Likelihood of the couple being in the high risk outcome group at Wave 2 

was negatively predicted by age and Hispanic ethnicity, and positively predicted by non-

Hispanic Black race and low socioeconomic status. The full effects of distal demographic 
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predictors (H5 through H12) will be discussed in further detail in the presentation of the dyadic 

model. 
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Figure 3 

Final Analytical Model of Significant Relationships between Female Predictors and Pregnancy Risk Group Membership 

 

Note: Paths leading to pregnancy beliefs (a continuous variable) are regression slope coefficients. All other paths lead to categorical variables and are logistic 

regression coefficients representing the rate of change in the log odds.  Only statistically significant relationships are shown. 
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Male-only model. 

 Research question one: Do values for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” 

influence risk for unintended pregnancy outcomes? Figure 4 shows the final results for a model 

with distal covariates and only male predictors of risk for unintended pregnancy. As 

hypothesized (H1 for males: male value for contraceptive efficacy as not being “very important” 

will be associated with higher long-term risk outcomes) male value for contraceptive efficacy as 

not being “very important” played a similar role as female values by positively predicting both 

likelihood that the couple would have an unintended pregnancy by Wave 2 (β = 1.19, p = .01) 

and likelihood that the couple would be in the high risk outcome group at Wave 2 (β = 1.41, p = 

.00).  

 Research question two: Do positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy influence 

one’s own and one’s partner’s value for contraceptive method efficacy? Contrary to hypothesis 

(H2: positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy will be positively associated with one’s own 

value for contraceptive efficacy as not being “very important”) and dissimilar to the female-only 

model, male positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy were not associated with male value for 

contraceptive efficacy. Instead, both male positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy and value 

for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” separately predicted the couple outcome in 

the male-only model. The influence of male positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy on his 

partner’s value for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” (H3) will be explored later 

when I present the dyadic model.  

 Research question three: Do both male and female positive beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy directly or indirectly predict a couple’s unintended pregnancy risk? As 

hypothesized (H4: more positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy will be associated with 
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higher long-term risk outcomes directly and through values for contraceptive efficacy) and 

similar to the female model, male positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy directly positively 

predicted the likelihood that the couple would have an unintended pregnancy by Wave 2 (β = 

.22, p = .01). Similar to the female model, male positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy did 

not have an independent direct effect on the likelihood of the couple being in the high versus low 

risk status group by Wave 2. As male positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy did not 

influence male contraceptive values, there was no indirect path either.  

 Research question four: Do relational and social factors influence beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy, values for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important”, and 

unintended pregnancy risk outcomes? Likelihood of the couple becoming unintentionally 

pregnant by Wave 2 was not directly predicted by any distal study covariates in the final male 

model. Likelihood of the couple being high risk for pregnancy at Wave 2 was directly negatively 

predicted by age and Hispanic ethnicity, and positively predicted by non-Hispanic Black race 

and low socioeconomic status. The full effects of distal demographic predictors (H5 through 

H12) will be discussed in further detail in the presentation of the dyadic model. 
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Figure 4  

Final Analytical Model of Significant Relationships between Male Predictors and Pregnancy Risk Group Membership 

 

Note: Paths leading to pregnancy beliefs (a continuous variable) are regression slope coefficients. All other paths lead to categorical variables and are logistic 

regression coefficients representing the rate of change in the log odds.  Only statistically significant relationships are shown. 
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Dyadic model. 

 Figure 5 shows the final results of a dyadic model which includes covariates and both 

male and female predictor variables. The red lines indicate relationships from the female-only 

model that remained significant with the inclusion of male variables. The blue lines indicate 

relationships from the male-only model that remained significant with the inclusion of female 

variables. The purple lines indicate relationships that were common across models. The black 

paths represent covariances and are specific to the dyad model.  

 Research question one: Do values for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” 

influence risk for unintended pregnancy outcomes? In the dyadic model, female value for 

contraceptive efficacy as not being “very important” continued to positively predict pregnancy 

(β = 1.52, p = .002), as hypothesized (H1 for couples: female and male values for contraceptive 

efficacy as not being “very important” will be associated with higher long-term risk outcomes). 

Female value for contraceptive efficacy as not being “very important” also positively predicted 

membership in the high risk outcome group (β = 1.22, p = .001). Male value for contraceptive 

efficacy as not being “very important” continued to positively predict the likelihood of the 

couple being in the high risk outcome group compared to the low risk reference group at Wave 2 

(β = 1.04, p = .001), but they did not significantly predict likelihood of the couple becoming 

pregnant. Thus the effect of female value for contraceptive efficacy was a stronger predictor of 

actual unintended pregnancy than male value, but H1 was mostly supported for both dyad 

members.  

 Research question two: Do positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy influence 

one’s own and one’s partner’s value for contraceptive method efficacy? In the dyadic model, 

female positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy continued to positively predict (β = .12, p = 
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.004) female value for contraceptive efficacy as not being “very important”,” as hypothesized 

(H2: positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy will be positively associated with one’s own 

value for contraceptive efficacy as not being “very important”), though the relationship was 

weak.  

 Given the aforementioned evidence discussed in the literature review regarding similar 

pregnancy and contraceptive values within couples (e.g., Aiken & Potter, 2013; Carter et al., 

2013; Tichenor et al., 2016), evidence of assortative mating on pregnancy intentions (e.g., Bauer 

& Kneip, 2013), and evidence that scores are more similar within clusters (Kenny et al., 2006), it 

was likely that within couples of this sample men and women would have similar beliefs about a 

potential pregnancy and similar values for contraceptive efficacy. Therefore a covariance 

between male and female positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy was included in the 

dyadic model to capture non-independence, and it was, as expected, statistically significant (Φ= 

2.37, p = .003). A regression path was also included between male and female values for 

contraceptive efficacy and this path was also statistically significant (β = 1.30, p = .00). Though 

female and male beliefs about unintended pregnancy appear to be associated with each other, and 

female and male values for contraceptive efficacy are associated with each other, there is no 

support for the directional partner effect paths proposed in H3 (each member’s positive beliefs 

about unintended pregnancy would be associated with their partner’s value for contraceptive 

efficacy). The path between female positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy and male value 

for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” was not statistically significant. Nor was the 

path between male positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy and female value for 

contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” significant. 
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 Research question three: Do both male and female positive beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy directly or indirectly predict a couple’s unintended pregnancy risk? I hypothesized 

(H4) that more positive female and male beliefs about unintended pregnancy would directly and 

indirectly predict pregnancy and pregnancy risk outcomes through their corresponding values for 

contraceptive efficacy. As shared above, positive female beliefs about unintended pregnancy did 

predict female value for contraceptive efficacy as not being “very important” in both the female-

only and dyadic models; and female value for contraceptive efficacy as not being “very 

important” predicted membership in the unintended pregnancy group and the high risk outcome 

group (versus the low risk reference group) in the hypothesized direction. Contrary to hypothesis 

H4, female positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy did not continue to have a direct effect 

on pregnancy after male positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy were included in the model.   

 As indicated above in the description of the female-only and male-only models, the 

results for the male variables were quite different from the female variables. Male beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy did not predict male value for contraceptive efficacy as not “very 

important” in either the male-only or the dyadic model. Without this connection, male value for 

contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” can serve as a predictor in the model, but not as a 

potential mediator for male beliefs about unintended pregnancy. However, male beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy did continue to have a direct effect on couple membership in the 

pregnancy outcome group even after female positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy were 

included in the model.  

 Tables 7 – 9 summarize the effects in terms of linear and logistic regression coefficients 

of the covariates and predictors on unintended pregnancy and pregnancy risk as the distal and 

then proximal predictors were included in the dyadic model (Submodel A, Submodel B, and 
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Submodel C). Specifically Table 8 (Submodel B) demonstrates that when both pregnancy belief 

variables were entered as predictors of dyadic risk for pregnancy, only male positive beliefs 

about unintended pregnancy were statistically significant. Table 9 (Submodel C) demonstrates 

that this relationship persisted with the addition of male and female values for contraceptive 

efficacy as not “very important”, though female contraceptive values were a much stronger 

predictor of unintended pregnancy than male positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy.  
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Figure 5 

Final Analytical Model of Significant Relationships between Dyad Predictors and Pregnancy Risk Group Membership 

 
Note: Paths leading to pregnancy beliefs (continuous variables) are linear regression slope coefficients. All other paths lead to categorical variables and are 
logistic regression coefficients representing the rate of change in the log odds. Red paths remained from the female-only model. Blue paths remained from the 
male-only model. Purple paths were consistent across all models. Black paths are specific to the dyad model. Only statistically significant relationships are shown 
†p = .046
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Table 7 

Submodel A: Regression Coefficients of Distal Study Covariates Predicting Positive Beliefs about Unintended Pregnancy and 

Pregnancy Risk Outcome Group, n=344 

 Positive Pregnancy Beliefs Dyad Risk for Pregnancyb 
 Female Male Pregnant (n = 32) High (n = 96) 

Intercept .13, p=.64 .15, p=.62 -2.28, p=.00 -.79, p=.00 
Distal Predictors   

Cohabiting  ns ns ns ns 
Relationship Duration ≤ 3 years  ns ns ns ns 

At Least 1 Unhappy  ns ns ns ns 
No Kids  ns -1.17, p=.01 ns ns 

Young Adult  -1.24, p=.00 ns ns -.86, p=.01 
Hispanic Ethnicity  ns ns ns -1.99, p=.02 

Non-Hispanic Black Race  ns 1.25, p=.01 ns .92, p=.01 
Low Socioeconomic Status  1.73, p=.00 ns 1.26, p=.01 1.26,p=.00 

Religious ns ns ns ns 
Proximal Predictors   

Female Positive Pregnancy Beliefsa - 2.36, p=.00c - - 
Male Positive Pregnancy Beliefsa - - - - 

Female Value for Contraceptive Efficacy - - - - 
Male Value for Contraceptive Efficacy - - - - 

a Predictors centered at their grand means. b Logistic regression coefficients presented. c covariance. 
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Table 8 

Submodel B: Regression Coefficients of Distal Study Covariates and Positive Beliefs about Unintended Pregnancy Predicting 

Pregnancy Risk Outcome Group, n=344 

 Positive Pregnancy Beliefs Dyad Risk for Pregnancyb 
 Female Male Pregnant (n = 32) High (n = 96) 

Intercept .13, p=.64 .16, p=.60 -2.41, p=.00 -.80, p=.00 
Distal Predictors   

Cohabiting ns ns ns ns 
Relationship Duration ≤ 3 years ns ns ns ns 

At Least 1 Unhappy ns ns ns ns 
No Kids ns -1.18, p=.01 ns ns 

Young Adult -1.24, p=.00 ns ns -.87, p=.01 
Hispanic Ethnicity ns ns ns -1.99, p=.01 

Non-Hispanic Black Race ns 1.23, p=.01 ns .98, p=.00 
Low Socioeconomic Status 1.72, p=.00 ns 1.08, p=.04 1.26,p=.00 

Religious ns ns ns ns 
Proximal Predictors   

Female Positive Pregnancy Beliefsa - 2.37, p=.00c ns ns 
Male Positive Pregnancy Beliefsa - - .21, p=.02 ns 

Female Value for Contraceptive Efficacy - - - - 
Male Value for Contraceptive Efficacy - - - - 

a Predictors centered at their grand means. b Logistic regression coefficients presented. c covariance. 
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Table 9 

Submodel C: Regression Coefficients of Distal Study Covariates, Positive Pregnancy Beliefs and Contraceptive Values Predicting 

Pregnancy Risk Outcome Group, n=344 

 
Positive Pregnancy Beliefs 

Value for Contraceptive 
Efficacyb Dyad Risk for Pregnancyb 

 Female Male Female Male Pregnant (n = 32) High (n = 96) 
Intercept .13, p=.64 .16, p=.59 -1.74, p=.00 -1.25, p=.00 -2.52, p=.00 -1.26, p=.00 

Distal Predictors   
Cohabiting ns ns ns ns ns ns 

Relationship Duration ≤ 3 years ns ns ns .82, p=.01 ns ns 
At Least 1 Unhappy ns ns ns .62, p=.05 ns ns 

No Kids ns -1.18, p=.01 ns -1.18, p=.00 ns ns 
Young Adult -1.24, p=.00 ns ns ns ns -.85, p=.01 

Hispanic Ethnicity ns ns ns 1.91, p=.00 ns -2.83, p=.00 
Non-Hispanic Black Race ns 1.23, p=.01 ns .87, p=.01 ns .72, p=.04 

Low Socioeconomic Status 1.72, p=.00 ns ns ns ns .92, p=.01 
Religious ns ns ns ns ns ns 

Proximal Predictors   
Female Positive Pregnancy 

Beliefsa 
- 2.37, p=.00c .12, p=.00 ns ns ns 

Male Positive Pregnancy 
Beliefsa 

- - ns ns .20, p=.03 ns 

Female Value for Contraceptive 
Efficacy 

- - - - 1.52, p=.00 1.22, p=.00 

Male Value for Contraceptive 
Efficacy 

- - 1.30, p=.00 - ns 1.04, p=.00 

a Predictors centered at their grand means. b Logistic regression coefficients presented. c covariance.
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 Research question four: Do relational and social factors influence beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy, values for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important”, and 

unintended pregnancy risk outcomes? Several social demographic factors (H5 through H12) 

emerged as distal predictors of unintended pregnancy in couples. Some of these factors 

influenced dyad risk for pregnancy directly and a few others influenced the outcome from 

upstream by influencing more proximal beliefs about unintended pregnancy or values for 

contraceptive efficacy. As mentioned earlier, the models for females-only, males-only, and dyads 

revealed slightly different demographic factors as important for predicting couples’ positive 

beliefs about unintended pregnancy, contraceptive values and risk.  

 I hypothesized (H5) that cohabiting couples would have less positive beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy and be less likely to report that contraceptive efficacy is not “very 

important.” This hypothesis was not supported. No differences emerged in beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy, value for the efficacy of contraception, likelihood of unintended 

pregnancy, or likelihood of being high risk for pregnancy across marital status in any of the 

models.  

 I hypothesized (H6) that couples with shorter relationship duration would have higher 

pregnancy risk due to their limited investment and time to shape each other’s reproductive 

behaviors. There is evidence for only an indirect relationship between relationship duration and 

unintended pregnancy. In both the male-only and dyadic models, men in couples who had been 

together for three years or less were more likely to report that contraceptive efficacy is not “very 

important” (β = 0.82, p=.01, same in both models), and couples wherein men reported that 

contraceptive efficacy is not “very important” were then more likely to be in the unintended 

pregnancy outcome group (Male-only: β = 1.19, p=.01) and more likely to be in the high risk 
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outcome group (Male-only: β = 1.41, p=.00; Dyad: β = 1.04, p=.00). Beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy, female value for contraceptive efficacy, likelihood of unintended pregnancy, and 

likelihood of being high risk did not differ by relationship length.  

 I hypothesized (H7) that couples wherein at least one person reported some unhappiness 

would have less positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy and be less likely to report that 

contraceptive efficacy is not “very important.” This hypothesis was not supported. In both the 

male-only and dyadic models, men in couples with discordant or concordantly low relationship 

satisfaction were more likely to report that contraceptive efficacy is not “very important” (β = 

0.62, same in both models) and this relationship was only marginally significant (p= .046). 

Beliefs about unintended pregnancy, female value for contraceptive efficacy, likelihood of 

unintended pregnancy, and likelihood of high risk outcome group membership did not differ 

across levels of relationship satisfaction in any of the models.  

 I hypothesized (H8) that couples who had no children living in the home would have 

more positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy and be more likely to report that contraceptive 

efficacy is not “very important.” Parity emerged as a significant predictor but not in the 

hypothesized direction, thus contradicting H9. Having no children indirectly reduced pregnancy 

risk by reducing male positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy (Male-only: β = -1.35, p = 

.003; Dyad: β = -1.18, p = .008), reducing the likelihood that women would report that 

contraceptive efficacy is not “very important” (Female-only: β = -0.74, p = .03) and reducing the 

likelihood that men would report that contraceptive efficacy is not “very important” (Male-only: 

β = -1.18, p = .00; same in both models).  

 I hypothesized (H9) that couples under the age of 30 would have positive beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy (reflecting greater ambivalence), consider contraceptive efficacy to not be 
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“very important”,” and consequently to be at higher pregnancy risk. This hypothesis was not 

supported. Young adult women reported less positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy than 

those in older couples in both the female-only and dyadic models (Female-only: β = -1.27, p = 

.003; Dyad: β = -1.24, p = .003). The intercept for female positive beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy in the dyad model was β = 0.13 (p = .64), which indicates that for couples who were 

over the age of 30 and of middle or high SES, their pregnancy beliefs score was only 0.13, which 

is not significantly different from zero, the grand mean for the sample. Couples did not differ in 

their values for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” across age in any of the models. 

Young adult age emerged as a significant predictor of membership in the high risk outcome 

group in all three models (Female-only: β = -0.86, p = .007; Male-only: β = -.90, p = .005; Dyad: 

β = -.85, p = .01), but in the opposite direction than hypothesized.  

 I hypothesized (H10) that Hispanic and non-Hispanic Black couples would have more 

positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy, would consider contraceptive efficacy to not be 

“very important”,” and would consequently be at higher pregnancy risk. This hypothesis was 

partially supported. In both the male-only and dyadic models, men in non-Hispanic Black 

couples reported more positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy (Male-only: β = 1.19, p = 

.02; Dyad: β = 1.23, p = .01), supporting H10. In the female-only model, Hispanic women had 

higher likelihood than the reference group of reporting that contraceptive efficacy is not “very 

important” (β = 1.42, p = .01). This same effect was in the dyadic model but disappeared once 

male contraceptive values were added as a predictor of female contraceptive values. Similarly, 

men in both Hispanic (β = 1.91, p = .001, same for both models) and non-Hispanic Black couples 

(β = 0.87, p = .009, same for both models) were more likely than the reference group to report 

that contraceptive efficacy is not “very important.” Non-Hispanic Black race also positively 
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predicted membership in the high risk outcome group in all three models (Female-only: β = 0.90, 

p = .01; Male-only: β = 0.72, p = .04; Dyad: β = 0.72, p = .04), supporting H10. Contrary to H10, 

there were no ethnic or racial differences in female beliefs about unintended pregnancy in the 

female-only or dyadic models. There were no racial or ethnic differences in becoming 

unintentionally pregnant by Wave 2 in any of the models. Unexpectedly, Hispanic couples had 

reduced likelihood than the reference group to be in the high risk outcome group versus the low 

risk reference group (Female-only: β = -2.38, p = .005; Male-only: β = -2.58, p = .004; Dyad: β = 

-2.83, p = .002).  

 I hypothesized (H11) that low socioeconomic status couples would have less positive 

beliefs about unintended pregnancy but their status would directly positively predict unintended 

pregnancy and high risk outcomes (versus low risk outcome) due to financial constraints on their 

contraceptive behaviors. This hypothesis was partially supported. Low socioeconomic status did 

not directly predict Wave 2 unintended pregnancy in the final single-gender or the dyadic 

models. As evident in Tables 9 and 10, it loses significance once contraceptive values are 

included. However, low socioeconomic status couples were more likely to be in the high risk 

outcome group compared to the low risk reference group in all three models (Female-only: β = 

.99, p = .006; Male-only: β = 1.01, p = .004; Dyad: β = .92, p = .01). Contrary to H11, couples 

generally did not differ in their beliefs about unintended pregnancy or their values for 

contraceptive efficacy across socioeconomic status in the male-only or dyadic models (exception 

for female beliefs about unintended pregnancy in the dyadic model). In the female-only model, 

low socioeconomic status emerged to have the detrimental effect of not only increasing 

pregnancy risk directly but also indirectly by increasing favorable beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy (β = 1.80, p = .00).  
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 Last, I hypothesized (H12) that religious couples would have more positive beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy and be more likely to report that contraceptive efficacy is not “very 

important.” This hypothesis was not supported. No differences emerged in positive beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy, value for the efficacy of contraception, likelihood of unintended 

pregnancy, or likelihood of being in the high risk group across levels of religiosity in any of the 

models.  

Discussion 

In this investigation, I examined the roles that men and women had in determining their 

joint contraceptive behavior and risk for unintended pregnancy in the context of a committed 

relationship. Specifically, I aimed to address how, within cohabiting and married couples, the 

proximal positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy and proximal value for contraceptive 

efficacy as not “very important” of each partner influence family planning outcomes and 

behaviors of the couple. Furthermore, I consider the larger context be determining the direct and 

indirect influence of distal individual and relationship characteristics.  

How Do Proximal Values About Contraceptive Efficacy Relate to Pregnancy Risk 

Outcomes for Men, Women, and Couples?  

 I examined evidence from each partner in cohabiting or married couples about the extent 

to which valuing contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” predicted risk for unintended 

pregnancy. As contraceptive use and conception typically occur in a dyadic context, and some 

recent evidence suggests that value for efficacy may shape contraceptive use (Gomez & Clark, 

2014; Madden et al., 2015; cf. Marshall et al., 2016), I hypothesized that both male and female 

attitudes that devalue efficacy would jointly and positively predict the couple’s likelihood of 

becoming unintentionally pregnant and their likelihood of being high risk. This hypothesis was 
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generally supported by the results. In the female-only model, proximal female reports that 

contraceptive efficacy is not “very important” increased the likelihood that the couple would be 

pregnant by Wave 2 and increased the likelihood that the couple would be engaging in high risk 

contraceptive behaviors at Wave 2. In the male-only model, proximal male reports that 

contraceptive efficacy is not “very important” similarly increased the likelihood that the couple 

would be pregnant by Wave 2 and increased the likelihood that the couple would be in engaging 

in high risk contraceptive behaviors at Wave 2. Both male and female values for contraceptive 

efficacy as not “very important” individually increased the couple’s likelihood for being at high 

risk for unintended pregnancy at Wave 2 in the dyadic model. The magnitudes of the effects of 

female and male value for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” were similar, with 

female attitudes being slightly stronger predictors of risk than male attitudes.  

 This finding helps to address two gaps in the literature by providing evidence that men’s 

value for contraceptive efficacy shape their reproductive health behaviors, and by extending 

prior research on preferences for IUDs to explore potential connections of more general values 

about the efficacy of any kind of contraception with longitudinal risk for unintended pregnancy. 

In contrast to Marshall and colleagues (2016) who found that individual young women who 

valued efficacy were not more likely to use more effective contraceptive options in their study, 

the current study found that cohabiting and married women who valued efficacy were more 

effective contraception users. Furthermore, couples in which male and/or female partners rated 

efficacy as not “very important” were more likely to be engaging in high risk contraceptive 

behaviors at Wave 2, with both partners additively contributing to the outcome. Thus, the results 

for this research suggest not only that female values about efficacy are important, but that, 

among cohabiting and married couples, male and female values about efficacy work in concert to 
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predict contraceptive use and pregnancy risk outcomes. Future research should continue to 

include value for contraceptive efficacy from both partners and continue to explore how these 

attitudes shape behavior in order to better understand whether circumstances like sample age or 

relationship commitment change the impact of values about contraceptive efficacy from men and 

women. This will improve accurate prediction of risk for unintended pregnancy and intervention 

targeting.  

What is the Relationship between Pregnancy Beliefs and Contraceptive Values? 

 The second research question regarded the nature of the influence that each dyad member 

had on the outcomes for the couple and the relationship between positive beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy and values for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important”.” There is 

little research regarding the connection between perceptions about a potential pregnancy and 

value for contraceptive efficacy, so I followed an Actor-Partner Interdependence Model (APIM) 

(Cook & Kenny, 2005) framework and hypothesized that there would be both actor and partner 

effects. Using this framework was supported by evidence of partner influence for beliefs about a 

potential pregnancy (e.g., Aiken & Potter, 2013; Carter et al., 2013; Testa, 2012; Tichenor et al., 

2016). As applied here in accordance with TTI, H2 predicted that each member’s favorable 

beliefs about unintended pregnancy would positively predict their own value for contraceptive 

efficacy as not “very important” (actor effect), because TTI places motivation to avoid 

pregnancy as proximal to contraceptive use, but not as close as the more behaviorally specific 

attitudes about contraceptives themselves. H3 then predicted that men’s positive beliefs about 

pregnancy would influence couple outcomes by also shaping their female partners’ value for 

contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” and vice versa. In other words, I anticipated that 
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each individual would take into consideration their partner’s beliefs about a potential pregnancy 

and guide their contraceptive values based on that information (partner effect).  

 H2 was supported only by the female variables in the female-only and dyadic models. As 

female positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy positively predicted female value for 

contraceptive efficacy as not “very important”, the proximal positive beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy influenced the couple’s high risk status indirectly through the proximal contraceptive 

values, which served as a partial mediator. In contrast to the findings for the female constructs, 

male positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy were not associated with male value for 

contraceptive efficacy as not “very important”.” These results are similar to the findings of Yoo 

and colleagues (2014) that men’s attitudes toward pregnancy were not associated with their 

reports of contraceptive use. This absence of an influence of pregnancy beliefs mediated by 

contraceptive values may be due to the reality that the contraceptive methods that men may 

employ without negotiation are limited to condoms and withdrawal. These options do not have 

the range of efficacy offered by female contraceptive methods and they remain a man’s only 

options regardless of his beliefs about a potential pregnancy. Consequently there may be 

disconnect between men’s attitudes about a reproductive outcome and the behavioral decisions 

they can make regarding that outcome. As there is a dearth of research in this area, these findings 

not only shed light on a possible mechanism whereby women’s beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy shape a couple’s risk for unintended pregnancy but also reveal potential gender 

differences in these relationships.  

 H3 was not supported. Female positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy did not 

predict their male partner’s value for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important”.” Men’s 

positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy did not predict their female partner’s value for 
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contraceptive efficacy as not “very important”.” Given that at the individual level the effect of 

positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy was only partially mediated by contraceptive values 

for women, and not at all for men, it is not surprising that the APIM model did not provide 

evidence of a partner’s pregnancy beliefs influencing an individual’s contraceptive values.  

 Though the TTI informed APIM framework was not supported, there was evidence of 

non-independence at the dyadic level. Female and male positive beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy were significantly positively correlated in bivariate analyses and the covariance 

between them in the multivariate model was also statistically significant. Similarly, female and 

male values for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important” were significantly positively 

correlated in bivariate analyses and the path of male attitudes predicting female attitudes in the 

multivariate model was statistically significant. These findings are consistent with other research 

showing homogamy between partners and could be a result of assortative mating on similar 

attitudes (e.g., Bauer & Kneip, 2013; Blackwell & Lichter, 2004; Kuhnt, 2013; McClendon, 

2016), including fertility intentions. It is important to note that while men’s and women’s scores 

on pregnancy beliefs or on contraceptive values were associated, the coefficients were low 

enough to still allow for substantial discordance. In other words, though we have extensive 

literature regarding assortative mating along various dimensions, men and women in couples do 

not necessarily have the same pregnancy intentions.  

To better understand these results, it is helpful to remember that men’s and women’s 

pregnancy belief scores reflected substantial ambivalence toward pregnancy. While none of the 

couples in the sample were trying to get pregnant, many of their scale scores did not indicate a 

very strong motivation to avoid becoming pregnant. When I examined responses on the scale 

items to further explore the ambivalent mean scores, I found that more men and women indicated 
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that pregnancy in the next six months would bring joy than those who disagreed with the 

statement. More men and women disagreed that pregnancy would strain their relationship than 

those who agreed with the statement. In contrast to these favorable attitudes toward pregnancy, 

more men and women agreed that pregnancy would strain their finances than those who 

disagreed. Lastly, while more men disagreed that pregnancy would disrupt their lives, women 

were split in that equal percentages agreed and disagreed with the statement. These results are 

similar to those found by other researchers (e.g., Aiken and Potter, 2013) that men and women 

who indicated that they wanted no more children still reported that they would feel very or 

somewhat happy about becoming pregnant. This finding is particularly salient in the TTI 

framework.  Flay et al., (2009) point out that decisions in TTI are not always rational. People 

weigh perceived pros and cons that might be cognitive or affective and they may go with 

affective pros despite cognitive cons. 

What is the Relationship between Pregnancy Beliefs and Pregnancy Risk Outcomes? 

 Research question three explored whether men’s and women’s positive beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy would also directly influence couple risk for pregnancy, with H4 

predicting that there would be significant positive direct and indirect effects. There is a dearth of 

research regarding whether contraceptive values mediate the relationship between pregnancy 

beliefs and risk for unintended pregnancy, though this relationship would be consistent with TTI. 

There is research that suggests at least a direct relationship between women’s positive beliefs 

about a potential pregnancy and their use of high risk methods (Higgins & Wang, 2015) and 

women’s likelihood of unintended pregnancy (Rocca et al., 2013). This hypothesis was partially 

supported. In the single-gender models, male and female positive beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy increased the likelihood that the couple would become unintentionally pregnant, but 
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did not increase the likelihood of high risk sex at Wave 2. When both female and male proximal 

factors were included with dyadic covariates in the full model, male positive beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy continued to directly predict unintended pregnancy in ways consistent 

with the male-only model. These results are consistent with Rocca and colleagues’ (2013) 

findings that pregnancy beliefs increased the likelihood of unintended pregnancy without 

necessarily being associated with discontinuation of contraceptive use. However, their findings 

were only for females, while I this work the most persistent direct effect of this nature was for 

men. In the dyadic model, female positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy did predict 

unintended pregnancy and high risk behaviors indirectly through female contraceptive values, 

which was consistent with H4. This finding suggests that the link between female ambivalence 

and reduced use of contraception found in the literature (e.g., Curtis et al., 2011; Frost et al., 

2007; Miller et al., 2014; Wilson & Koo, 2008) may be mediated through female contraceptive 

values.  

 These results help address a gap in the literature by finding that men’s pregnancy beliefs 

directly predict the couple’s risk for unintended pregnancy, which supplements existing research 

that has focused on women (cf. Kraft et al., 2010). These results also reveal possible gender 

differences in these relationships that require further exploration. Why were the effects of 

women’s attitudes only indirect in the dyadic model when they were also direct in the female-

only model? The loss of significance is most likely related to the presence of male’s pregnancy 

beliefs and not due to the partial mediation through female contraceptive values, because female 

pregnancy beliefs were immediately non-significant when they were entered into the multivariate 

model simultaneously with male pregnancy beliefs (Submodel B) prior to the inclusion of 

contraceptive values. The result is likely due to the stronger association between male pregnancy 
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beliefs and unintended pregnancy (r = 0.19 in Table 2, β = .22 in Figure 4, β = .20 in Figure 5) 

compared to the association between female pregnancy beliefs and unintended pregnancy (r = 

.14 in Table 2, β = .14 in Figure 3) and the lower amount of variance available in the pregnancy 

group compared to the other outcome groups. It is also possible that there is multicollinearity that 

includes female positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy and one or more of the other 

variables. However I do not think this is the case because multivariate correlations were 

generally weak and the regression coefficients for the other variables in the models did not 

exhibit drastic changes with the addition or subtraction of pregnancy beliefs or contraceptive 

values to/from the models. Moreover, the bivariate correlation between male and female positive 

beliefs about unintended pregnancy is only r = .27 and the two variables are differentially 

associated with other variables in the models, which suggests that while there may be some 

shared variance with unintended pregnancy, they remain separate and distinct measures.  

Dyadic Measures are Critical to Accurately Predict Pregnancy Risk Outcomes 

 Overall, these results from the dyadic model for research questions 1–3 are important 

because they show that male positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy and contraception not 

only shape dyadic outcomes but continue to do so after accounting for the influence of female 

attitudes which have been predominantly emphasized in the literature. If couples entirely shared 

beliefs about a potential pregnancy or value for contraceptive efficacy (such that data from one 

partner could speak for the both of them), then they would not have uniquely predicted dyad 

likelihood of engaging in high risk behavior and there would not have been gender differences in 

the relationships between pregnancy beliefs and contraceptive values. These results support the 

use of a dyadic analytical framework when examining dyadic outcomes such as risk for 

unintended pregnancy. 
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What is the Influence of the Couple’s Distal Interpersonal Factors? 

 The fourth research question regarded the influence of distal contextual factors, such as 

the couple’s interpersonal situations, on risk for unintended pregnancy among the cohabiting and 

married couples. Generally, I expected that beliefs about a potential pregnancy and value for 

contraceptive efficacy would significantly differ across couples of varying interpersonal 

situations. Guided by TTI, I made hypotheses about the following potential interpersonal distal 

factors: relationship status, relationship duration, relationship satisfaction, and having no 

children.  

 Based on traditional normative values for marriage as the context for child-rearing, and 

based on findings by Lindberg and Kost (2014) of a positive link between age and intended 

pregnancy only among married men, I hypothesized (H5) that cohabiting couples would have 

less positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy and be less likely than married couples to report 

that contraceptive efficacy is not “very important”.” H5 regarding marital status was not 

supported. Cohabiting couples did not differ significantly in their beliefs about a potential 

pregnancy, value for contraceptive efficacy, likelihood of becoming pregnant, or likelihood of 

being in the high risk outcome group. This finding is inconsistent with research that has found 

higher rates of unintended pregnancy (Finer & Zolna, 2016) and contraceptive non-use (Mosher 

et al., 2015) among cohabiting individuals but it is consistent with research findings that 

cohabiting relationships are increasingly “marriage-like” (Sweeney, 2010). This finding that 

cohabiting and married couples were indistinguishable in their pregnancy beliefs, contraceptive 

attitudes, and contraceptive use is further evidence of trends noted by Cherlin: growing 

complexity of cohabiting relationships and a movement away from the traditional institution of 

marriage as a context of childbearing (Cherlin, 2004); and growing emphasis on a cultural ideal 
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of individualism and movement toward individual choice to make reproductive decisions in more 

flexible relationship arrangements (Cherlin, 2009). 

 Based on evidence that shorter relationships are associated with inconsistent 

contraceptive use (e.g., Manlove et al., 2011) and speculation that couples in shorter 

relationships would have had less time to negotiate a contraceptive routine, I hypothesized (H6) 

that couples who had not been together for very long would have higher risk of unintended 

pregnancy and higher likelihood of high risk contraceptive behaviors. H6 regarding relationship 

duration was only minimally supported. Relationship duration of three years or less only 

predicted that men would rate efficacy as not “very important”.” However, couples who were 

together for three years or less did not differ from couples who were together longer than three 

years in their beliefs about a potential pregnancy or likelihood of unintended pregnancy or high 

risk behavior. It is likely that an effect was not observed here because the relationship durations 

in the sample were generally so long. Even couples with “shorter than average” relationship 

length had been together for at least a year and had likely already discussed their family planning 

goals and negotiated their contraceptive use. Future research could examine the early months of 

committed relationships.  

 Based on the findings that relationship satisfaction was linked to more positive beliefs 

about a potential pregnancy (Carter, 2013), to pregnancy intentions (Kuhnt, 2013), and to actual 

pregnancy (Rijken & Thomson, 2011); and based on reasoning that low relationship satisfaction 

would be associated with reduced commitment to and investment in the relationship (Macher, 

2013), I hypothesized (H7) that those in relationships wherein at least one person was unhappy 

would have less positive beliefs about a potential pregnancy and would be less likely to rate 

contraceptive efficacy as not “very important.” H7 regarding relationship satisfaction was also 
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not supported. Unhappy couples did not differ from happy couples in beliefs about a potential 

pregnancy, female value for contraceptive efficacy, unintended pregnancy, or in high risk 

contraceptive behaviors. Contrary to my hypothesis, men in unhappy relationships were more 

likely to report that contraceptive efficacy is not “very important.” This may have then indirectly 

shaped couple likelihood of being in the high risk outcome group through male contraceptive 

values. These contraceptive values that devalue efficacy may reflect disengagement by the male 

partner and thus be conversely consistent with the findings of Kavanaugh and colleagues (2012) 

who found a positive association between relationship satisfaction and partner involvement in 

use of contraceptive services. Another possible explanation is that rather than avoiding 

pregnancy so that they may more easily exit the relationship, men in these couples considered 

their relationships to be not perfect but good enough and were ambivalent about contraceptive 

failure in hopes that a pregnancy might improve the relationship (Rijken & Thomson, 2011). 

 Based on research that has found an association between having zero parity and less 

contraceptive use (Mosher & Jones, 2010) and pregnancy seeking (Testa, 2012), and on previous 

findings of an association between having children and less positive beliefs about a potential 

pregnancy (Carter, 2013), I hypothesized (H8) that couples with no children would have more 

positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy and be more likely to report that contraceptive 

efficacy is not “very important.” H8 was not supported. While number of children living at 

home did emerge as a significant predictor of men’s positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy 

and values for contraceptive efficacy, it was in the opposite direction than anticipated. Men who 

did not have any children living at home had less positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy 

and were less likely to report that contraceptive efficacy is not “very important” to them. Rather 

than trying to control family size and prevent having any more children, it appears that couples 
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who already had at least one child living at home were ambivalent about another pregnancy and 

likely trying to space their pregnancies rather than prevent getting pregnant altogether. This 

indirectly increased their likelihood of becoming unintentionally pregnant by increasing male 

favorable beliefs about unintended pregnancy and increased their likelihood of being in the high 

risk outcome group by increasing the likelihood that men would value contraceptive efficacy as 

not “very important.” This finding complements previous research indicating that women who 

had one child were more likely to have an unintended pregnancy than women who had no 

children (Finer & Zolna, 2011) and highlights the potentially important role of men in these 

processes. 

What is the Influence of the Couple’s Distal Social Situation Factors?  

 The fourth research question also regarded the influence of distal social situation factors 

on risk for unintended pregnancy among diverse groups of cohabiting and married couples. I 

expected that beliefs about a potential pregnancy and value for contraceptive efficacy would 

significantly differ across couples with varying personal characteristics and social positioning, as 

predicted by TTI. I made hypotheses about the following potential personal and social 

positioning distal factors: age, race and ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and religiosity.  

 Based on the literature indicating lower use of effective contraceptive methods (e.g., 

Daniels et al., 2015) and higher risk for unintended pregnancy (e.g., Kågesten et al., 2015; Kim 

et al., 2016) among younger adults, I hypothesized (H9) that young adult couples in this sample 

would have more positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy, be more likely to report that 

contraceptive efficacy is not “very important”, and be at higher risk for unintended pregnancy. 

H9 regarding age was not supported. Contrary to expectations, the young adult couples in the 

sample did not differ significantly in their values for contraceptive efficacy or rates of 
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unintended pregnancy from older adult couples. There were differences across age in women’s 

beliefs about a potential pregnancy, but younger women had less positive beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy compared to women over the age of 30. There were also age differences in 

high risk such that younger adults had lower likelihood than older adults of engaging in risky 

contraceptive behaviors at Wave 2. There are a few interpretations of these findings. One 

explanation for the similarities in contraceptive attitudes and incidence of unintended pregnancy 

is that this sample of younger adults might be different from other research samples because they 

are in committed cohabiting/married relationships rather than single. One explanation for the 

difference in pregnancy beliefs between the two age groups that is informed by a life-course and 

emerging adulthood theoretical perspective (Arnett, 2000) is that young adults in this study are 

focused on educational or career goals and actively avoiding behaviors that could result in an 

unintended pregnancy. The finding that couples over the age of 30 were more likely than young 

adults to be high risk is consistent with recent findings of Mosher and colleagues (2015) who 

discovered higher adjusted odds of not using any contraception among women over the age of 30 

in a large nationally representative dataset. Given the more often cited positive relationship 

between age and use of effective hormonal contraception, this finding merits further exploration. 

Perhaps the cutoff age of 30 is important in explaining Mosher’s results because it is possible 

that these couples over the age of 30 were choosing not to use contraception because they 

believed they could not get pregnant (Mosher et al., 2015) or they might have been using 

contraception inconsistently due to more positive beliefs about a potential pregnancy (as 

indicated by the negative coefficient for age in this study) that were cued by life-course 

contextual factors related to their relationship status, age, and perhaps social-medical pressure to 
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achieve their fertility intentions before time ran out [i.e., concerns about a biological clock 

(Friese, Becker, & Nachtigall, 2006; Friese, Becker, & Nachtigall, 2008; Leader, 2006)]. 

 TTI also draws attention to personal characteristics and social positioning factors such as 

race, ethnicity, and class as distal influences in health behaviors of diverse populations. Diverse 

socialization patterns may be produced among families with a variety of sociocultural 

backgrounds in terms of race, ethnicity, class (Greenfield, Keller, Fuligni, & Maynard, 2003; 

Serpell, Sonnenschein, Baker & Ganapathy, 2002), leading to differences in later relationships 

and values. Thus pregnancy beliefs and contraceptive attitudes may differ across individuals 

from different racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic groups. Based on research evidence that 

Hispanic ethnicity and non-Hispanic Black race have been associated with lower likelihood of 

rating contraceptive efficacy as “very important” (Lessard et al., 2012), more positive attitudes 

about a potential pregnancy [e.g., (among foreign-born Hispanic young adults) Hayford & 

Guzzo, 2013; Rocca et al., 2013; Yoo et al., 2014; cf. Tichenor, 2011], higher likelihood of using 

less effective contraceptive methods (e.g., Dehlendorf et al., 2014; Finer & Zolna, 2014; 

Marshall et al., 2016; cf. Daniels et al., 2015), and higher likelihood of unintended pregnancy 

(e.g., Aiken et al., 2015; Barber et al., 2015; Lindberg & Kost, 2014; Rocca et al., 2013; 

Sweeney & Raley, 2014; Yoo et al., 2014; Zolna & Lindberg, 2012), I hypothesized (H10) that 

Hispanic and non-Hispanic Black couples would have more positive beliefs about unintended 

pregnancy, be more likely to report that contraceptive efficacy is not “very important” to them, 

and to be more likely to become unintentionally pregnant or be at high risk.  

 H10 regarding race/ethnicity was partially supported. Race/ethnicity did not predict 

female beliefs about a potential pregnancy in this study, which is inconsistent with prior 

research. However, race was a significant predictor of male beliefs about a potential pregnancy, 
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as non-Hispanic Black men reported more positive attitudes than the reference group. Both race 

and ethnicity predicted male value for contraceptive efficacy in the hypothesized direction in the 

male-only and dyadic models. Hispanic ethnicity similarly predicted female value for 

contraceptive efficacy in the female-only model, but this effect disappeared from the dyadic 

model once male contraceptive values were included. Non-Hispanic Black couples had higher 

likelihood of engaging in high risk contraceptive behaviors, which is consistent with the 

literature. However, Hispanic couples in this study had similar rates of unintended pregnancy as 

other ethnicities and had lower odds of being considered high risk for pregnancy. This finding is 

similar with the finding by Daniels and colleagues (2015) that rates of long-acting reversible 

contraception were higher among Hispanic women than for non-Hispanic White women. These 

findings contributed to the literature regarding ethnic differences by adding to the very limited 

work that has included men (Hayford & Guzzo, 2013; Lindberg & Kost, 2014; Yoo et al., 2014) 

and by revealing further evidence that Hispanic couples may not be as “high risk” as the 

literature suggests. This finding that Hispanic couples were more likely to use effective 

contraceptive methods consistently despite reporting that contraceptive efficacy is not “very 

important” merits further exploration.  

 Based on prior research that has found low socioeconomic status to be negatively 

associated with consistent use of effective contraception (e.g., Mosher & Jones, 2010) and 

positively associated with unintended pregnancy (e.g., Finer & Zolna, 2016), but not associated 

with favorable attitudes about pregnancy (Aiken et al., 2015; McQuillan et al., 2011; Rocca et 

al., 2013), I hypothesized (H11) that low socioeconomic status couples in this study would have 

less positive beliefs about a potential pregnancy, and be more likely to report that contraceptive 

efficacy is “very important”, but have higher likelihood of unintended pregnancy or being at 
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high risk. In other words, H11 was a test of whether risk previously associated with low-

socioeconomic status is a consequence of access or attitudes, and hypothesized that access 

explains inconsistent contraceptive use and unintended pregnancy. H11 regarding socioeconomic 

status was only partially supported. Consistent with the findings of Mosher and Jones (2010), 

low socioeconomic status positively predicted being in the high risk outcome group (i.e., using 

less effective or no methods) in all three final models. Low socioeconomic status also positively 

predicted unintended pregnancy in Submodels A and B, which is consistent with previous 

research showing high rates of unintended pregnancy among poor women (Finer & Zolna, 2016), 

but lost direct significance once values for contraceptive efficacy were included into the model. 

This finding merits further exploration. In the bivariate analyses, low socioeconomic status was 

significantly associated with unintended pregnancy and high risk group membership (see Table 

3), and significantly associated with female value for effectiveness (see Table 4) and male value 

for effectiveness (see Table 5). However these associations did not persist in the multivariate 

models, perhaps due to shared variance with one or more of the other variables.  

 Also contrary to H11, low socioeconomic status was associated with women having more 

favorable beliefs about a potential pregnancy. Rather than, or perhaps in addition to, low 

socioeconomic status influencing risk by constraining contraceptive options, it appears that 

higher ambivalence toward pregnancy among low socioeconomic status women may have 

indirectly contributed to their higher likelihood of becoming unintentionally pregnant by Wave 2 

and higher likelihood of being in the high risk outcome group  at Wave 2. This finding is 

consistent with prior findings of high endorsement of the importance of having children among 

low income women (Tichenor, 2016), positive beliefs about a potential pregnancy among low 

educated women (Yoo et al., 2014), and the observation by Sassler & Miller (2014) that 
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economically disadvantaged couples may continue to value and seek parenthood despite 

obstacles to attaining their marriage or economic goals by contracepting inconsistently.  

 Previous research regarding the nature of the influence of religion on high-risk 

contraceptive behaviors and risk for unintended pregnancy is mixed, with some studies 

suggesting a negative relationship (Finer & Zolna, 2014; Hoga et al., 2014; Hossain et al., 2016; 

Kågesten et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2016), others suggesting a positive relationship (Burdette et al., 

2014; Dehlendorf et al., 2014; Hoga et al., 2014; Moreau et al., 2013), and still others suggesting 

no relationship (Finer & Zolna, 2016; Jones & Dreweke, 2011; Jones et al., 2010). Based on 

findings that religiosity was associated with positive attitudes regarding fatherhood (Tichenor et 

al., 2011), positive attitudes regarding motherhood (Tichenor et al., 2016), and lower use of 

hormonal contraception across denominations (Moreau et al., 2013), I hypothesized (H12) that 

religious couples would have more positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy and be more 

likely to report that contraceptive efficacy is not “very important.” H12 was not supported. 

Religious couples did not differ from less religious couples in their beliefs about a potential 

pregnancy, in their values for contraceptive efficacy, or in their risk behaviors. This finding is 

consistent with recent findings that differences in unintended pregnancy across religious 

affiliation are no longer significant (Finer & Zolna, 2016). It also aligns with research that shows 

that even religiously affiliated women use hormonal contraception (Jones & Dreweke, 2011) and 

obtain abortions (Jones et al., 2010). Research by Hoga and colleagues (2014) suggested that 

contraceptive attitudes vary across religions and so it is possible that though couples in this 

sample had similar levels of religiosity they had such different attitudes and behaviors due to 

unmeasured denomination that a pattern failed to emerge.  

Discussion of TTI 
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 TTI has several strengths that recommended it for use in this study. First, this meta-

framework incorporates many theories that have previously been used to examine health 

behavior. This integration allowed me to organize extant research and make sense of the various 

results. In other words, the theory better enabled me to explain behavior by including established 

personal, social, and cultural causes of behavior. Second, the inclusion of the role of others and 

their attitudes and behaviors allowed me to examine how two individuals may come to make 

decisions about their contraceptive use. Third, the theory organizes these causes in such a way 

that relationships among constructs are testable. A fourth strength of the theory is that it allowed 

the inclusion of early characteristics of the environment and provided the structure to connect 

them to relationship interactions and factors that are more contemporaneous to a behavior. 

Consequently, I was able to longitudinally examine factors that might contribute to dyadic risk 

for unintended pregnancy and use a developmental perspective (Flay et al., 2009). 

 According to the TTI framework, dyadic risk for pregnancy should have been influenced 

by streams of factors beginning with distal demographic factors, followed by intermediate 

proximal pregnancy beliefs, and then directly preceded by proximal contraceptive values. While 

my results generally aligned with this arrangement, there were a few ways in which they did not. 

First, male positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy, which could be considered a social 

intermediate proximal factor for women and a personal proximal factor for men, did not 

influence male values for contraceptive efficacy, which would be theoretically immediately 

downstream. Second, TTI postulates that streams may interact with each other to influence an 

outcome. I hypothesized that the social and personal streams would influence each other such 

that female/male (personal) beliefs about a potential pregnancy would influence their partner’s 

(social) contraceptive values. While there was some evidence that social factors influenced 
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factors in other streams – the influence of number of children and marital status on personal 

beliefs about unintended pregnancy and contraceptive values, and the influence of partner 

contraceptive values on personal contraceptive values – the theoretically-based partner effects 

did not emerge. Third, distal cultural factors including socioeconomic status and race and 

ethnicity also directly influenced dyadic risk rather than solely operating through a stream of 

influence. Moreover, the magnitude of the coefficient for Hispanic ethnicity was larger than 

those of male and female values for contraceptive efficacy. In this way, the most proximal 

variable to contraceptive use and unintended pregnancy – value for contraceptive efficacy, was 

not the most important predictor. This is not necessarily contrary to TTI, as a postulate of TTI is 

that the streams may interact with other streams at any level, but it was a way in which the 

results did not match the arrangement I had anticipated.  

Contributions of This Study 

This research has several strengths. First, it addressed a major gap in the literature by 

including data from both men and women in committed relationships when prior research has 

been at the individual level of analysis, typically only collecting data about attitudes, 

contraceptive use, and pregnancy from women (Becker, 1996; Grady et al., 2010; Yoo et al., 

2014). By including data from men and women, I was able provide further evidence that men’s 

attitudes contribute uniquely to dyadic outcomes. Moreover, by running single-gender and 

dyadic models I uncovered gender differences in the influences of ultimate factors on pregnancy 

beliefs and value for contraceptive efficacy as well as gender differences in the relationships 

between pregnancy beliefs, value for contraceptive efficacy, and dyadic pregnancy risk 

outcomes.  
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 Second, this study addressed a gap in the literature regarding the relationship between 

value for contraceptive efficacy and reproductive health outcomes (Gomez & Clark, 2014; 

Madden et al., 2015; Marshall et al., 2016). Prior work in this area has only collected data from 

women and has focused on adoption of highly effective hormonal methods. This study extended 

this line of work by examining whether value for contraceptive efficacy from both men and 

women predict unintended pregnancy and/or high risk contraceptive behaviors.  

 Third, as there is limited research regarding value for contraceptive efficacy, there is also 

minimal research that examines how beliefs about a potential pregnancy might drive a person’s 

value for contraceptive efficacy. Moreover, there is a dearth of research regarding how a 

partner’s attitudes may shape an individual’s concerns within a dyadic context. This study helped 

address this gap by revealing actor effects for women’s beliefs about a potential pregnancy on 

their value for contraceptive efficacy and an absence of actor effects for men or partner effects 

(thereby not supporting the APIM framework).  

 There is some research regarding beliefs about a potential pregnancy and their effect on 

contraceptive use (e.g., Frost et al., 2007; Kraft et al., 2010) and pregnancy outcomes (e.g., 

Rocca et al., 2013), but this research has not typically been at the dyadic level and has not 

explored value for contraceptive efficacy as a potential mediator. By including data from both 

men and women and using path analysis, this study helped to show that women’s beliefs about a 

potential pregnancy predict the couple’s likelihood of unintended pregnancy and couple high risk 

contraceptive behaviors through their value for contraceptive efficacy as not “very important.” 

In contrast, men’s beliefs about a potential pregnancy and their value for contraceptive efficacy 

as not “very important” predicted the couple’s likelihood of unintended pregnancy and high risk 

behaviors (respectively) as unrelated constructs.  
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 As noted throughout the review of distal factors that have been associated with 

pregnancy, gaps in understanding remain regarding how interpersonal relationship characteristics 

and social characteristics shape pregnancy outcomes. To help address these gaps, this study 

included many interpersonal relationship and social characteristics that have been associated 

with pregnancy in previous research and examined whether these distal characteristics directly 

shape risk for unintended pregnancy or indirectly affect couple’s reproductive health outcomes 

by influencing men’s and women’s positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy and values for 

contraceptive efficacy as not “very important.” Regarding age, this study revealed that beliefs 

about a potential pregnancy mediate the relationship between age and unintended pregnancy and 

also revealed that older, rather than young, adult couples were at higher risk for unintended 

pregnancy and high risk contraceptive behaviors. There was minimal research regarding the 

influence of relationship satisfaction on beliefs about a potential pregnancy (Carter, 2013), 

intentions to have children (Kuhnt, 2013), and having children (Rijken & Thomson, 2011). This 

study helped contribute to that line of research by showing that relationship dissatisfaction 

influenced couple engagement in high risk contraceptive behaviors through men’s concerns (or 

lack thereof) about contraceptive efficacy as not “very important”.” While there has been 

research linking zero parity to lower use of contraception (Mosher & Jones, 2010; Testa, 2012), 

this study revealed that couples who have no children may be steadfast about maintaining that 

status by using effective contraceptive methods consistently, and moreover that the protective 

effect may be through men’s attitudes and not women’s. While there has been a fairly active line 

of research regarding the influence of race and ethnicity on women’s contraceptive use or 

unintended pregnancy, this study contributed to the literature by adding to the very limited work 

that has included men (Hayford & Guzzo, 2013; Lindberg & Kost, 2014; Yoo et al., 2014) and 
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by revealing further evidence that Hispanic couples may not be as “high risk” as the literature 

suggests. This study also added to the literature regarding the association between low 

socioeconomic status and reproductive outcomes by showing that low status increased a couple’s 

likelihood of engaging in high risk contraceptive behaviors directly (perhaps through barriers to 

access) and indirectly by increasing women’s positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy and 

thereby reducing value for contraceptive efficacy. These findings contribute nuance to our 

understanding of the importance of socioeconomic status and couples’ reproductive health. It is 

likely not as simple as making contraceptive methods less expensive or providing knowledge 

about those methods. Instead, addressing disparities in risk across both socioeconomic status and 

race/ethnicity may require addressing larger social disparities in economic opportunities, 

subcultural -values about children and negative attitude about hormonal contraception. Finally, 

this study added to a limited literature that has implemented the TTI framework to examine 

sexual behaviors (e.g., Fedorowicz et al., 2014; Hellerstedt et al., 2006; Sieving et al., 2007; 

Tortolero et al., 2010) by examining contraceptive use and unintended pregnancy among adult 

dyads. It also helps to address a gap identified by Flay and colleagues (2009) by exploring how 

distal personal and social factors located fairly upstream such as gender, ethnicity/race, and 

socioeconomic status shape reproductive behaviors by influencing proximal and less distal 

positive beliefs about unintended pregnancy and value for contraceptive efficacy. While more 

work is needed in this area to further explore intersectionality of various social positions and 

how it shapes health risk (or resilience), this study is a step in that direction.  

 Limitations. There were a few limitations in the methodology of this study that should 

be noted. First, because this was an analysis of secondary data I was limited in the number of 

parameters I could model by the sample size. This sample size would have been more than 
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adequate for typical multivariate regression analyses. However structural equation models 

require at least ten data points per parameter in the model, which limited me to 33 parameters 

that could be estimated at any given time. I adopted a step-wise approach during model 

specification and refinement in order to stay within the “budget” of 33 paths. Related to sample 

size, it is important to keep in mind that only 32 out of 344 couples became unintentionally 

pregnant. Second, we cannot know to what extent this was due to high or medium levels of risky 

contraceptive behavior. While I make the assumption that engaging in the behaviors that qualify 

a couple for “high-risk” group membership do in fact place them at risk for pregnancy (i.e., 

relying on withdrawal as a regular method or having sex without any method), it is possible that 

a couple could become unintentionally pregnant without engaging in the high-risk behaviors of 

this study. For example, a couple need not forgo contraception for a month or more when a 

poorly timed incident of sexual intercourse might lead to conception. Third, beliefs about a 

potential pregnancy and values for contraceptive efficacy were both measured at Wave 1. While 

it is logical and theoretically consistent that proximal beliefs about unintended pregnancy might 

influence attitudes more proximal and specific to a behavior, it is possible that these constructs 

merely covary. Fourth, TTI provides a meta-framework for organizing literature about health 

behaviors and applying that literature to a dyadic context, and to do so it is deliberately 

comprehensive. Like other macro-level theories, TTI’s breadth allows it to be explanatory but 

also means that it can be difficult to fully apply and measure in one study (Flay et al., 2009), 

particularly given parameter constraints. While this study was able to include social and cultural 

streams of influence fairly well, representation of the personal/biological stream - which might 

have also included factors such as self-control, negotiation skills and self-efficacy, was minimal. 

This study also did not include the influence of habitual behavior on risk, which is included in 
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TTI as part of behavioral feedback loops which shape attitudes and decisions to engage in a 

behavior again. Last, to effectively test ultimate factors, such as biotechnology or systems of 

oppression, would require variance within the sample.  Perhaps multinational studies could 

approach these factors more effectively. 

Implications and Future Research and Practice 

 This study has made several contributions to the literature but has also revealed areas that 

merit further exploration. For example, more research is needed to determine why the differences 

across gender emerged as they did. Specifically, it would be helpful to understand more about 

why men’s pregnancy beliefs do not predict their value for contraceptive efficacy, why certain 

demographic and relationship characteristics predicted men’s value for efficacy but not 

women’s, how cultural values about gender and parenthood might shape these attitudes, and how 

exactly men’s pregnancy beliefs are influencing unintended pregnancy if not through reduced 

contraceptive use. It would be also helpful to understand why women’s pregnancy beliefs 

influenced dyadic pregnancy and risk directly in the female-model but indirectly in the dyadic 

model. It is possible there may be gendered power dynamics that are shaping whose attitudes are 

prioritized, and those were not explicitly studied here. Due to limitations associated with only 

two waves of data, and due to limitations on the number of parameters that could be examined at 

one time, certain TTI sequences could not be fully examined. Future research with more 

longitudinal data could further explore the influence of behavioral feedback loops, the influences 

of more distal personal factors such as personality and or self-regulation, and perhaps the 

influences of more distal or ultimate social factors such as family/peer norms or neighborhood 

characteristics.  
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 The results of this study have implicated several targets of intervention. First, now that 

we have further evidence that dyadic likelihood of unintended pregnancy and engagement in 

high risk contraceptive behaviors is predicted by both male and female positive beliefs about 

unintended pregnancy and value for contraceptive efficacy, it is important for community health 

services and interventions to target both men and women in couples with a focus on these 

proximal variables. In addition to a focus on couples, intervention programs may also target 

demographic groups that are at higher risk for unintended pregnancy, specifically low-

socioeconomic status couples, non-Hispanic Black couples, couples who are over the age of 30, 

and couples who already have at least one child living at home.  

 Low-socioeconomic couples may need more information about the various contraceptive 

options available and perhaps reduced price programs for long-acting reversible contraceptive 

methods. Services might thereby reduce high risk contraceptive behaviors among low-

socioeconomic status couples by removing financial barriers to access. The passage and 

implementation of the Affordable Care Act may have helped address some barriers to 

contraceptive use for low-income couples. Based on data from the nationally representative 

American Community Survey, August and colleagues (2016) estimated that the number of low-

income women at risk for unintended pregnancy would decrease to 2.5 million by 2016. 

However, low understanding and negative attitudes persist regarding the Affordable Care Act, 

particularly among women who have low education and low income, and so women most in 

need of its benefits might not be accessing the reproductive health services available to them 

(Hall, Fendrick, Zochowski, & Dalton, 2014). So community health services may need to target 

low-income and/or low-education couples to clear up misconceptions about the Affordable Care 

Act and services that are available to them. Community health services may also help low-
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socioeconomic women to clarify their ambivalent attitudes about pregnancy and develop plans to 

help them be more intentional in their contraceptive use.  

 Services might similarly reduce unintended pregnancy among non-Hispanic Black 

couples by helping men to clarify their ambivalent attitudes about pregnancy and develop plans 

to either prepare for a welcomed child or use contraception consistently to avoid an unintended 

one. They might also help reduce high risk contraceptive behaviors among non-Hispanic Black 

couples by helping to identify methods of contraception that match their concerns, if for example 

they are concerned about another attribute more than efficacy, while also providing effective 

protection.  

 Given that women who were over the age of 30 had more positive beliefs about a 

potential pregnancy than young adult women and that couples over the age of 30 had greater 

likelihood of engaging in high risk behaviors than younger couples, couples who are over the age 

of 30 may also benefit from guided exploration of their pregnancy beliefs and education 

regarding contraceptive behaviors that place them at high risk for an unintended pregnancy. Men 

who already had at least one child living at home were also more likely to view a potential 

pregnancy favorably, to view contraceptive efficacy as less important, and indirectly be at 

increased likelihood of unintended pregnancy and high risk behavior, so couples who have 

children in the home are also at increased risk and could benefit from guided exploration of their 

pregnancy beliefs. 

 Other researchers have noted that certain groups of men and women, particularly low-

income and ethnic minority individuals, have been stigmatized for their fertility and pressured 

into using long-acting reversible contraception or even into sterilization (e.g., Aiken, Borrero, 

Callegari, & Dehlendorf, 2016; Augustine et al., 2009; Tichenor et al., 2016). By suggesting 
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guided exploration of pregnancy beliefs, I am not referring to these unethical and alienating 

practices that have likely contributed to risk among these groups by reducing trust of healthcare 

institutions. Rather guided exploration might involve asking questions like those included in this 

study’s pregnancy beliefs measure to assess negative and positive emotions and expectations that 

men and women might have about a potential pregnancy. An approach suggested by Aiken and 

colleagues (2016) involves helpful decision trees that could be included in this guided 

exploration. If a couple’s emotions and expectations are largely positive, then the next step might 

involve identifying when might be best for them to conceive, and services and options available 

to them that might help them access prenatal care and otherwise prepare for a birth in a 

conscious and deliberate way. If the couple determines that a pregnancy would be associated 

with more negative consequences than good, then a community health counselor might suggest 

either self-efficacy or refusal skills to help these couples use contraception consistently or 

suggest a method of contraception that does not require daily remembering or frequent 

prescriptions/clinic visits. In other words, the purpose of this process would be to reduce 

ambivalence and help couples to either establish plans for when they do intend to have a(nother) 

child or to commit to highly effective methods, in order to help reduce the number of, and 

negative effects associated with, unintended pregnancies.    
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APPENDIX 

Codebook of Measures 

Outcome Variable: Pregnancy Risk 
Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
PF01: “Have you had any pregnancies with 
[male] since we spoke to you last [date of 
interview]?” 

Wave 2, original, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
2 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
PF03: “Before you became pregnant in [PF02 
month], had you stopped using all methods of 
birth control?” 

Wave 2, original, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
2 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
PF04: “Was the reason you stopped using all 
methods of birth control because you yourself 
wanted to become pregnant as soon as 
possible?” 

Wave 2, original, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
2 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
PF05: “Was the reason you stopped using all 
methods of birth control because [male] 
wanted you to become pregnant as soon as 
possible?” 

Wave 2, original, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
2 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
PF08: “Did you have another pregnancy with 
[male]?” 

Wave 2, original, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
2 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
PF10: “Before you became pregnant in [PF9 
month], had you stopped using all methods of 
birth control?” 

Wave 2, original, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
2 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
PF11: “Was the reason you stopped using all 
methods of birth control because you yourself 
wanted to become pregnant as soon as 
possible?” 

Wave 2, original, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
2 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Wave 2, original, binary 
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PF12: “Was the reason you stopped using all 
methods of birth control because [male] 
wanted you to become pregnant as soon as 
possible?” 

Value Label 
1 Yes 
2 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
PF15: “Did you have another pregnancy?” Wave 2, original, binary 

Value Label 
1 Yes 
2 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
BC08: “Were there any periods of time when 
you were using no method for a month or 
longer when you were having sex with [male] 
and not trying to get pregnant?” 

Wave 2, original, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
2 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
CM27: “How many times in the past four 
weeks did you and [partner] have sex without 
using any method?” 
 
BC41: “How many times in the past four 
weeks did you and [male] have sex without 
using any method?” 

Wave 1, Wave 2, original, interval 
Value Label 
0 – 100 -- 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
CM03_A-K: “Now we’d like to ask about 
methods you have ever used with [partner].” 
 
BC04_A-M: “For each method, if you have 
used this method with [male] since we last 
interviewed you in [month and year of 
interview], even if you used the method only 
once, please tell me yes.” 

Wave 1, Wave 2, original, check all that 
apply 
Value Label 
1 Never used 
2 Birth control pill 
3 Condom 
4 Diaphragm 
5 IUD 
6 Norplant 
7 Depo-Provera 
8 Morning after pill 
9 Natural Family 

Planning 
10 Withdrawal 
11 Sterilization 
12 Other 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
CM09_A-K: “What do you consider your 
regular method of birth control with 
[partner]?” 
 

Wave 1, Wave 2, original, check all that 
apply 
Value Label 
1 Birth control pill 
2 Condom 
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BC36: “What do you consider your regular 
method of birth control with [male]? 

3 Diaphragm 
4 IUD 
5 Norplant 
6 Depo-Provera 
7 Morning after pill 
8 Natural Family 

Planning 
9 Withdrawal 
10 Sterilization 

 11 Other 
Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Pregnancy Risk: variable created from above 
items.  
 

Constructed, nominal 
Value Label 
1 Pregnant 
2 High risk 
3 Low risk 

Proximal Predictor Variable: Contraceptive Values 
Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
CD01: “In choosing a birth control method, 
how important is it that it is highly effective 
in preventing pregnancy?” 

Wave 1, original, ordinal 
Value Label 
1 Not at all important 
2 Slightly important 
3 Moderately important 
4 Quite important 
5 “very important” 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Value for Contraceptive Efficacy: created 
from CD01; each dyad member has own score 

Constructed, ordinal 
Value Label 
1  Moderately or Less 
2 Quite Important 
3 “very important” 

Proximal Predictor Variable: Pregnancy Beliefs 
Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
FH30: “If [you/your {wife/partner}{pname}] 
became pregnant in the next six months, it 
would bring joy to your life.” 

Wave 1, original, ordinal 
Value Label 
1 Very strongly 

disagree 
2 Disagree 
3 No opinion 
4 Agree 
5 Very strongly agree 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Wave 1, original, ordinal 
Value Label 
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FH31: “If [you/your {wife/partner}{pname}] 
became pregnant in the next six months, you 
would experience financial strain.” 

1 Very strongly 
disagree 

2 Disagree 
3 No opinion 
4 Agree 
5 Very strongly agree 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
FH32: “If [you/your {wife/partner}(pname}] 
became pregnant in the next six months, the 
pregnancy would totally disrupt your life.” 

Wave 1, original, ordinal 
Value Label 
1 Very strongly 

disagree 
2 Disagree 
3 No opinion 
4 Agree 
5 Very strongly agree 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
FH33: “If [you/your {wife/partner}(pname)] 
became pregnant in the next six months, the 
pregnancy would strain your relationship with 
[partner].” 

Wave 1, original, ordinal 
Value Label 
1 Very strongly 

disagree 
2 Disagree 
3 No opinion 
4 Agree 
5 Very strongly agree 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Pregnancy Beliefs: variable created from 
above four items; each dyad member has own 
score.  

Constructed, scale score 
Value Label 
4 – 20 -- 

Covariate: Marital Status 
Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
DI01: “Are you and your husband [pname] 
still married?” Asked of respondents who 
were married at Wave 1.  

Wave 2, original, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
0 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
DI09: “When we interviewed you in [T1 
interview date], you were cohabiting with 
[pname]. That is, the two of you were living 
together. What has happened to your 
relationship with him since that time? Is 
it…you are still cohabiting, you are no longer 
living together, you got married to each other 
and are still living together, or you got 
married to each other, but the marriage 
ended?” 

Wave 2, original, nominal 
Value Label 
1 Cohabiting 
2 No longer living 

together 
3 Married and still 

together 
4 Married and marriage 

ended 
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Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Cohabiting: indicator variable created from 
DI09, with married couples as the reference 
group.  

Constructed, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
0 No 

Covariate: Relationship Duration 
Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB46YY: “When did your relationship with 
your [partner] begin? That is, when did you 
start seeing each other on a regular basis? 
What year was it?” 

Wave 1, original, date 
Value Label 
1977 - 2006 -- 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB46MM: “What month was it?” Wave 1, original, date 

Value Label 
1 January 
2 February 
3 March 
4 April 
5 May 
6 June 
7 July 
8 August 
9 September 
10 October 
11 November 
12 December 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Relationship Duration: continuous measure in 
units of months created by subtracting the 
date the relationship began from the interview 
date; responses from men and women were 
averaged. 

Constructed, interval 
Value Label 
1+ -- 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Duration: indicator variable created by using 
mean Relationship Duration as a cutpoint.  

Constructed, binary 
Value Label 
1 < 3 years 
0 > 3 years 

Covariate: Relationship Satisfaction 
Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
CR28: “Now we would like you to take a step 
back and look at your relationship as a whole. 
Everything considered, how happy are you in 
your [marriage/relationship]?” 

Wave 1, original, ordinal 
Value Label 
1 Extremely unhappy 
2 Very unhappy 
3 Unhappy 
4 Slightly unhappy 
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5 Neither happy nor 
unhappy 

6 Slightly happy 
7 Happy 
8 Very happy 
9 Extremely happy 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Unhappy: variable created from men’s and 
women’s responses to CR28; 1 indicates 
couples wherein at least one person chose a 
response 1 – 6. 

Constructed, binary 
1 Yes 
0 No 

Covariate: Number of Children 
Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
FH11: “Altogether, how many children live 
with you at least half of the time in your 
household?” 

Wave 1, original, interval 
Value Label 
0 - 9 -- 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Kids: indicator variable created from highest 
of men’s and women’s responses to FH11; 1 
indicates the couple has at least one child 
living at home.  

Constructed, binary  
Value Label 
1 Yes 
0 No 

Covariate: Age 
Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB01YY: “What is your date of birth? What 
year was it?” 

Wave 1, original, date 
Value Label 
1943 - 1986 -- 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB01MM: “What month was it?” Wave 1, original, date 

Value Label 
1 January 
2 February 
3 March 
4 April 
5 May 
6 June 
7 July 
8 August 
9 September 
10 October 
11 November 
12 December 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Age: continuous variable for each member of 
dyad created by subtracting the participant 
birth dates from the interview date at Wave 1.  

Constructed, interval 
Value Label 
18 + -- 
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Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Young adult: variable created from men’s and 
women’s calculated ages to indicate couples 
wherein both members were under the age of 
30.  

Constructed, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
0 No 

Covariate: Race and Ethnicity 
Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB06: “What race do you consider yourself to 
be?  

Wave 1, nominal, check all that apply 
Value Label 
1 American Indian or 

Alaskan Native (A 
person who comes 
from peoples of 
North, Central, or 
South America, and 
who has tribal 
affiliation or 
community 
attachment) 

2 Asian (A person who 
comes from peoples 
of the Far East, 
Southeast Asia, or the 
Indian subcontinent, 
including, for 
example, Cambodia, 
China, India, Japan, 
Korea, Malaysia, 
Pakistan, the 
Philippine Islands, 
Thailand, and 
Vietnam) 

3 Black or African 
American (A person 
who comes from the 
Black racial groups of 
Africa) 

4 Native Hawaiian or 
Other Pacific Islander 
(A person who comes 
from peoples of 
Hawaii, Guam, 
Samoa, or other 
Pacific Islands) 

5 White (A person who 
comes from peoples 
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of Europe, the Middle 
East, or North Africa) 

6 Don’t know 
7 Refused 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB07: “Please look at the list again and select 
the group that best describes your racial 
background.” Asked of respondents who 
chose more than one category in IB06.  

Wave 1, original, nominal 
Value Label 
2 American Indian / 

Alaskan Native 
3 Asian 
4 Black / African 

American 
5 Native Hawaiian / 

Pacific Islander 
6 White 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB08: “Do you consider yourself to be 
Hispanic, Latino, or of Spanish origin? By 
this we mean a person of Cuban, Mexican, 
Puerto Rican, South or Central American, or 
other Spanish culture or origin, regardless of 
race. 

Wave 1,original, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
2 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Hispanic: variable created from men’s and 
women’s responses to IB08; 1 indicates 
couples wherein both members identified as 
Hispanic, Latino or Spanish.  

Constructed, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
0 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Non-Hispanic Black: variable created from 
men’s and women’s responses to IB06, IB07 
and IB08; 1 indicates couples that were not 
Hispanic and wherein both members 
answered “Black/African American.”  

Constructed, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
0 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Non-Hispanic Other: variable created from 
men’s and women’s responses to IB06, IB07 
and IB08; 1 indicates couples that were not 
Hispanic or Non-Hispanic Black and were 
instead American Indian, Asian, 
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, White, or 
interracial.  

Constructed, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
0 No 

Covariate: Socioeconomic Status 
Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB17YY: “When did your most recent job 
end? What year was it?” 

Wave 1, original, date 
Value Label 
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1990 - 2006 -- 
Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB19: “Next are a few more questions about 
your [current/most recent] job. [Are/were] 
you paid by the hour, salaried, or paid on 
some other basis?” 

Wave 1, original, nominal 
Value Label 
1 By the hour 
2 Salaried 
3 Paid on some other 

basis 
Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB20: “What [is/was] your base hourly wage 
at this job?” Asked of IB19 = By the hour 

Wave 1, original, interval 
Value Label 
1 - 1000 -- 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB21: “The federal minimum wage is 
currently $6.15 per hour. [Are/were] you paid 
at least minimum wage?” Asked of IB20 = 
Don’t know 

Constructed, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
2 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB22: “What [is/was] your gross salary before 
deductions at this job? You have the option of 
reporting in yearly, monthly, or weekly 
salary.” Asked of IB19 = Salaried 

Wave 1, original, nominal 
Value Label 
1 Yearly 
2 Monthly 
3 Weekly 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB23A: “Please look at the dollar amounts 
listed below. Mark the amount that is closest 
to your yearly salary before taxes and other 
deductions. Your best estimate is fine.” 

Wave 1, original, interval 
Value Label 
1 Under $7,000 
2 $7,000 – 8,499 
3 $8,500 – 9,999 
4 $10,000 – 11,999 
5 $12,000 – 13,999 
6 $14,000 – 15,999 
7 $16,000 – 17,999 
8 $18,000 – 19,999 
9 $20,000 – 24,999 
10 $25,000 – 29,999 
11 $30,000 – 39,999 
12 $40,000 – 49,999 
13 $50,000 – 59,999 
14 $60,000 – 69,999 
15 $70,000 – 79,999 
16 $80,000 – 89,999 
17 $90,000 – 99,999 
18 $100,000 or more 
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Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB23B: “Please look at the dollar amounts 
listed below. Mark the amount that is closest 
to your monthly salary before taxes and other 
deductions. Your best estimate is fine.” 

Wave 1, original, interval 
Value Label 
1 Under $683 
2 $683– 707 
3 $708 – 832 
4 $833 – 999 
5 $1,000 – 1,166 
6 $1,167 – 1,332 
7 $1,333 – 1,499 
8 $1,500 – 1,666 
9 $1,667 – 2,082 
10 $2,083 – 2,499 
11 $2,500 – 3,332 
12 $3,333 – 4,166 
13 $4,167 – 4,999 
14 $5,000 – 5,832 
15 $5,833 – 6,666 
16 $6,667 – 7,499 
17 $7,600 – 8,332 
18 $8,333 or more 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB23C: “Please look at the dollar amounts 
listed below. Mark the amount that is closest 
to your weekly salary before taxes and other 
deductions. Your best estimate is fine.” 

Wave 1, original, interval 
Value Label 
1 Under $135 
2 $135– 162 
3 $163 – 191 
4 $192 – 230 
5 $231 – 268 
6 $269 – 307 
7 $308 – 345 
8 $346 – 384 
9 $385 – 480 
10 $481 – 676 
11 $677 – 768 
12 $769 – 961 
13 $962 – 1,163 
14 $1,164 – 1,345 
15 $1,346 – 1,537 
16 $1,538 – 1,730 
17 $1,731 – 1,922 
18 $1923 or more 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Wave 1,original, binary 
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IB24: “[Is/was] this [salary/wage] for full 
time, year round work?” Asked of Salaried: 
“If you [haven’t/didn’t] [worked/work] at this 
job for a full year, [is/was] the amount you 
just reported the salary you would get paid if 
you had worked full time for a full year?” 

Value Label 
1 Yes 
2 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB25: “How many months during the last year 
[you worked] did you receive this 
[salary/wage]?”  

Wave 1, original, interval 
Value Label 
1 - 12 -- 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB26: “How many hours per week? If it 
varied, please indicate a typical number of 
hours per week.”  

Wave 1, original, interval 
Value Label 
2 - 90 -- 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB27: “For some people, their current or most 
recent rate of pay does not add up to the same 
amount per year that they earned last year. 
This can be due to such things as raises, job 
changes, cost of living adjustments, bonuses, 
or temporary unemployment. Could you 
report your total earnings (before taxes and 
deductions) in 2003?” 

Wave 1, original, interval 
Value Label 
1 Under $7,000 
2 $7,000 – 8,499 
3 $8,500 – 9,999 
4 $10,000 – 11,999 
5 $12,000 – 13,999 
6 $14,000 – 15,999 
7 $16,000 – 17,999 
8 $18,000 – 19,999 
9 $20,000 – 24,999 
10 $25,000 – 29,999 
11 $30,000 – 39,999 
12 $40,000 – 49,999 
13 $50,000 – 59,999 
14 $60,000 – 69,999 
15 $70,000 – 79,999 
16 $80,000 – 89,999 
17 $90,000 – 99,999 
18 $100,000 or more 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB28: “Next, we would like to know about 
your combined family income in 2003. This 
includes all of your income plus your 
[husband’s/wife’s/partner’s] income, before 
taxes. Things like alimony, child support, 
rent, public assistance payments, interest or 
dividends, all count. Please mark the number 
closest to your combined family income in 
2003.” 

Wave 1, original, interval 
Value Label 
1 Under $7,000 
2 $7,000 – 8,499 
3 $8,500 – 9,999 
4 $10,000 – 11,999 
5 $12,000 – 13,999 
6 $14,000 – 15,999 
7 $16,000 – 17,999 
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8 $18,000 – 19,999 
9 $20,000 – 24,999 
10 $25,000 – 29,999 
11 $30,000 – 39,999 
12 $40,000 – 49,999 
13 $50,000 – 59,999 
14 $60,000 – 69,999 
15 $70,000 – 79,999 
16 $80,000 – 89,999 
17 $90,000 – 99,999 
18 $100,000 or more 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Below 100 % of fpl: indicator variable created 
after calculating couple income from the 
above variables and comparing the values to 
the federal poverty level (fpl) for 2005-2006. 

Constructed, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
0 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
100 – 199 % of fpl: indicator variable created 
after calculating couple income from the 
above variables and comparing the values to 
the federal poverty level (fpl) for 2005-2006. 

Constructed, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
0 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Above 200% of fpl: indicator variable created 
after calculating couple income from the 
above variables and comparing the values to 
the federal poverty level (fpl) for 2005-2006. 

Constructed, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
0 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB11: “Below is a list of educational degrees. 
Please mark all the degrees that you have.” 

Wave 1, original, nominal 
Value Label 
1 None 
2 High school diploma 
3 GED 
4 Associates degree 
5 Bachelor’s degree 
6 Master’s degree 
7 Doctoral degree 
8 Some other academic 

degree 
Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Low Education: indicator variable created 
based on men’s and women’s responses to the 
degree question; indicates couples wherein 
neither person completed education beyond 
high school/GED. 

Constructed, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
0 No 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
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Low SES: indicator variable created from 
income and education constructed variables; 
if couple was below 100% fpl then they were 
assigned a 1; if couple was above 200% fpl 
then they were assigned a 0; if couple was 
100-199% fpl and low education then they 
were assigned a 1; if couple was 100-199% 
fpl and high education then they were 
assigned a 0.  

Constructed, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
0 No 

Covariate: Religiosity 
Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
IB33: “Do you consider yourself to be very 
religious, somewhat religious, or not religious 
at all?” 

Wave 1, original, ordinal 
Value Label 
1 Very religious 
2 Somewhat religious 
3 Not religious at all 

Variable Name Variable Characteristics 
Religious: variable created from men’s and 
women’s responses to IB33; 1 indicates that 
both members of the dyad are “somewhat 
religious” or “very religious.” 

Constructed, binary 
Value Label 
1 Yes 
0 No 

 

 

 

 

 


